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SENATOR WILLARD B. KNOWLTON~ Trds hearing wiLl 

please come to order. 

The first witness th1.s morning will be Mrc. William 

J. Chamberlain. President of the New Jersey Civil Service 

Association, 

Mr Chamberlain, for the record .. will yot"; please 

state your full name and your aff.ili.ation 

W I L L I A M J. C H A M B E R L A I N: I am 

William J. Chamberlain o Presiden+,: of the Nevv' Jersey Ci'J il 

Service Association, 

I would like to thank t~he Committee for t.he opportunit.y 

to once again speak on behalf of the .Association concerning 

our position on Chapter 303, I must say that our position 

has not changed very much since I addressed the Commit.tee 

on January 2. 1969. and againu the PERC Commission on 

March 12 o 1969 And mu.ch of "chat which I submitt.ed at tha-t 

time is still appropriate. However" :;: have not attempt.ed 

to repeat all of that material in t.his report today. 

I would Like to make two observations, however, 

before I start. Yesterday, later in the afternoon, a 

question was raised concerning money, l am cert:ain t.l-'.a t 

this is the basic problem, not only for PERC bu~ for all 

of the governmental agencies. as well as t.he employees 

And if we could resolve the problem of money" I think we 

probably cound dispense with amending Chapter 303 and 

conducting these hearings. 

The second point that I wanted to make here" I 

have the feeling that,, despite a large number of spokesmen 

appearing at this hearing c the bulk of t:!le stat.ements 

being made do not represent the feelings of employees. 

Most employees do not know what is happening and many are 

not concerned. Now I say this from experience, I have 

literally talked to hundreds of employees during the course 

of the past year and I know from exper .i.ence t.hat the 

employees really have litt.le concern about Chapt.er 303, 

Those who have had concern lost: interest in it when t.hey 
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at.tempt to read it and underst.and it, And I can under

stand why they lost interest because I have a different 

int.erpretation of Chapter 303, different from those 

interpretations of many other persons., 

I have attended a number of courses at Rutgers~ 

I have participated in discussions, and there is no doubt 

in my mind that people read into this thing whatever they 

choose" 

I believe that most of the statements presented in 

this hearing are prescriptions developed by vested interests. 

Now I would like to state here that I believe that 

I have a dual interestc that of the New Jersey Civil 

Service Association and also that of an employee. I 

don 1 t think that there will be many speakers here who 

will be able to state that they really have the interest 

of the employee in the sense that they are employees, 

Now, one of the points that I would like to make 

concerning this is the fact that this is a time when 

there is much discussion about employees having an 

opportunity to participate in the decisions affecting 

himo I believe that considerable weight should be given 

t.o my statemento I believe really, and I donet know to 

what. degree but I do believe that, speaking as an employee 

representing many employees, we should be given perhaps 

some additional time to discuss some of the points, or 

an opportunity to come back and discuss, perhaps, recom

mendat.ions that may come out of this hearing before 

they proceed to the point where action is to be taken 

either aye or nay. At that point in time it is almost 

too late to really be constructive. 

I state here that this whole matter of PERC 

really revolves around this philosophy of giving the 

employee an opportunity to participate in the decision

making process. I am sure everyone will say, well, you 

had a chance to participate by attending the public 

hearing; but I 9 m not sure that one appearance, one 
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brief statement, very readily fills the bill for dis~ 

cussion and participation in the decision-making processn 

Now I would like to make a number of recommendations 

but I would like to try to clarify an important point, in 

that everything that I am talking about and the positions 

that I take are related only to employers and employees 

functioning under the authority of Title 11, the Civil 

Service Lawo This is importanto 

Our basic premise is that there are three types of 

public employees in New Jersey, all of whom need not be 

treated under one omnibus type law found here in Chapter 

303. There are teachers and other employees of boards of 

education who are functioning under Title 18p Civil Service 

employees functioning under the authority of Title lli' and 

all other public employees. And in this last group, there 

are many who are functioning under special provisions in 

law" For example, health officers, under Title 26 8 are 

brought to their maximum salary at the end of three years 

and granted permanent tenure after five yearsa 

There are special provisions in law for tax assessors, 

as well as township clerks, and many othersa 

I tried to be brief and I tried to put this together 

in same sequence to make it a little more understandablee 

The next thing I have is a series of problems, as we 

Civil Service employees have seen them during the course 

of the past year. And the number one problem that I have 

not been able to fathom is the fact that Chapter 303 

states that nothing in this act shall annul or modify 

any statute or statutes of this Statea Still there seems 

to be a wide misunderstanding of the items that might be 

negotiable under the provisions of Chapter 303a 

Under Title 11, Chapter 5, the Civil Service 

Commission is specifically responsible for the adoption 

and maintenance of classification and compensation plans 

for the State serviceo Title 11, Chapter 24 states that 

"The Commission shall prepare classifications and suggest 
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standards of salaries or wages to be paid to officers 

and employees in the classified service of the several 

counties, municipalities and school districts operating 

under t"his subtitle. u Title 11, Chapter 5, further 

places employer-employee relations as a responsibility of 

the Civil Service Commissiono This is the number one 

problem for Civil Service Employeesa 

A second problemQ and this relates back to the hearing 

that was held by PERC when they were discussing the pro

posed guidelinesa Mr. Parsonnet, then a member of the 

Commissiono challenged some of my statements and asked me 

specifically if I did not think that Civil Service employees 

were adequately prot,ected in Chapter 303 by this PERC 

provision that it not annul or modify any statutes, as 

well as the provision that referred to past practicea I 

indicated to him at that time that I was not satisfied 

that these statements were enough,and experience during 

the past year certainly has proven that they were not 

adequate because everyone appears to ignore these state

ments in the lawa And I don't understand why the attorneys 

choose to ignore the statements in the law. They tell 

me that they are almost not worth the ink that it took 

to print them, and I don 1 t understand whyo 

But related to Past Practice, as I say here, this 

was a grave error to believe that anything referring to 

past practice would hold watero Civil Service employees 

have been represented in varying degrees of effectiveness 

for over fifty years, at all levels of employment, state, 

county and municipal. Contracts are non-existent or have 

never been signedo We have negotiated conditions of 

employmento Compensation and fringe benefits have been 

negotiated year after year throughout the State culminating 

in the State appropriation for salaries as well as local 

ordinances establishing compensation planso A hearing 

officer told me that this was not acceptable evidence in 

any hearing. The only thing that would be acceptable 
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evidence would be a written oontracto 

Now, if any of you are Civil Service employees 

and if you have participated in our negotiations, this must 

come as a shock to you, as it did to mee And this is 

one of the reasons why I believe that Civil Service 

employees need to be separated from any legislation that 

is to be applied to all other employeeso I believe these 

are some of the problems. 

Another problem that we have spent much money on 

during the past year - PERC has run out of money - our 

Association has spent probably in the neighborhood of 

$15,000 over the last year, and I would say that it was 

money down the drain, a complete waste of moneyo And 

if we have spent this kind of money, municipalities 

throughout the State have also had added expenses. And 

I am again only dealing with Civil Service employeeso 

I •m only talking about municipalities who function under 

Title 11, who should have all of the procedures, the law, 

rules and regulations established and should not be in

volved in this kind of added expense. 

But, nevertheless, an additional problem that we 

have seen is the section in Chapter 303 relating to the 

limitations as to membership in employee organizations. 

Employees at all levels and in all titles have been 

members of the Civil Service Association and have had the 

opportunity to be represented by this Association. 

Grievances have been processed through the various depart

ments and many have resulted in hearings before the Civil 

Service Commission. Many hearings have pitted members of 

the Association on opposite sides of the issues with no 

real adverse effect on either party. The rulings handed 

down by the Commission have been based upon the law, rules 

and regulations which are canprehensive and cover nearly 

all aspects of conditions of employment. 

I mention this becauseuin some of the hearings in 

which we have participated, considerable time has been taken 
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up discussing this problem as to who was eligible to 

participate in the Associationo We have actually 

negotiated one contract in Hunterdon County representing 

all employees of the County, only to have PERC or, I guess, 

the Governor's Office challenge the contract on the basis 

of a certain group of employees should not have been members 

of the representative group or of the unito 

Another problem is that of the term Managemento I 

feel that practically everyone employed under Civil Service 

is management, managing the affairs of governmento The 

degree to which they manage or the level at which they 

manage may be challenged but, for the most part, they are 

all managers. 

The simplest definition of management says that 

when you have two people working together and ooe directs 

the other you have a managero However, if there is a need 

t.o define management for Civil Service employees functioning 

under this type of legislation, it would appear to be most 

reasonable to include as management only elected and 

appointed employeeso 

The fifth problem that I would like to cite, and 

I. 1 m not sure that I have an answer to it but I believe 

it's related to any type of legislation, such as Chapter 

303, is~ Civil Service is adopted at the local level, 

that is at the county and municipal level, by referendum, 

by a vote of the citizensa I'm not certain of the 

appropriateness of taking away from the citizens their 

choice to have a merit system and to have their government 

operate under Tit.le 11 by an act of the Legislaturea And 

I say, take away Civil Service, becauseo to my mind, 

C.i'Jil Service, a merit system, is not. compatible with a 

system based upon contracts for employmento 

The general feeling of personnel officers tJ:-.roughout 

the country, and Civil Service Commissioners, as I 

determined at a conference in Detroit, last November, was 

t.hat civil service commissions were on the downward road, 
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that is u with the growth of contracted negot.iations civil 

service commissions would be left with only two functionso 

these functions to be recruitment and examination.. And 

this was the feeling.. However, related to this, I ought 

to make one more point .. 

I heard yesterday reference to similar labor-manage

ment legislation in Michigan, Californiau Hawaii, and other 

states.. It as interesting to note that M' SCME has proposed 

federal legislation -

SENATOR KNOWLTON: What was that name? 

MRo CHAMBERLAIN: AF9CM~ - American Federation of 

State, County and Municipal Employeeso They are affiliated 

with the AFL-CIO.. -- has proposed federal legislation 

because they feel that there are only ten states in the 

country that have labor-management acts or bills or laws 

that are anywhere near adequate .. 

I stated at one of the earlier hearings that most 

of the acts that have been passed by state legislatures 

have occurred within the last two years.. Many of them 

are, I would guess, experiments or stop~gap legislation .. 

Connecticut does not apply to state employees.. Wisconsin, 

the first to pass this type of legislation, limits in 

the act the items that may be negotiated.. But, more than 

thatu and this is where I feel that enough attention 

hasn 9 t been given, -all of these states, although having 

merit systems, have questionable types of mer it. systems, 

have variations from what we have in New Jersey. And I 

think that any consideration that 9 s given to a labor

management bill in another state must also be studied as 

it relates to the Civil Service Law in that state, the 

experience and the length of time that that. particular 

state has functioned under a mer it systemv 

Now, let me get back to the paper here.. I get 

lost.. I say here that employment under a merit system 

imposes upon the employer and the employee responsibilities 

not found in private employment.. It is, therefore, 
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incumbent that actions taken to deal with problems arising 

under negotiations be related to Civil Service Law and 

not necessarily relat"ed to decisions rendered under the 

National Labor Relations Act. 

Now keep in mi.nd 7 everything that I am saying relates 

to Civil Service employees. I don't presume - I have enough 

trou.bl:-:: re lat.ing to C.v il Service Law without trying t.o 

cor:..sider cr make recommendations concerning teachers or 

any other pnt 1_ :i c ernp~_::-_,yee in the State. 

Now, iL or·der to resolve the problems cited above 

for Civil Service employees, we recommend that the following 

steps b~ t:aken ~ 

L That the prO\? is ions of Chapter 5, Title 11 be 

recognized and that all Civil Service employees be exempt 

from the prcvLsions o£ Chapt.er 303. 

No'"'' we also recognize that there are some good 

feat.ur:es .in Chapter 303 that we do not want to lose. 

Therefore, we would like to have established in the 

Depart.ment of Civil Service an Office of Negotiations - or 

call it whatever you willu we don't care what you call it ~ 

with the authority to establish procedures for conducting 

negot.iat:.ions at all levels of government, with the power to 

invoke sanctions against the employer and/or the employee 

representative failing to comply with procedures so 

established. 

Next, that all classified employees in the State 

Service be determined to be a unit for negotiating purposes. 

I 0 m not sure that I mentioned unit determination 

as being one of the major problems, but unit determination 

is one of the major problems. 

For Civil Service employees, the classified service 

is a logical and realistic unit and we don't believe there 

is any need to fragment it. 

Also, that the classified service in each county or 

municipality be determined to be the unit for negotiating 

purposes for each county· or municipality. 
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Further, organizations representing civil service 

employees shall admit to membership none but civil service 

employees a 

The reason for this, we don 1 t believe that employees 

who are not functioning under Title 11 have the interesto 

have the concern, have the desire, to maintain the merit 

system and, thereforee if they were members of such an 

organization they would be in a position to weaken ito 

We state also,recognizing here past practice" that 

each municipality may establish separate units for 

negotiating purposes for their police and firemeno 

Now, I made a statement earlier concerning a 

definition for management, and this has a reference to 

thato No employee in the classified service should be 

placed in the position of representing the employer in 

any matter of negotiationso 

Now, I think this is logicalo If the classified 

service is to be the unit, it would be difficult for a 

person in the classified service to be representing the 

employer a 

Lastlyu and again, in order to give employees a 

little stronger voice in the decision-making process, we 

suggest that there be established an advisory council 

to the Civil Service Commissione consisting of employees 

in the classified serviceu three of whom shall be state 

employees, two county employees and two municipal employees. 

Now, it seems incomplete to stop therea So, I 

added another sentence and I suggested that one of the 

primary concerns of this advisory council would be to 

direct its attention to preventing conflicts between 

negotiated issues and Civil Service laws, rules and 

regulations .. 

I have completed the pa:pe r that I have here but 

I think I had better add a further statement thato although 

we suggest that Civil Service employees be taken out from 

under Chapter 303 and be placed under Civil Service law, and 
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a unit having power to establish negotiations, and although 

I have stated that Civil Service is basically incompatible 

with a contracted type of employmentv there are areas in 

the Civil Service rules and regulations that establish only 

minimums for the guidance of county and municipal employeese 

as well as for the guidance of the Governor and the 

Legislaturee I believeo For example, vacation schedules 

established by Title 11 are minimal scheduleso This type 

of fringe benefit or condition of employment might be a 

reasonable kind of issue to negotiate with a public 

employer at the county or municipal levele 

I haven't screened all of the rules and regulations 

to find out what other things are established as minimal 

guidelines but, I suppose, there are enough that we could 

participate in contract negotiationso 

At the municipal level, the Civil Service Commission 

is charged with establishing standards, I believeo This is 

the area that we have participated in for years in many 

municipalities. However, there are a number of municipalities 

of the State who unilaterally decide what the compensation 

plan shall be and discuss it with no oneo These are 

the areas where Civil Service employees could benefit if 

there was a requirement for the municipalities to negotiate 

with the employee representativeo Sou although I say 

completely incompatible, there are some areas and it is 

very difficult to spell out completely those areaso But 

this, again, is additional reason why I believe that there 

should be special legislation dealing only with Civil 

Service employeeso It becomes so complex and complicated 

that to try and attempt to cover all types of public 

employees in one bill really defeats the purpose of the 

bill, to my minde 

Thank you very mucho 

SENATOR KNOWLTON : Mr. Chamberlain, we have a few 

questions to ask youe 

First of alle will the record please note that 
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Assemblyman Frank Conwell, a member of the Assembly 

Committee on State Government, is with us todayo 

Mro Chamberlain, what percentage of State employees 

come under the Civil Service Laws? Would you say 75 or 

80 percent? 

MR. CHAMBERLAIN: Now wait. when you say State 

employees you mean public employees in the ~~ 

SENATOR KNOWLTON: In the State Governmenta 

MRo CHAMBERLAIN~ Seventy-five percent are, I would 

say, in the Classified Service. 

SENATOR KNOWLTON~ .And how would you characterize 

the remaining 25 percent? 

MR .. CHAMBERLAIN: They 0 re in the Unclassified 

Service and these are either elected officials or 

appointed. 

SENATOR KNOWLTON: The department heads and -= 

MR. CHAMBERLAIN: Department heads, commissioners, 

and so forth and so on. And each department head has so 

many appointments. In the Unclassified Service there is 

a problem in that there are special types of employees 

hard to recruit, for example, doctors, psychiatrists, 

and a number of others who are unclassified by reason of 

the law. There are probably 25 such classificationsa 

These should be given special consideration. 

SENATOR KNOWLTON: Now, with respect to county 

employees in the Classified Service, how many would you 

say - what percentage of Classified Service employees 

come under Civil Service? 

MR. CHAMBERLAIN~ I would think a larger percentage 

of the county employees. 

SENATOR KNOWLTON~ And again the unclassified would 

be -= 

MRo CHAMBERLAIN: Smaller. 

SENATOR KNOWLTON: -= freeholders and top management 

people. 

MR. CHAMBERLAIN: Right .• 
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SENATOR KNOWLTON~ Now we have 570 municipalities 

in the State, how many of them have Civil Service employees? 

MRo CHAMBERLAIN: I think there are over 200 and 

these are mostly the larger. So that the remaining 

municipalities are really the smaller where they only have 

five or six employees, many of whom are part time. 

SENATOR KNOWLTON~ Now I take it that the New Jersey 

Civil Service Association is composed of members of the 

Classified Service. Is that right? 

MRo CHAMBERLAIN: Yeso 

SENATOR KNOWLTON~ And how would you characterize 

the relationship between the New Jersey Civil Service 

Association and the Civil Service Commission? What do 

you do with respect to the Civil Service Commission? 

MRo CHAMBERLAIN: We have not done the job that 

we should have done over- the years but, generally speaking, 

we are the ones who might be considered the thorn in the 

side of the Commission in that we have represented over 

the years employees. We are the watchdog at all levels 

of government concerning the application of the rules and 

regulationso As soon as we discover an administrator, or 

anyone, attempting to circumvent the rules and regulations, 

these are the types of grievances that predominate, we take 

it first to the department and then to the Commission and, 

if need be, we go through the normal grievance process 

to the extent of having a hearing and having our employees 

represented by counselo 

SENATOR KNOWLTON~ Now, if a Civil Service employee 

on any level, that is staten municipal or county, feels 

that he has been hurt or damaged in some way by action of 

his superior and he comes to your As so cia tion, what do you 

do about that? 

MR. CHAMBERLAIN: We have these dailyp as a matter of 

facto I get phone calls every day from every department of 

State Government. I get them from counties and municipalities, 

from our representatives, mostly, out in the counties, who 
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are asking for assistance because perhaps I have access 

to people Yiho are a little more familiar with the law 

and the rules and regulations. I also have access, 

because of closer proximity and it is easier to call the 

district offices of the Department of Civil Service, and 

I investigate to find out if the statement being made is 

so. For example, I had . a call from Ocean County concerning 

a truck driver on the list in the Transportation Department 

who claims he has been bypassed. I checked with the 

Transportation Department and/or - in this case I went 

directly to Civil Service, to the Examination Division 

where they take care of the lists and asked for information 

concerning it and I found out that the person in fact had 

not been bypassed, that it was a misunderstanding on his 

part, that the individual who was placed in the job 

actually had been on an earlier list and everything was 

proper.. I relayed this information back. And I would 

say that 70 to 80 percent of the problems are handled in 

this manner. 

SENATOR KNOWLTON: Mr. Chamberlain, does a table 

of organization of your Association include a committee 

to handle grievance problems brought to them by Civil 

Service employees? 

MR. CHAMBERLAIN: Yes. Our organization has a 

local council in each county. Each local council is 

responsible to carry on or carry ou~ at the local level, 

its own grievance procedures, referring these problems 

only to the State Organization when they are unable to 

obtain satisfaction. We then, at the State level, have 

a Civil Service Committee, as well as a special committee 

on institutional grievances. 

SENATOR KNOWLTON: Do you think that the laws and 

Civil Service regulations respecting tenure of a Civil 

Service employee protect him a great deal or not a great 

deal or just so-so, or what? 

MRe CHAMBERLAIN: The permanent status of an employee 
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who has passed an examinationo completed his probationary 

period" I think gives him excellent protectiono 

SENATOR KNOWLTON~ How waul d you compare the job 

security of the public sector in relat.ion t.o job 

security in the private sector? 

MR., CHAMBERLAIN~ Reallyo just based on very 

limited experience, I would almost state that there is no 

comparisong The first job I ever had was with Thermoid 

Rubber Company, as a laborer, and at that t.ime Thermcid 

was one of the largest employers in the City of Trentono 

Friends cf mine who stayed with Thermoid saw it: change 

hands and become Ho Ko Porter Company and, aft.er 25 years 

of employment,; wit:h Ho Ko Porter or Thermoid, see Thermo.id 

close down and in fact. lose their pension provisions that 

they had paid in to the pension system because they were 

t.he last to leave and the pension system was broke~ 

I don ° t. know how many times I have seen this 

happeno The area of problem for tenure, and it is a 

serious problem and for the most part this has occurred 

at the local level where,for one reason or another, 

services have been contracted out and hundreds of employees 

who had permanent. status were let goo Now, this contracting 

out develops under the guise of economyo And under this 

t~ype of economy moves c persons have lost t.heir security 

under Civil Serviceo 

This is, as I see it, the one real problem areaQ 

And we have proposed legislation that places the 

responsibility for proving the economy upon the municipalit.y., 

As it is now, I believe 8 we have to prove that the move was 

not an economy move" 

SENATOR KNOWLTON~ Do you think that the present 

Civil Service structure provides a good basis for dealing 

with problems in management-employee relations in the 

public sector? 

MRe CHAMBERLAIN~ This is a problem because 8 in a 

sense that, we have had to deaL or we have dealt in the 
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past o in many areas. Now I am talking about t.he broad 

problems of fringe benefits and salaries, vacations and 

so fortho We have dealt, over the years, with the 

Governoro with the Legislature 1 perhaps with the Budget 

Birectoro And I suppose who we }l.ave dealt. with over the 

years has been determined, in a sense, as to who would 

see us o And this has not really been satisfact.ory, this 

phase of ito 

The structure of the Civil Service Law provides, 

I believe, practically everything that is necessary to 

handle all other problemso Additional law isn°t very 

helpful if you are not applying the law that is already 

on the b oaks o 

The Committee on Efficiency in Government in 1963 

made a series of recommendations for the improvement of 

the personnel system a To my knowledge, none of t.hose 

recommendati.cns have been adoptedo And this was seven 

years ago when they made recommendations for improvementso 

But the basic law, I think, is canprehensive enough, 

complete enough, to really resolve all of the problems, 

or at least most of the problems, if you have efficient 

and effective applicationo And this is the kind of thing 

that our Association strives to get out of the Civil 

Service Departmento Of course, we are handicapped to the 

extent that all of our officers and chairmen of committees 

and everyone else does it on a part time basiso And, again, 

we can only go after those areas that are brought to our 

attentiono We don°t have the means available to us to 

see everything that's going on. 

SENATOR KNOWLTON: Do you feel that the Civil 

Service Commission deals fairly with grievances brought. 

before it by Civil Service employees? 

MRo CHAMBERLAIN: Yeso I think, generally, most 

of the decisions that have been rendered by the Commissioners 

have been fairly takeno And possibly in some areas where 
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you might dispute that, it 0 s possible that the cases 

were not well presentedG And this is a failing on the 

part of the employee not to have gotten, you know, our 

assistance or the assistance of somebody who could argue 

the points o 

SENATOR KNOWLTON~ Excluding management personnel 0 

division heads and the like, are most of the employees 

of the Department of Transportation, New Jersey Turnpike 

Authorityo New Jersey Parkway Authority, - are they 

covered by Civil Service? 

MRo CHAMBERLAINg Mcst of the employees of the 

Transportation Department are covered by Civil Servicea 

The other authorities are under special legislation and~ 

as a matter of facto I have an inquiry in to the 

Attorney General 0 S office that deals with this problema 

that is over two years old.. The question was directed 

to the employees of the junior colleges, I believe in 

t,he counties., And then Attorney General Sills had 

issued an opinion that these employees should be covered 

by Civil Serviceo And he quoted a section of the lawo 

Within a week or two after that, he withdrew his statement 

and we 0 ve been waiting two years to resolve it a And 

with the new Attorney General, I 0ve directed another 

inquiry to him concerning that particular questiono 

I wanted to look into and see how that question 

of employees of junior colleges related to the establish

ment of employees for all other special authorities, to 

find out what the difference iso 

SENATOR KNOWLTON~ Yesterday after, Mro Frank A., 

Forst who is President of Local 195 or the International 

Representative of the American Federation of Technical 

Engi.neers 0 AFL-CIO, told this Committee that some 2,000 

employees of the Dep3.r tment of Transportation were ready 

to go out on strike because they could not negotiate a 

contract with the DepartmentG Has any employee covered 

by Civil Service in that Dep3.r tment brought this to your 
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attention? 

MRc CHAMBERLAIN: Recently? 

SENATOR KNOWLTON:' Yes o 

MR o CHAMBERLAIN : No o 

SENATOR KNOWLTON: Assemblyman, do you have any 

questions? 

ASSEMBLYMAN CONWELL: Not at the moment, noo 

SENATOR KNOWLTON: Thank you very much 0 Mro 

Chamberlain. 

MRa CHAMBERLAIN: Thank you very much. 

SENATOR KNOWLTON: Mro Eastwood? 

Mro Eastwood, may we have your name in full and 

your affil iationo for the record? 

EDWIN Co EAST W 0 0 Do JRo~ I am Edwin Co 

Eastwood 0 Jr .. o Assistant County Counsel, Bergen Countyo 

Senator, I prepared a written memorandum of the 

position of Bergen County with reference to amendments 

and changes in Public Law 303.. I would like to just 

comment briefly on the contents of that memorandum and, 

at this time, present a copy to youo (For memorandum -

see Po 99 A) 

Senatore we in the Bergen County Law Department 

have had some 20 to 25 applications for certification 

of various sized units since the inception of PoLe 303o 

approximately 18 months. We have found the major 

objections to be threefold. 

Firstly, the fragmentation of units. Public 

Law 303 defines it as a"community of interest .. of the 

employees. We feel that that should be somewhat 

modified to include also the interest of the employer. 

The hearing officers have tended, during our 

experience at these hearings, to grant as appropriate 

bargaining units very small units within a facilityo 

As, for example, the Bergen Pines Hospital. Over the 

opposition of Bergen County, there was one unit granted 

as appropriate involving 6 persons that worked in the 
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heating plant. If we carry this to its natural conclusiono 

within that facility alonea very conceivablye we could 

have 30 to 40 different bargaining units of nursesa nurses 

aides.. Among the items the hearing officer considered 

pertinent was whether a person was mobiles if you willo or 

stayed in one place. Now this could conceivably lead to 

cert.ain nurses who are on one floor and others who are 

transient. We find that it would become intolerable to 

bargain with all of these various unitso 

To date, in the Bergen Pines Hospital, we have had 

two elections. Oneo a six man unit, voted in favor of 

the bargaining unit. Another unit was certified 8 of some 

42 0 I belieVe 6 which voted against having this as a 

bargaining unit. 

It seems to us in Bergen County that the law 

should be amended to include the interest of the employer 

as a facility 8 possibly into two or three bargaining units 

within that facility.. Certainly it seems appropriate to 

us that all maintenance personnel should be within one 

unit~ ·that we should not have a separate bargaining unit 

for laundry workers, for kitchen workerse for maintenance 

workerso for watchmen.. We don°t know how we could 

ccnceivably bargain with them. It would be a 24 hour daye 

7 days a weeka to get contracts with these various units. 

Secondly, we find great difficulty with the present 

definition of tnemployer. i! Former Attorney General Sills, 

last year, at the request of our Legal Department, rendered 

a decision that the county judges were the appointing 

officers and employers of the probation employees, thus 

rendering it necessary for the county· judges to bargain 

with the probation officers. However, as we all know, the 

judges have neither authority or means to raise funds for 

ito nor are they cognizant of general policies such as 

fringe benefitse hospitalization 8 and other things. That 

is the duty of the freeholders who have to raise this money 

by taxation .. 
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Another good example, I think, was the Newark 

Teachers Association vs Newark Board of Education, where 

one of the comments of the PERC representative was that 

the Board of Education should in no way concern itself 

with how this money is raised, just keep the children in 

school. Well, we all want to keep the children in school, 

certainly, but I don 1 t think we can ignore the financial 

problem. And this is what is resulting from this definition 

of employer. 

Another example which I think is very pertinent 

was in Jersey City, again a Board of Education matter, 

where the official said, the document agreed upon by 

collective bargaining was "a worthless piece of paper" 

because we have no way of raising the money for it, since 

those officials in charge of raising the money had no 

control, no ability to enter into collective bargaining. 

We feel this is an impossible situation. 

Thirdly, there has been great difficulty with the 

status of professionals and supervisors. The Act defines 

a supervisor as one with the right to hire, fire, 

discipline, or effectively recommend the same. Well, so 

far we have found this to be a question of fact. It has 

caused extensive litigation, which I personally have been 

involved in, as to who is a supervisor within this act. 

One of the recent cases was the Middlesex Welfare 

Board case where there were ten supervisors under the 

qualifications set forth by the Welfare Board; however, 

a PERC hearing officer held one to be a supervisor far 

reasons that I could not understand under the decision, 

although I read it several times. I thought it was trivia 

that distinguished one from the other nine. 

In addition, what is a professional? Is he one 

who has a college degree? Does this, in and of itself, 

render him a 11profess ional" or does he have to have sane 

special training and. special abilities? I personally 

have just finished litigating and am awaiting a decision 
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on caseworkers in the Bergen County Welfare Board, 

whether they are professionalso It was the position 

of the prospective bargaining agent that because they 

were college graduates - and I might add their degrees 

ranked from Art to Economics - they were professionalso 

I submit, this cannot be so, and I think it is most 

important that a clear definition of "professional" and 

'"supervisor" be written into this Act to avoid tremendous 

litigation. 

I think basically these are the three basic problems 

as we see them. My memorandum goes into detail on cases 

involved in each individual item, examples, suggestions 

as to rewriting, which I don't feel we have to go into 

at this time, unless you desire me to. 

SENATOR KNOWLTON: Go ahead. Why don't you just 

discuss a few, Mr. Eastwood, in more detail perhaps than 

you have done here in your statement. 

MR. EASTWOOD: Well, as I alluded to before, 

community of interesto My suggestion is that the law 

reads: '.'The negotiating unit shall be defined with due 

regard for the community of interest among the employees 

of the employer concernede" Now, "of the employer'" is 

not part of the Act nowo And this would again relate to 

community of interest within a whole facility of a public 

employer, as opposed to a laundry worker, because he is 

a laundry worker, should be a separate bargaining unit 

without taking into consideration that he's an integral 

part of, say, the operation of a hospital, as is a food 

worker; and that the communit.y of interest is not because 

he is a laundry worker or is a food worker or is a 

maintenance man, but rather because he is an integral 

part of the operation of a hospital, and that if one group 

of these people should go out on strike, it could very 

effectively stop the total operation of this facilityp 

With reference to "employer".. I certainly think 

that there should a consolidation of the person who is 
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the employer under the Act and that person who has to 

pay the bill, to raise the money to pay the bill, as 

are freeholders, as are mayors and councils of our 

various towns who have to pay the educational bills. 

And I think, until we have that, taxation problemso 

budgetary problems become an impossible situation. We 

don't know how to budget. Where are we going to get the 

money from at a late time? Sure we might say emergency 

appropriations but how many emergency appropriations can 

any political subdivision have in any one year? How 

many bond issues for an emergency? I think this is 

terribly important~ 

Basically, that's our problem and I think that 1 S 

what we would like some correction on. 

SENATOR KNOWLTON: Mr. Eastwood, I think Assemblyman 

Conwell waul d like to ask you a few questions. 

ASSEMBLYMAN CONWELL: Mr. Eastwood, in the examina

tion of the three problems you have presented, waul d you 

tell me, if you were restructuring the law and the 

chapter, what criteria would you use for identifying, 

let's say, professional personnel, supervisors, etca? 

MR. EASTWOOD: Well, if I may take professional 

first¢ I certainly think that the criteria should be 

beyond merely graduating from a college or a university. 

I think that there should be graduate training within 

that field prior to qualifying a person to be a pro

fessional. By that I do not mean to imply that I waul d 

restrict professional to an engineer, a lawyer, a 

doctor~ However, I think, if I may take the example 

of a welfare board, a caseworker, certainly I think that 

that person should have graduated training in a limited 

field, such as psychology or sociology, as opposed to 

possibly an undergraduate degree in art or history to 

qualify him as a professional. 

So, to summarize briefly, I think the criteria 

should be a limited number of degrees directly allied 
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to the fi@ld in question, graduate training, and at 

least a two-year job training experience in that field, 

and evaluation prior to certification. 

ASSEMBLYMAN CONWELL: Well, has it been just the 

establishment of the person's status with regard to 

training as a supervisor which has represented the road

block in negotiations? 

MR. EASTWOOD: l~at it has been is, a prospective 

bargaining unit will file an application with PERC and 

request certain employees to be members. It has been 

the policy, at least in Bergen County, to check what is 

the job rating of these various employees, by the 

administrator, and whether they are deemed to be 

supervisors or not. And I cert.ainly feel, now changing 

from professionals to supervisors, that one cannot 

restrict a supervisor to the right to hire, fire, 

discipline or effectively recommend same. We must 

realize that this is municipal and state government and 

there is a limitation on delegation of authority in those 

fields. 

Therefore, I think that it should be also to 

generally supervisor under the fields, to direct a 

person, check their work, if you will, guide them, 

train them" I don't think we can limit it to those three 

criteria because of the nature of our field. 

ASSEMBLYMAN CONWELL: Well, is this presently the 

law or is this presently a practice? 

MR. EASTWOOD: Well, the law is, hire, fire, 

discipline or effectively recommend the same. So, from 

my personal experience in quite a few cases, having 

tried them before PERC, ~e get int6 ~xtensive litigation· 

on who is a supervisor and who is not, and we are far 

apart, so far, on who is and who isn't. And we 1 ve had 

to rely then on hearing officerso And, as a matter of 

pure economics, this has taken days, two and three days 

of trial, where I think a proper definition would eliminate 
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this, at least 90 percent of the timeu 

ASSEMBLYMAN CONWELL: May I move back to area two, 

your second area of concerne You indicate in the case 

of the county judge who in fact becomes the actual 

employer because of the statute, etc.u -here, again, 

how would you change these regulations in a new act, 

since judges or freeholders represent merely - not 

freeholders but judges, in the main, represent appointees 

and appointees representing arms of the law and acting 

in the capacity of employers for counties? 

MR. EASTWOOD: Well, my recommendation would be 

that that branch of government responsible for raising 

the funds and making proper provisions within the budget 

and preparing the budget of that particular political 

subdivision be deemed the employer, And I submit to you 

that the judges are not happy being termed the "employer." 

I think that they wish not to be involved in this type of 

negotiation 1 

ASSEMBLYMAN CONWELL: What would you do in the case 

of school teachers? 

MRo EASTWOOD: In the case of school teachers, I 

think that it should provide that the bargaining agent be 

in fact the mayor and council, or their appointed repre

sentative, in conjunction with your school board. 

I don't think that this authority to bargain 

should be exclusively the school board's, for the simple 

reason they, in many cases, are not professional in their 

field, they are appointees or electees who do this, I 

think in a majority of municipalities in the State of 

New Jersey, on a part-;time basis, donating their services 

as citizens of interest, and are not cognizant of the 

various budgetary problems and tax problems. And I think 

certainly the bargaining agent should be made up equally 

of representatives from the mayor and council, if you are 

dealing with a municipality, and representatives of the 

school boardo 
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ASSEMBLYMAN CONWELL: Then the first area over 

here, which you started out with, the"community of 

interest 11 areaa Were you suggesting then that because 

of the autonomous nature of particular bodies that small 

segments ought not be allowed to exist? 

MR. EASTWOOD: Yes, that is my absolute suggestion .. 

I think that if we want to have a breakdown it can be 

limited to three or fouro For instance, professional, 

craft, blue collar, would be an example, and white collaro 

There are four. 

ASSEMBLYMAN CONWELL: Well, in the main, where there 

would be conflict because of their work and the nature of 

their particular jobs, would you then eliminate the right 

of these people to act on their own independently in terms 

of sanctions against an employer? 

MR" EASTWOOD: I would not wish in any way to 

indicate that I would deprive any employee of his right 

to act against an employer. I just feel that there would 

not be a conflict if one were to line up the classifications 

as suggested. I could see no conflict among various 

professionals, various white collar workers, various blue 

collar workers, and the craftsmen. I see no reason why 

a group of plumbers, carpenters,- I mean licensed by this, 

real craftsmen - licensed electricians, could not have 

one bargaining agent for them and effectively put forth 

their position to the public employer. 

ASSEMBLYMAN CONWELL: Thank you o 

SENATOR KNOWLTON: Mr. Eastwood, Mr. William J. 

Chamberlain, President of the New Jersey Civil Service 

Association, said to us this morning that he felt that 

the Civil Service Law should be amended to give the 

Civil Service Commission powers to negotiate contracts 

or working conditions, things of that sort, with the 

public employero 

Now, let's assume that to be a fait accompli. 

Or, in the alternative, let us assume that 303, in some 
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version, remains on the books. Don 1 t you think it 

becomes necessary for each county to employ people who 

have skills in the field of public labor relations? 

MR. EASTWOOD: Without doubt? Bergen County has 

employed,as a labor consultant, MrG Paul Smith who has 

had some 40 years in this area in the NLRB as Labor 

Consultant and Relations for Western Electric. I have 

been, in the last year and a half, exclusively in the 

labor field. As you probably know, I had some experience 

prior thereto representing teacher associations and PBA's 

and NLRB work, myself~ And I think that in the next 

ten years this will be singularly the most important 

and biggest problem facing any county. 

SENATOR KNOWLTON: Do you think it would be 

feasible for a county, having developed a division, you 

might call it, of some kind of a collective bargaining 

agency representing the county, also to represent those 

municipalities who are covered by, say, Civil Service, 

or who have employees who wish to select another 

bargaining agent? 

MRQ EASTWOOD: I think certainly this would be 

the most economical and best situation. From my 

limited experience with municipalities, I have observed 

that some of the persons doing the collective bargaining 

have had no experience in it and have very limited 

understanding of both Civil Service law and PoL. 303. 

However~ as you know, Senator, there was extensive 

objection to the charter in Bergen County • So I don't 

know whether it would ever be workable. 

SENATOR KNOWLTON: Getting back to something you 

said before, you told us that you had extensive experience 

representing teacher associations. 

MRo EASTWOOD: Well, I have represented several 

teacher associations. 

SENATOR KNOWLTON: Have you represented teachers 

before the Commissioner of Education? 
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MRo EASTWOOD: Noo That was with P.L. 303 

and with the boards of education in fact finding, 

mediation, etc., on contracts. 

SENATOR KNOWLTON: Thank you very much, Mr. 

Eastwood .. 

MR. EASTWOOD: Thank you. 

SENATOR KNOWLTON: We will take a five minute 

break, now. 

(Recess) 

(After recess) 

SENATOR KNOWLTON: The hearing will come to order, 

please. 

So that you can make arrangements, we will go on 

until 1 o'clock, break for lunch for an hour, and then 

come back and see if we can finish up today. 

Mr, Robert Luse? 

Mr,. Luse, for the record, will you please state 

your name in full and your affiliation? 

R 0 B E R T T. L U S E: Senator Knowlton and 

Assemblyman Conwell, I am Robert R. Luse, Director of 

Public Relations and Publications of the State Federation 

of District Boards of Education. I was privileged to 

serve on the initial Commission to Study Public and School 

Employee Grievance Procedures~ Because of that experience, 

I have had a particular interest in Chapter 303 and 

the subsequent functioning of public employment relations 

under the bill. 

In addition, I represent the members of the 598 

local boards of education, who, as you know, employ the 

largest number of public employees of any agency in the 

State. Our members have now negotiated for two years 

within the statutory limitations of Chapter 303. As a 

result of these collective experiences, we feel we can 
~ 

offer testimony today which could improve Chapter 303 
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in a manner which would make it possible to protect the rights of employees and thP 

"'. prerogatives of employers and to safeguard the public welfare under the law. 

Much of our testimony will be confined to Senate Bill. 564 and its companion, 

Assembly Bill 498, which contain the most comprehensive amendments to the bill. 

We are pleased to note that the first major amendment to Chapter 303 proposed in 

S 564 is the inclusion of the public as a component in the resolution of disputes. 

~~ile we agree that the rights and duties of the public employer and the public 

employee are the just concern of Chapter 303, we submit that .the rights of the 

public must be granted equal consideration. The proposed amendment properly puts 

public welfare in the context of the resolution of disputes and seeks its pro-

tection. 

DEFINITION OF SUPERVISOR 

Many of the problems inherent in unit determination have arisen over the question 

of inclusion or exclusion of supervisors. Basic to the problem is the need to 

determine what ie meant by the term, "supervisor." 

The Federation is in agreement with the definition of the term, "supervisor," 

which S 564 adds to the list of definitions in Chapter 303. We have repeatedly 

urged that this definition be incorporated into present law. We believe its use 

will assist in resolving problems of unit determination and we urge its adoption. 
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TERMS AND CONDITIONS OF EMPLOYMENT 

-3-

We agree also that a definition of "terms and conditions of employment" is 

needed. Present law requires public employers and employees to negotiate in 

good faith concerning "terms and conditions of employment" but it gives no 

definition or clue as to what the phrase means. Consequently teacher organ-

izations have generally taken the position that "terms and conditions of 

employment" include almost everything of interest or concern to the employees 

including many matters of management policy and prerogative which the education 

law spells out as responsibilities of the board of education alone. Many 

boards have refused to accept such a broad meaning for the statutory phrase. 

Drawing a vital distinction between educational and management policies on the 

one hand and concrete pay and working conditions of employees on the other, 

many boards have agreed that only the latter are negotiable. This wide di-

versity between the employers and the employees with respect to the interpre-

tation of the law has led to impasses and difficulties, most of which could 

have been avoided if the law had contained some definition or set of standards 

by which one could judge whether an item constituted a term or condition of 

employment. 

While some test cases now befo!e the PUblic Employment Relations Commission 

should result in some important interpretations by the Commission, it may be 

months, or even years, before an authoritative appellate court decision estab-

lishes the principal guidelines for applying the statutory definition. We 

believe it would be for the best interests of everyone concerned that the 
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Legislature hasten a resolution of these uncertainties by defining the 

phrase in question but we believe such a definition needs to be more limiting 

than that set forth in S 564. Accordingly, the Federation recommends that the 

following definition be substituted for amendment (i) under amendments to 

Section 3 of S 564. 

(i) The phrase "terms and conditions of work" shall mean 

compensation of every kind paid or furnished to the employee; 

length of work day and work week, rest periods and meal hours; 

physical conditions at the place of employment which affect 

the health or safety of employees; and fringe benefits as the 

term is commonly understood in public employment. 

We believe this definition is sufficiently clear and inclusive and gives due 

regard for the health and safety of employees, management prerogatives and 

employer - employee communications. Incorporation of our definition into the 

statute would save long hours of discussion and limit future litigation. 

ACT LANGUAGE 

We would applaud the simplification of the language of the act by substitution 

of the word, "commission," in place of "Division of Public Employment Relations." 

We hope this terminology already in general use will be made a part of the law. 
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COMPOSITION OF COMMISSION 

-5-

Senate Bill 564 proposes a nine member commission made up of five public 

and four partisan members. The Federation has made an extensive study of 

the merits of an all public board versus a tripartite board as presently 

exists under the law. The proposed amendment would simply add two more 

public members but retain the tripartite composition of the Public Employment 

Relations Commission. 

The Federation believes that the tripartite structure of the Public Employment 

Relations Commission should be terminated as expeditiously as possible and be 

replaced by a five-member, all-public body. The Federation recognizes the 

contribution which has been made initially by the partisan members in educating 

the public members to the complexities of public employment, in helping to 

mediate major disputes and in attending to the formulation of fair operating 

policies and rules. However, because of the importance of the issues which 

will now be before the commission, it is essential that the judgment of the 

commission not only be righteous but also that the manner in which it is arrived 

at beget no suspicion as to the impartiality of the decision. 

CONFLICT OF INTEREST 

Under the present tripartite structure of the commission, from time to time 

there is bound to be conjecture as to the conflict of interest of partisan 

members with regard to certain matters before the commission. While the 
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conflicting interest must be substantial, not inconsequential or remote, 

it is not limited to a financial one; the interest may be "psychological" 

or "personal" as well. It is enough that the conflict may, as a reasonable 

possibility, affect the motivation of the official. An excellent statement 

of the law on this point is found in the following excerpt from Aldom vs. 

Roseland, supra, 42, N.J. Super. at pages 502, 503: 

The interest which disqualifies is not necessarily a direct 

pecuniary one, nor is the amount of such an interest of 

paramount importance. It may be indirect; it is such an 

interest as is covered by the moral rule: no man can 

serve two masters whose interests conflict. Basically, the 

question is whether the officer, by reason of a personal 

interest in the matter, is placed in a situation of tempta-

tion to serve his own purposes to the prejudice of those for 

whom the law authorized him to act as a public official. And 

in the determination of the issue, too much refinement should 

not be engaged in by the courts in an effort to uphold the 

municipal action on the ground that his interest is so little 

or so indirect. 

Furthermore, as the New Jersey Supreme Court said in Griggs vs. Princeton 

Borough, 32 N.J. 207, 219: "The question is whether there is a potential 

for conflict, not whether the public servant succumbs to the temptation or 

is even aware of it." 
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It is inevitable that any partisan members at some time or other will have 

direct personal interest in the decisions at hand. We believe participation 

by these members will render commission decisions vulnerable to attack and 

will undermine public confidence in the commission and cast suspicion on its 

prior actions. For these reasons the Federation recommends that, in the 

interest of the public and its confidence in the commission, partisan member-

ship on the commission be terminated in favor of an all public board. The 

initial terms of the members would, of course, be of varying .lengths so that 

the commission would never be left with less than a majority of experienced 

members. 

Senate Bill 862 recommends a seven member all public board and S 564 calls 

for five public and four partisan members. The Federation rejects these pro-

posals. We believe five public members would be sufficient to carry on the 

business of PERC, particularly since a strong staff has now been recruited 

and trained. 

NEGOTIATIONS PROCEDURE 

When bills defining a negotiations procedure were first introduced in the 

Legislature, the Federation urged introduction of clauses guaranteeing the 

constitutional right of employees to present and make known their grievances 

and proposals through representatives of their own choosing. Senate Bill 564 

has included such a provision in its amendments to section 7 of the act, and 

we urge that it be adopted. 
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We also believe that employers must be given more latitude in the making or 

modifying of rules governing working conditions, especially in emergency 

situations. We, therefore, urge adoption of the proposal inS 564 to eliminate 

the words, ''be negotiated," in the sentence, "proposed new rules or modifications 

of existing rules shall be negotiated" and the substitution of "whenever practicable, 

be announced in advance and discussed with the majority representative ... " 

As you know, the Appellate Division in affirming a Commissioner of Education's 

determination in Newark has ruled that a provision in a school contract may be 

unilaterally changed by the board of education when it is rendered impracticable 

by subsequent events which demand changes in the educational program. The afore-

mentioned substitution for the present language in the law provides the means for 

making such changes. 

GRIEVANCE PROCEDURES 

The last paragraph of section 7 of Chapter 303 provides in broad terms that public 

employers "shall negotiate written policies setting forth grievance procedures 

by means of which their employees or representatives of employees may appeal the 

interpretation, application or violation of policies, agreements and administrative 

decisions affecting them***·" A literal reading of this clause would require 

boards to entertain grievances on such matters as the failure to renew the contracts 

of nontenure employees and refusals to grant increments. In the case of failure 

to renew contracts, compelling a board to entertain a grievance would emasculate 

the hitherto unrestricted right of the board to hire such employees as it sees fit, 

subject only to the requirements of the Law against Discrimination and the unfair 
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labor practice provisions of Chapter 303. Refusals to grant increments, on 

the other hand, are already subject to appeal to the Commissioner of Education; 

and if a grievance followed by arbitration were forced upon the board of 

education, we would find important questions of teacher perfor~ance passed 

upon not by the Commissioner of Education, who is expert in this field, but by 

an arbitrator who presumably had no experience in this area. 

It is the opinion of the Federation's Counsel that the grievance procedure 

paragraph of Chapter 303 should be construed, on well settled principles of 

statutory construction, so as to exclude from its operation (a) matters lying 

within the sole and unlimited discretion of the employer, and (b) cases where 

another method of review is already prescribed by law, or by any rule or regu-

lation having the force and effect of law. However, boards of education should 

not have to be subjected to the burden of establishing their rights through 

litigation when an appropriate amendment to the law would solve the problem. 

We also believe that public employers cannot legally submit to binding arbi-

tration matters which the law has placed within the exclusive authority and 

responsibility of the employer. To delegate such authority to an arbitrator 

would contravene the statutory directive. 

In accordance with the foregoing observations, the Federation recommends that 

the last paragraph of section 7 be amended to read as follows: 

Public employers shall negotiate written policies setting 

forth grievance procedures by means of which their employees 
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or representatives of employees may appeal the inter-

pretation, application or violation of policies, agree-

ments, and administrative decisions affecting them, pro-

vided, however, that the employer shall not be obligated 

to negotiate a grievance procedure with respect to any 

matter for which a method of review is otherwise pre-

scribed by law; and provided further that the term 

"grievance" and the procedure relative thereto shall not 

apply to the failure or refusal of the employer to employ 

a person or to renew the contract of a probationary employee. 

Such grievance procedures shall be included in any agree-

ment entered into between the public employer and the repre-

sentative organization. Such grievance procedures may pro-

vide for advisory or binding arbitration as a means for 

resolving disputes." 

STRIKE BAR 

Senate Bill 564 bars strikes by inserting an amendment to section 8 

of Chapter 303 which makes clear that the Act does not grant public 

-10-

employees any rights not expressly granted in the Act. It emphasizes 

the ruling of the Supreme Court in denying the right of public employees 

to strike. 

In February, the Federation presented extensive testimony in opposition 
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to Assembly Bill 810, which would authorize public employees in New Jersey 

to strike, slow down or act in concert or other similar ways in order to 

compel the government to accede to their demands. The Federation finds this 

proposal of Assembly Bill 810 unsound in theory, harmful to the public in 

practice and unnecessary to the welfare of employees of counties, municipalities 

and school districts of this state. We support the prohibition against strikes 

in S 564. 

We believe public interest demands that governmental services not be disrupted, 

and that proper self-interest of public employees be taken care of without 

harm to this over-riding public interest. We further believe that the fact that 

persons in private employment have a right to strike affords no reason for 

granting this right to persons in public employment because of the essential 

differences between government and private enterprise. The differences between 

private and public employment are fundamental. Many of the conditions which lend 

themselves to pressure tactics in private employment do not exist in public 

employment. Over-riding all concerns is the obligation of the government to keep 

functioning. Public employment must rest upon foundations wholly different from 

those between private employer and employee. 

The use of coercive measures by groups of public employees is not necessary to 

enable them to obtain their demands for fair compensation and good working 

conditions; the New Jersey Employer - Employee Relations Act already provides 

ample machinery for the settlement of disputes concerning these matters; and 

if the present procedures are not adequate, others can and should be devised 

for this purpose. 
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An alternative outlined by the Federation at the hearing on A 810 suggested 

that the Legislature establish a procedure for resolving an impasse by which 

each side would make what it believed to be a fair and final offer and the 

authorized agency would then decide which of the two offers was most fair 

and reasonable, this decision to be final and mandatory on both government 

and the employees. Fairness would almost be guaranteed by this device. 

The Federation is not necessarily recommending the above pro~edure at this 

time. We believe that in the next year or two numerous questions and disputes 

over such matters as negotiability and unit determination will have been decided; 

and that mediation, fact-finding and other procedures now in the law will pro-

duce the desired results. 

In reference to A 810, we reiterate our earlier conclusion that the door to 

economic pressure by public servants should not be opened even part way. If 

it were, the question would immediately arise as to how far the door should 

open, and any group which had not the right to strike would have great difficulty 

in accepting any differentiation between it and some other employee group 

which had been given that right. We recommend that the present impasse regu-

lations of Chapter 303 be given a further reasonable period of time within which 

to solve public employment problems in this State. If and when amendments in 

this area are considered, we recommend that a trial be given to the Federation's 

suggestion of each side making a last fair and final offer on which settlement 

must be based. 
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It is fitting while we are discussing impasse regulations that we refer to 

S 537. Senate Bill 537 amends Chapter 303 to provide that the costs of the 

Commission in providing any service under mediation be borne by both parties 

equally. Present law requires that only fact-finding costs be shared by both 

parties. 

Inasmuch as mediation services are often the means of keeping·both sides 

negotiating and of avoiding serious polarization of positions, it seems important 

to us to have the state pay the costs of mediation to insure its early use in 

event of impasse. Requirement of payment of mediation by both parties could 

serve to delay negotiating beyond the time when the services of a mediator would 

be most helpful. We would recommend that the whole process of mediating and 

fact-finding be given a longer period of trial before change of the present 

procedure is made. 

EDUCATION SERVICES 

The Federation welcomes the addition of employees to those for whom Rutgers 

must provide educational services in the art of negotiating. It may be that 

as both employers and employees become more expert, the law will become more 

functional. Certainly if strife continues or grows worse, then it will be time 

to amend the law still further. It can be expected that greater expertise in 

negotiating on the part of both public employers and employees will bring to 

light those sections of the law which are clearly unworkable and in need of 

amendment. 
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Until that time, the Federation believes the 

amendments we have considered today will go a long way 

toward smoothing the present somewhat stormy course of 

negotiations~ 

GentlemeJ;J., you will find attached to my statement 

bills containing amendments to .Chapter 303 as developed 

by the State Federation of District Boards of Education 

for submission to the Legislature, including the one 

labeled Noa 2 concerning the right to strike and the 

possibility of strike penalties. We submit those for 

your information (See page 107 A) 

Thank you .. 

SENATOR KNOWLTON: Mr .. Luse, you said that the 

public employer, or in this case the board of education, 

should not be obligated to negotiate a grievance pro

cedure with respect to any matter for which a method of 

review is otherwise prescribed by law. 

Suppose the law is so general that it is impossible 

to determine how a grievance procedure should be arrived 

at? Would you say that should be negotiated? 

MR .. LUSE: I beg your pardon, Senator .. 

SENATOR KNOWLTON: In other words, suppose a law 

is so general, suppose a law sets up some provisions for 

grievance procedures but its terms are so general and 

vague that a fair difference of opinion could arise 

over the interpretation of the lawo Do you think that 

should be a negotiable item between boards of education 

and representatives of a teachers• group? 

MR .. LUSE: I think that would sound reasonable 

to mea 

SENATOR KNOWLTON: We have a case in this State of 

a board of education that refused to negotiate with a 

teachers' group~ as a matter of fact, the representative 

of the teachers• group found this board in a local bar" 

Don't you think that sanctions should be visited upon a 

board of education that doesn•t bargain in good faith 

with a teachers• group? 
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MRo LUSE~ Yes J s.::.r 0 I -:"hi.nk we doo I think we 

believe that the l.aw should be a:ihered t.o and t.ha t. t.her e 

should be provisions fer pe~alt:es on beth sides if the 

precesses are no~ fc."...~.owedc I do not. think most beards 

of educat.ion would obJect. to t.hat. at.:. all o 

SENATOR KNOWLTON~ What do you t:.h ink about a three 

member commission, as in New York State o wit.h an advisory 

body of public employees and public employers represent.ing 

all eschelons of government? For instance, a public 

employee represent.at.ive and a public empl.oyer representative 

from a municipality~ frcm a coun'::yo from a board of 

education, do you think t.hat. might" solve the problem here? 

I ask t.his q!Jest.ion because it seems t.o me from 

t.estimony which we 0 Ve had here tha~~- represent.atives of 

public ernpl.cyees and public employers have helped that 

commission to arrive a': some det.erminat~ions o 

MRo LUSE~ The Commit.t:.ee wit"h which our Federation 

worked over t:he last year and a half considering just~ 

this question" invest:gated I t:hink about:. e\rery possible 

alternative that we ccu.~d turn up or that. was suggest.ed 

to us., Our recommendation is really based on the feeLing 

tha-t·.J yes,, in -r.he J..ni-:-~J.al time,, whi.l.e we are gett.ing used 

to negotiat.icns o the part.isan membErs 0 advice was of 

considerable use .i.n t.raini.ng some of the new members coming 

1n 2 of the st.aff 11 bJt that in order t.c expedite t:he vast 

number of cases and quest.ions corning before it t"hat a 

small group wou.i d be able to do this more expeditiously 0 

At this point 8 I am not. sure whether an advisory 

panel would really serve any special function because you 

now have your st.aff trained,) you have members currently 

on the commission who are now well apprised of t.he 

particular pecuLiar i.t.ies of public employment 8 to which 

they were perhaps not. so at first, And I think the new 

members on the commissicn would quickly be oriented by 

the members on t.he commission whc had some experience 9 

and by the st,aff which was now well equipped to handle 
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such functions .. 

SENATOR KNOWLTON: With respect to the problem 

of bargaining units, Chapter 303 excludes superintendents 

of schools from all bargaining units. Do you think that 

principals of schools should also be cast in the posture 

of management? 

MR. LUSE: Yese sir. 

SENATOR KNOWLTON: And, therefore, excluded frau 

bargaining units? 

MRo LUSE: From a teachers 0 bargaining unito I 

think it 0 s perfectly reasonable for principals to be 

represented by themselves in management bargaining units, 

in a unit of middle management where they would speak 

for their own needs and wishes. But there is such a 

conflict of interest between the two groups. The 

principal is expected to be the first step in a grievance 

procedure.. He is expected to, within his building, 

enforce the contracto He is expected to supervise the 

activities of the people in that building. Many of the 

things which the teachers would be negotiating, by the 

very nature of the process, would be taking away some 

of the prerogatives or abilities of that principal really 

to function or perform his management function.. Therefore, 

we think the needs of the two groups are entirely 

separated and that the principals are part of management 

and the board needs them, the board has to have them as 

part of management to insure that it can move the 

educational enterprise along. 

SENATOR KNOWLTON: Do you think that such fErsonnel 

as director of curriculum., school psychiatrist, in other 

wordse educational specialists which operate usually out 

of the superintendent's office, - de you think they shou:i. 

be part of management or do you think they should be in 

the teacher group, for the purpose of collective bargaining? 

MR. LUSE: This, I think, would really be a matter 

of exactly what their job entails. If they were supervisory, 
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if they had certain - as we suggested in our testimonyo 

if their jobs and duties embraced supervisory responsibil= 

ities 0 within that definition, then I think they should be 

in a separate unit with supervisorso 

I think it 0 s very difficult to draw a fine line in 

some of t.hese otrer areas 6 and many of them might well be 

construed to have the same community of interest as the 

teachers o I think that would be difficult to tell without 

looking at the specific case thereo But if they fe:i..l 

within the definitioni as we suggested, by all means then 

they should be in a supervisory unito 

SENATOR KNOWLTON~ One of the larger problems that 

we have is the scarcity of trained personnel, people having 

skills in the area of public employee relationso Do you 

think it would be feasible to have attached to t,he staff 

of a county superint.:.endent of schools people who do have 

these skillsg who could serve the local school board? 

MRo LUSE~ I think this is cert.ainly one possibilityo 

I imagine that most of your larger districts will go to 

having someone on the staff in personnel relationsQ I 

think this is a coming field which would definitely see 

a great increaseo Now, as for helping the smaller districts 

that may nc"':. be able tc employ someone specifically in 

tlLis areao I think this might be an interesting proposaL 

SENATOR KNOWL'I'ON ~ Thank you o 

ASSEMBLYMAN CONWELL~ Mro Luse, on page 12 you 1 Ve 

indicat.ed that there 0 S a possibility that the existence 

of two offers might be a very good thingo And a little 

later on you indicate that you are not recommending the 

above procedure as one that presently ought to be adopted 

or even put to useo What do you believe or think ought 

to happen to these people who think it's important to 

withdraw services as an alternate weapon? 

MRo LUSE~ Wello sir, a-t: this point it is our 

opinion that public interest is paramounto And even 

if you had to include as a par~ cf each new employee 1 s 
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orientation before going into public service, I think 

an employee should understand the difference between 

private and public employment, that while it's altogether 

fitting and proper in private employment with a proper 

motive for management-labor to have special interests 

and work for those special interests, dividing up the piep 

so to speaku that when- you are talking about public 

employment you're talking about a different framework 

and that the public good is the basis, the fundamental 

principle upon which all public service is based, and 

that this must supersede special interests, and special 

interests do not have the same kind of right in public 

employmento And I think every employee should really 

understand this.. And I think there is a definite line 

there o There are procedures provided here and if i·t is 

the feeling of employees, through their organizations, 

that these methods are not sufficient and that they 

are still not getting what they believe to be a fair 

shake o then I think they ought to work on s orne other 

method rather than withdrawal of services which could 

open the door to bringing all government to a halt, and 

I do not think we can allow government to stop functioningo 

This is something that we just simply cannot allow to 

happen in the countryo 

ASSEMBLYMAN CONWELL: Are you avoiding suggesting 

any new legislation for that very reason or just to delay 

what you believe, that the problems already there will 

somehow be solved without legislation? 

MRo LUSE: At this point we are not seeking 

further legislation on this matter, although we are seeking 

to tie down very tightly the question of the right to 

strike.. If it is proved in the future - our experience 

is really rather limited. We've really, by and large, 

compared to some of our neighboring states which have 

gone into this type of law, and this has particularly 

struck the education establishment early because prior 
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to PERC even being set up t.o operate and function u we 

have not had too wany strikes -t:,hat have act~ually come to 

fruitiona The machinery already set up has done a 

considerably good job in getting employers and employees 

together a If it appears obvious in the future t.hat this 

is not. working better but. perh:tps the situation worsens 

then perhaps we must look to some other kind of alterna~ 

tive at which point we would suggest this question of 

each side proposing a .:ast 0 fair and fir.al offer and one 

or the other could be chosen 0 which I think would insure 

that both par ties would make a very fair, final offer a 

SENATOR KNOWLTON~ One final question, Mro Lusea 

Has the St.ate Depart.ment of Education handed down to 

district boards of education guidelines and suggest.ions 

as to how to conduct collective bargaining sessions with 

teacher groups'.? 

MRa LUSE~ Not to my knowledge 0 Senatoro We, wit.hin 

our Association, have set up a pretty broad in-service 

education program for the assistance of local school 

board membersa This has been going on now for, wellu a 

year or a year and a half prior to the enactment of 303o 

SENATOR KNOWLTON~ Thank you very much a 

Professor Weisenfeld? Professor, do you have a 

prepared st.atement? 

A L L A N W E I S E N F E L D~ I must apologize, 

Senatore I have a st.at;,emen+;, prepared but it came back t.o 

me in draft form, last night 9 and I could not correct it 

for distribution, so I would like to submit it early 

next weeko 

SENATOR KNOWL'I'ON~ That 1 s perfect.ly all righta 

Would you please give your name in full and your 

affiliation and the nat.ure of your employment? 

PROFa WEISENFELD: Yes, siro My name is Allan 

Weisenfeldo I am Professor of Education and Labor Studies 

at the Rutgers University Gradua"!:e School of Educationa 

Until last year) and for 28 years preceding that, 
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I was Executive Secretary of the New Jersey State Board 

of Mediationft For the las.t two years o three years, I 

have been a member of mediation, fact-finding and hearing 

officers panels of PERC in this State, PERB in New York, 

the Office of Collective Bargaining in New York City, 

the Federal Mediation and Conciliation Service in 

Washington, and even in the Suffolk County, Long Island, 

Employment Relations Board. And for each of these agencies 

I have participated in one or more public employee disput.~"s 

during this period of time. 

I would like to have the record note, if I may, that 

the views that I express before your Committee, sir, have 

the support,and they are in complete accord with them, in 

fact, of the Association of University Professors, of 

which I am a memberft 

A statute which is designed to extend bargaining 

rights to employees,and to assure these rights,must 

concern itself with the areas which the several bills 

before this Committee do express views. Basically, such 

a statute must concern itself with the definition of an 

employee and the unit appropriate for purposes of bargain-

It must concern itself with the area of bargaining. 

It must, of course, provide for mechanics of administratione 

And, finally, it must concern itself with procedures 

which will insure, to the maximum degree possible, a 

continuity of work. 

I might note in_passing, sir, that while I comment 

basically on companion bills, Senate 564 and Assembly 498, 

the comments that I make are in the nature of being 

critical 6 perhaps, but at the same time I want to note that 

I do not make the comment in generaL I support the mattP:rs 

to which I do not refer. 

Traditionally, in both the private and public sectors 

of the economy, the determination of appropriate bargaining 

units, the conduct of elections, and the certification of 

majority representatives in a unit appropriate for purposes 
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of collective bargaining, have been delegated to an 

administrative agency" Thus, in the present Chapter 303a 

the Public Employment Relations Commission is charged 

with these responsibilitieso 

In Senate 564 and Assembly 498o the elaboration on 

the definition of public employee by including one who 

holds a public office by virtue of a contract with a 

public agency" I raise a question of whether such a.'1 

employee who bargains unilaterally for a contract of 

employment may properly be included as an employee in 

a bargaining unito 

Both of these legislative proposals seek to more 

narrowly define the area of bargaining from the typical 

wages" hours, terms and con d it: ions of work, = tJ.,_,~ language 

presently contained in the present 303 - by including 

the phrase, "within the legal jurisdiction and power of 

the appointing authority to determineo'" This would suggest.: 

that a public employer 0 Whc believes that a demand from 

his organized employee intrudes upon his managerial 

prerogatives, would fight this phrase as a means of 

estopping further discussiono This Pandora 1 s box of 

potential disputes ever what is bargainable is sought 

to be relieved by a subsequent provision vesting in the 

Public Employment Relations Commission the authorit>y to 

determineo following a public hearinga '"the terms and 

conditions of employmento if any, in addition to those 

enumerated o ~' and they refer to the Laws of 1941, the 

Mediation Acto ushoul d be negotiable when within the 

legal jurisdiction and the power of the appointing 

authority to determineo'" 

I find it difficult to conceive of a provision 

of law, labor lawo that can cause greater confusion and 

completely log-jam the calendar of the Commission and 

subsequently the courtsa 

Congress faced the same problem in the enactment 

of the original Wagner Act, in 193.5 o Since that t.ime 
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hundreds of cases involving the area of bargaining have 

been adjudicated by the NLRD, guided solely by the phrase 

' 1wages, hours, terms and conditions of worko'" Over time 

experience has evolved a set of guideposts generally 

accepted by labor and industry in the private sector a We 

have no reason to believe, once the shakedown period in 

the public sector is over, that we wonat have a similar 

experience a 

The area of bargaining is both dynamic and changing, 

but. also, at any given moment of time, of different interest 

to different employee groups o For example, to cite a 

simple illustration, teacher organizations, over, sometimes, 

vehement protests of school boards, have insisted on 

bargaining over such matters as class size, duty free 

lunch periods, remedial teachers, school calendar, a~d the 

like a 

Issues relating to the area of bargaining, in my 

judgment, are better left to the administrative agency 

to determine on a case by case basis.,. given the simple 

guidelines currently provided in Chapter 303. 

Given the myriad of agencies, municipalities, 

authorities, etca, any effort to determine by public hearing 

the area of bargaining within the legal jurisdiction and 

power of the appointing authority would, in my judgment, 

propel the Commission on an unchartered sea with shoals 

behind every wave. 

I have two final comments respecting the determina

tion of bargaining units relative to proposals contained 

1n these billsa 

First, language is suggested that "The Commission 

shall be concerned exclusively with matters of public 

employment related to determining bargaining units, 

elections, authority to negotiate certifications and 

settlement of public employee representative and public 

employer disputes and grievance procedures.u 

You may have noticed that I have sought to 

emphasize the phrase .. authority to negotiate certifications." 
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In no labor legislation" that I am familiar with, 

does such language appear and. I think, for obvious reasonsa 

As I have already indicated" in both the private and 

public sectors responsibility for determining the pro= 

priet.y of a bargaining unite t.he conduct of an elect.ionu 

and subsequent certification or dismissal of a representa

tion petition is vest.ed in an administrative agency a 

The act of cert:.ifying or withholding certificat.ion 

is a legal responsibility and not a matter for negotiation. 

And the latter part of 'the sentence, 'nsett.lement. 

of public employee representative'" I presume is a tit.le. 

I think theusettlement of employee representation dis

putes 'n and not urepresentat .tve disputes'" and '"public 

employer disputes" is a confusing kind of language sug

gesting~ I think, that only public employers have disputes. 

And I submit, you have to have two t.o tangoa 

Secondlyo both A-498 and S-564 would appear to 

divert the Commission from a passive administrative 

agency which acts only upon the submission of a 

representation petitions an unfair labor practice, or 

a request for assistance in resolving a bargaining 

disputeo or for the appointment of an arbitrator to 

interpret an existing agreement, to a policeman, by 

adding to the present. obligation to refrain from 

intervening ~'in matters of recognit.:.ion and unit 

definition, except in the event of a dispute, or in the 

event of a threatened or actual act in violation of law 

or of rule by the Commissiona" 

In no jurisdiction" with which I am familiar, is 

such a provision found. In every jurisdiction having 

statutes extending bargaining rights to public employees, 

the obligation for the maintenance of responsible per

formance rests with the parties. The injured party files 

a canplaint,or seeks ot.her relief, imposing, I thinku an 

initial obligation on the Commission to act where 

violations of rules or law are threatened or a fact, is 
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to make the Commission into a minor league FBI and to 

threaten the. State with the cost of enforcementg to 

burden the State, rather, with the cost of enforcemento 

Assembly Bill>862 would convert the present seven 

manu tripartite boardo to a seven member all~public 

boarde 

Assembly 498 and Senate 564 would perpetuate the 

present tripartite structure but increase the member~hip 
1- • 
·~..o n1ne o 

My own view· is that neither approach should be 

adopted.. The Commission is essentially a policymaking 

and law enforcement ac;encyo The tripartite structure, 

useful where compromise is useful, does not lend itself 

to policymaking and law enforcement where sharply 

divergent views must be resolved, and resolved frequently 

in terms of black and. white .. 

The most nearly· comparable agencies to PERC are 
' '. 

the NLRB and State labor relations agenciese Not one 

of them are tripartite in charactere Even State labor 

mediation agencies, which rely on compromise as an 

instrument of dispute.settlement, have discarded the 

tripartite deviceo New Jersey, I think, is the last to 

retain this kind of structure in its State Mediation 

Boardo 

Every state and federal agency which deals with 

the determination of appropriate bargaining units, 

conduct of elections, ce'rtification procedures 1 and 

handles unfair labor pra·ctices I have all-public boards. 

I think the evidence is overwhelmingly in favor 

of an all-public board in this area.. The next question 

is how big a board or commissione I think seven or nine 

are both too large, unwielqy, and unnecessarily cost.ly4 

No state has such a large commissiono New York State, 

more than twice the size of New Jersey in terms of public 

employees, seems to manage quite well with a three-man 
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boarde of which only the chairman is a full-time employeea 

I think we can do as well and I would certainly recommend 

that we go to a three-man public board. 

The methods relied on as techniques of dispute 

settlement in the public sector are mediation and fact

finding recommendations. These methods \vill continue to 

be the basic techniques for insuring a continuity of 

governmental services. In a free society, however, the 

best of techniques cannot guarantee freedom from interruptions 

of service. Hmvever, such interruptions may be deplo:r-··~c:, 

stringent laws, ex parte injunctions and jail sentences 

do not bring peace. Such instruments may effect a 

resumption of operations but at the cost of hostility 

and bitterness that bodes ill for t"o:fecti•Je an<i. cooperai:ive 

performance of services~ 

I was not surprised by the increase in strikes that 

followed the enactment of Chapter 303 two years ago. 

On the contrary, I would have been surprised had there 

not been such an increase. Exactly as there was an initial 

increase in strike activity following the enactment of the 

NLRA, so was there an initial upswing of strikes by 

public employees following the enactment of state laws 

extending bargaining rights to those employees. In large 

measuree this increase in militancy and strike activity 

is due to a lack of sophistication on the part of the 

parties thrust suddenly into an unfamiliar labor relations 

arena and told to get along. 

There was i on the part of pub 1 ic employers 1 an 

unwillingness to change suddenly established patterns of 

behavioro Every request made by employee representatives 

tended to be viewed as another effort to erode managerial 

prerogativese I am convinced that, given time and 

experiencee strikes in the public sector will be reduced to 

the irreducible minimum. 

Whatever the arguments may be, and there are many, 

in favor of extending the right to strike to public 
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employees as a means of equalizing bargaining power, I 

do not believe at this time - and I must confess that 

this conclusion is off the top of my head and not the 

result of any Gallup poll or any other poll, but I do 

not believe, at this time, our public is ready to 

adopt the proposal .in Assembly 810 which would extend 

the right to strike to all public employees other than 

State employees. Why they discriminated against State 

employees, I don't know. If this belief is a fact, we 

are obligated to sharpen the mediation and fact-finding 

tools that we have so that overt disputes are reduced 

to the irreducible minimum. 

Senate NoQ 537 would impose the costs of state 

mediation and fact-finding services upon the partners. 

presumably in the belief tha·t to avoid dipping into 

their respective t~easuries, at the preaviling minimum 

rate of $150 a day for mediators and fact-finders, they 

would bargain more diligently and reach an agreement 

without a third party intervention. 

Based on my experience as a mediator and fact

finder in New York State public employee disputes, it 

was I who suggested the incorporation into present 

Chapter 303 of the current provision which provides for 

imposing fact-finding costs upon parties. And I did so 

hoping that the necessity to finance the procedure 

would make the parties more diligent in the free process 

and reach agreement without resort to E!asy, "if'.I may 

use such a word, fact-finding. But given our two years 

of experience, I doubt that this matter of cost has 

been a real deterrent.to moving from mediation to fact

finding when agreement is frustrated in the former 

procedure. And I might note that the.r e is nothing in the 

law that prevents any public employer and any group of 

public employees from retaining private mediators if 

they so elect. If such a provision is required by law, 

then I can only conceive of problems developing over who 
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shall be the mediator in the same way as, what shall 

we bargain about nowo shall we resolve differencese The 

problem of getting agreement on the identity of a 

mediator will be a substantial one~ 

To some limited extent, sophisticated parties in 

the private sector have gone this route of engaging 

private mediators on a retainer basis. To those parties 

having the particular expertise desired available to them, 

when needed, cost is not a factor. The task we face 

is to make our dispute settlement procedures so effective 

as to minimize the breakdown of relationships. 

Toward that end, I have proposedo in an article 

I published a little more than a year ago, what I finally 

hoped would be a more meaningful fact-finding procedure,, 

I suggested that certain risks be built into 

the procedure that would equally affect both parties. 

Thus, if a public employer rejected a fact-finding 

recommendation, that employer would run the risk of a 

legal work stoppage following a show cause orderu perhaps, 

as to why he shouldn't accept the award in a proceeding 

before PERCo The burden would be upon him to demonstrate 

his resistance to the recommendations. And, converselyo 

of courseo an employee organization 1 s refusal to accept 

fact-finding recommendations and resorting to economic 

coercion would subject it to all of the legal pressures 

currently available to public employers. 

We might give consideration to Mr. George Meany 1 s 

proposal that he enunciated several months agoo that in 

this area of public employee-employer disputes we may 

have to swallow, I use the word advisedly, our antipathy 

to compulsory arbitration, and require that as a condition 

of maintaining a continuity of performance both parties 

submit differences over terms and conditions of employment 

to arbitration, final and binding arbitrationo 

Now these suggestions do not represent a panacea 

for work stoppages c. Such a panacea is simply nonexistent a 
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Even in authoritarian states strikes occur. Even 

compulsory.arbitration is not a complete answer. If, 

we note,the experience we are currently "enjoying" in 

the private sector has any meaning, roughly one out 

of seven, agreeme.nts negotiated by union and employer 

representatives across the bargaining table. is rejected 

by the rank and filea And there is simply no way to 

know whether or not awards pursuant to compulsory 

arbitration may not follow the same kind of pattern in 

time. They've simply run out of popularity. 

I think we ought to experiment with private 

mediation in the public sector but I suggest we leave 

that to the parties. 

We ought to continue mediation in the public 

sector in the manner that'it is currently provided by 

the State, for two reasons, I think. First, it is 

imperative, I believe, for the administration of this 

State to keep a finger 9n the pulse of what is going 

on. 

Secondly, it provides a kind of continuity and 

develops an expertise that is simply not found anywhere. 

I know about the problems of hiring mediators. You 

don't pluck them off trees. They're as scarce as hen's 

teeth. 

Finally, I want to direct attention to the 

administrative character of mediation services. In 

Michigan and Wisconsin the labor relation agencies perform 

both the law enforcement and mediation functions in 

both the public and the private sectors. The early fears, 

that the performance of·, the mediation function might 

dilute the law enforcement>,tunction,have been laid to resta 

Only in New York and New Jersey have there been created 

separate agencies for dispute settlement exclusively for 

public employees. 

Irt New Yqrk the creation of a separate agency seems 
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to have been dictated by the peculiar problem prevalent 

in New York City" 

We have no problem comparable to those found in 

Fun City to warrant separate mediation and fact-finding 

agencies in the public and private sectors respectively. 

In the controversial area of labor relations, 

where consensus is difficult if not impossible to 

achieve, there is consensus that except for technical 

differences the techniques required for the settlement 

of disputes in the public and private sectors are similar 

if not identical. The experience in Wisconsin and 

Michigan attest to the accuracy of this assertion. 

Professors John Linn and Chester Nolte, writing 

in The Collective Dilemma~ Negotiations in Education, 

a recently published book, note that~ "Where the state 

has an existing mediation agency, staffed with skilled 

mediators, considerations of economy, efficiency, and 

sound administrative practices, might dictate the use 

of the expertise of that agency supplemented by ad hoc 

specialists in matters of mediation." 

I recognize that there may exist certain 

institut.ional impedimen·ts for vesting all mediation in 

both the private and public sect.ors with the New Jersey 

State Board of Mediation. I made such a recommendatirn 

to the Senate Committee which conducted hearings that led 

to the enactment of Chapter 303, two years ago, without 

avail. But in these days of financial crises, I urge 

legislative creativity to the end that the expertise 

developed over almost a generation, expertise in mediation, 

the art of mediation over almost a generation, be 

utilized fully and that duplication of services be avoided 

as a plague. There simply is no warrant, gentlemen, to 

supporttwo agencies doing similar work. 

Thank you very much. 

SENATOR KNOWLTON: Professor, you mentioned that you 

thought that one state mediation board could handle both 

the public and private sectors. Now, is it not a fact 
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that in the private sector you have two parties, the 

employer and the employee, management and labor; whereas, 

in the public sector don't you think that we really have 

three parties, the public employer, the public employee 

and the public who pays the taxes? 

PROF. WEISENFELD: Oh, not really, Senator, 

because there is such a thing as the consumer in the 

private sector that is affected by private sector disputes. 

If you were victimized, as I was a couple of years 

ago when I couldn't get an airplane to Washington because 

of an airline strike and I had to go by train and was late, 

I was upset. 

The real difference, as I see it, in the problem 

of mediating a labor dispute in the public sector as distinct 

from the private sector is the di.ff icul·ty of pinpointing 

really who the employer is and what the line of his 

authority is, to what extent can he effectively bargain 

to a conclusion. 

I know that in the private sector when I have the 

vice president in charge of industrial relations in front 

of me and he says, yes, I agree, I have an agreement that 

binds the corporation. It's a little bit more difficult 

to get that kind of acquiescence in the public sector 

because of the not quite so definite line of authority 

as to who is bosse 

But,other than that, the problems are the same, the 

mechanics of handling the problems, I think, are the same. 

And, I repeat, I see no reason for having dual services. 

SENATOR KNOWLTON: You mentioned your experience in 

New York State. Let's assume that a department of the state 

and the employees of that department arrive at a contract Kith 

respect to wages. Now this, of course, necessitates appro·· 

priation by the Legislature. Suppose the Legislature, for 

good reasons of its own, thinks that that contract is not 

in the public interest and refuses to implement it by 

appropriating the necessary funds. Do you think that the 
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public employees should go out on strike? Has that 

happened in New York State? 

PROFo WEISENFELD: I am not familiar with whether 

or not it has happenedo I was trying to think of a 

reasonable response to your question, which is a very 

difficult questiono And I hope you will forgive me if I 

sound impertinent by saying, if you were those public 

employees, what would you do? frustrated by a Legislature 

for sound reasonsu perhapsa Where do you go fran there? 

SENATOR KNOWLTON~ Thatcs a fair question to my 

unfair question. I don't have the answer anymore than 

you have the answer to my question. 

PROF. WEISENFELD~ There are simply no answersu 

sir, that are all-embracing to all questions that we can 

conceivably raise. I think we must be like the English 

have said they areu muddle through this business. 

SENATOR KNOWLTON~ I wasnut trying to put you on 

the spot, Professor. 

PROFc WEISENFELD: I understand. 

SENATOR KNOWLTON~ But this is a real genuine 

question and something that has been on my mind and on 

the minds of most of the Legislators. 

PROF. WEISENF'ELD~ We have it frequently, Senator. 

When a board of education bargains with a teacher organi

zation to a conclusion and then the mayor's council 

refuses to ratify ito what do they do? 

SENATOR KNOWLTON~ Well, in Newark they went on 

strike. 

PROF. WEISENFELD: OaK. You haven't asked me but 

I will venture the opinion that while I recognize the 

pragmatic problems of the right to strik.e, and I have 

indicated that in my formal presentation philosophically, 

I don 1 t cringe at the thought of a strike in quite the 

same way that others of my colleagues might. For example, 

since you mention Newark, in the education enterprise we 
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give the kids something like a week or ten days off for 

Christmas, another week at Easter time, two days off 

when the teachers have a convention, every national 

hero is celebrated by giving the kids a birthday off, 

and, if it snows, they have time off, and we don't think 

that their education is unnecessarily and und~Ly inter

fered with. So if they have a couple more days off because 

of a strike, I don't think it makes that much difference. 

SENATOR KNOWLTON: Well, suppose the strike lasts 

for three or four months? 

PROF. WEISENFELD: There hasn't been one yet, is 

my only answer to that. The pressures that build up are 

so great that everybody wants to get off the hook and 

then you call Ted Kheel in and he settles it. 

ASSEMBLYMAN CONWELL: Professor, having come 

through the kind of training of which you are a part, 

can you tell me, if we were proposing alterations or 

modifications in legislation, what things are proper 

for negotiation. If you are annoyed at size of classes, 

for instance, the use of specialists in certain areas --

PROF. WEISENFELD: Mr. Conwell, may I respectfully 

point out that I would not limit any employee organization 

anywhere from asking for any damn thing it saw fit to ask 

for because,if you are sitting at the other side of the 

table as the employer representative, there is absolutely 

no obligation imposed upon you by law or anything else to 

agree. You simply take the position, if you are so moved, 

to say either (a) this is not negotiable, for whatever 

reasons you think it may not be; or simply refuse to 

acquiesce and you move on to the next item. 

ASSEMBLYMAN CONWELL: Well I wanted to be sure I 

understood you. Were you delineating areas of concern 

that ought to be spelled out specifically, what is 

negotiable and what is not? 

PROF. WEISENFELD: I understand. I think it would 

be an error to try to delineate it because the matters of 
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interest to different employee groups and different 

employer groups vary so widely that to try to encompass 

them all under one umbrella would be a task that I don 1 t 

think can be donea 

ASSEMBLYMAN CONWELL: The other thing which concerned 

me was that you already indicated that you could not 

possibly cringe at the thought of strike yet, somewhere 

along here, you also indicated that you were not encouraging 

strikes eithero 

PROF. WEISENFELD: As a peacemaker of long standing, 

I can hardly take the position of encouraging strikes. It 

would be in conflict with a basic philosophy. I propose 

that people negotiate agreements to a peaceful and suc

cessful conclusion, but sometimes there has to be drastic 

surgeryo 

SENATOR KNOWLTON~ One further questianu sir. I 

am referring to Senate Bill 564, section 5, paragraph A, 

on which you have expressed an opinion that the authority 

to negotiate certifications should not be conferred upon 

the commission and that this would leave the commission 

to run upon rocks and shoals. Could you elaborate a 

little bit more specifically? Could you give us a 

hypothetical situation? 

PROF. WEISENFELD: If I understood what the language 

means by - I'm sorry, would you repeat that phrase for 

me, please? 

SENATOR KNOWLTON: "The Commission shall be con

cerned exclusively with matters of public employment 

related to determining negotiating units, elections, 

and authority to negotiate certifications" '1 

PROF. WEISENFELD: Yes~ The 10authority to negotiate 

certifications 11 seems to suggest that you would bargain 

over what unit should be certified as appropriate for 

purposes of bargaining. And my point was that this is not 

a fit matter for bargaininge This is a matter for de

termination by a quasi judicial agency, namely, PERC. 
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SENATOR KNOWLTON:. I understand you nowo 

Do you have any further questions? 

ASSEMBLYMAN CONWELL: Yes, one other question. 

You've indicated here some concern about the equal 

risk being built into negotiations, which I believe is 

a very good thing, and then, next. t.o t.hat, you indicate 

that there ought to be some sort of show cause before a -

is this to say that a board of education, before it can 

move directly into the courts asking for an injunction, 

ought to have to produce sufficient evidence for asking 

why? 

PROFo WEISENFELD: At the risk of being impertinent 

or lacking respect for our courts, I humbly submit they 

are not experts in labor relations. And I would urge, and 

I underscore "urge", that we keep labor relations with in 

the confines of the people who are experts in the area. 

In this case we are talking about PERCa And that's why 

I suggested that before there be any movement anywhere it 

should be a proceeding before PERC to justify, if possible, 

whatever action someone is taking. 

ASSEMBLYMAN CONWELL: In other words, if you go into 

a strike you must, first of all, have made use of PERC. 

PROF. WEISENFELD: Well, if you go int.o a strike 

it becomes an illegal act by its inception. I think if 

we so provide by statute,the parties will behave in 

accordance with the provisions of the statute. And an 

employee organization, for example, which is frustrated 

by an employer refu~in~ to accept the fact-finding 

recommendations which it has accepted will simply file an 

unfair labor practice charge of failure to bargain in 

good faith with PERC an4 let PERC carry the ball for it, 

as does the NLRB today for employers and unions complainlug 

of malpractices one against the other. 

ASSEMBLYMAN CONWELL: Then PERC could make an 

immediately decision 9 

PROF. WEISENFELD: PERC could make an immediate 
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decision and the parties could take it from there, as they 

willa 

ASSEMBLYMAN CONWELL: Thanks very mucho 

SENATOR KNOWLTON: One final question, Doctoro 

Section 7 of Senate 564 - you found some difficulty 

with this sentence, uThe negotiating unit shall be defined 

with due regard to the community of interest among the 

employees concerned and for consistency with the legal 

jurisdiction of the public employer involvedou 

Could you elaborate a little more on that? 

PROF a WEISENF ELD: Would you tell me what page 

that is? 

SENATOR KNOWLTON: That us on page 5 of the bill, 

down near the bottom. It 1 s the third line from the bottom 

of the page, lines 24 and 25& 

PROFo WEISENFELD: It's the phrase 11 Consistency 

with the legal jurisdiction of the public employer involved, 11 

which I felt could create problemso The question can be 

raised by some employer who objects to the definition of 

the unit which is proposed that it doesn't have legal 

jurisdiction, and you get a real hassle over what con

stitutes jursidiction here. And what I am suggesting is 

that we limit. to the point where we cannt further reduce 

them, any possibilities of hassling. I think we know 

reasonably well today, by the enabling legislation of each 

agency, what the limit of their jurisdiction iso 

SENATOR KNOWLTON: Do you favor compulsory arbitra

tion as a last resort? 

PROF o WEISENF ELD: You 1 re putting me on a very 

difficult spot, Senatore 

SENATOR KNOWLTON: I don't mean toa 

PROFo WEISENFELD: I'm damned if I do and I'm 

damned if I don't. 

SENATOR KNOWLTON: Well, I don't mean to, siro 

PROFe WEISENFELD: I understand. 

SENATOR KNOWLTON: These are problems that we've 
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got to consider and we have to came to some kind of 

judgmenL 

PROF. WEISENBERG: Philosophically, I am dead 

opposed to it. As a practical matter, I think we may 

have to go that route$ Weuve had some experience in 

this State with compulsory arbitration in disputes involv

ing public utilities. It was my fate for years to 

administer that provision of lawo And, initially, I 

endorsed it because I thought this was one way to curb 

harassment of our public at large by the periodic threat 

of no gas or no electricity or no something constituting 

a utilityo And then I learned, in administrating this 

statute, that the parties were simply utilizing the 

mediati6n~ procedures as a facade to get to arbitration 

quickly, and they weren't negotiating. {~ions, for 

example, were asking in a typical posture for more than 

they really hoped to get and employers offering less 

than they ultimately expected to part with. And each 

held to that position for fear that if they moved from 

that, that would be taken as a point of departure in 

any subsequent arbitration proceedings and they would 

be stuck with it. So nothing happens of substance in 

the collective bargaining procedure. We stymied col

lective bargaining by that statute. That•s why I'm 

opposed to it philosophically. 

On the other hands, when we are dealing with 

matters of government and the sovereignty of government, 

I may just change my mind and say that in this area I 

see no alternative but compulsory arbitration in the 

event parties can't otherwise settle their disputese 

Now my guess is, parties may get burnt a couple 

of times by an award and decide that ratl~r than run 

the risk of some screwball arbitrat.or corning up with the 

wrong answer they· better do it themselves., That •s the 

hopes 
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SENATOR KNOWLTON: Thank you very much, Doctoro 

PROFo WEISENFELD: Thank you, sir. 

SENATOR KNOWLTON: If you have any bibliography 

to give to this Committee, we're already amassing a 

library, we'd appreciate it. 

PROF. WEISENFELD: Bibliography with ~spect to 

matters germane to public service? 

SENATOR KNOWLTON: Yes. Thanks very much. 

We will break now and return from lunch at 2:15. 

(Recess for lunch) 
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[Afternoon session] 

SENATOR KNOWLTON: This hearing will please come 

to order. Is Mr. Benjamin Halperin here? 

For the record, will you please state your name 

in full and give your affiliation. 

BENJAMIN H A L P E R I N: My name is 

Benjamin Halperins I am a Trustee of the Fair Lawn 

Board of Education. 

SENATOR KNOWLTON: Do you have a prepared state-

ment? 

MR. HALPERIN: Yes, sir. 

SENATOR KNOWLTON: Do you have copies of that? 

Will you please give them to our ladies here. I am 

going to ask the witnesses this afternoon if they have 

prepared statements to high-light the more important 

points in their statement, We have a full house here 

and I would li.ke to get through by six o'clock if 

possible or before~ 

MR. HALPERIN: Sir, my statement is a high-

light. It is very short. 

My testimony will be to give to the Committee 

the problems I encounter as the Chief Negotiator for 

a district trying to live under Public Law 303. 

It is my opinion that there is a need for the law 

in question but experience indicates that changes are 

required. It has become very costly in money and time 

consumed in attempting to negotiate terms and conditions 
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of employment without definitions being incorporated into 

the law as to what are terms and conditions of employment. 

If I were an employee or a representative of an 

employee or an employee organization, I would maintain, 

and rightly so, that every element of control, building 

size, class sizeu equipment availability, directly 

affects my employment. With tapes, closed circuit TV 0 

learning machines and with minimum class size, I could 

teach better, with less effortu be less tired at the end 

of the day than I could with large class sizes and use 

of text books and libraries only. Thus, if I take the 

liberal interpretation there is very little left for a 

Board of Education or a Superintendent of Schools to do 

relative to operating a school districtif I negotiate and 
I 

give the teachers each and every term they demanded in - I 
I 

their standard contract. The Board would merely raise 

the money to pay them what they think they need to buy 

the equipment to make their teaching life easieru etc. 

I have listed approximately 25 items that the 

teachers placed before the Board for negotiation. Each 

of these 25 items are in addition to salaries and fringe 

benefits. I will not go through the items, but they 

are listed. Some of them, of course, are legitimate 

items but these are a scope for which they demanded nego-

tiations and it is very time consuming to try to discuss 

all of these. Many of these items were for board policy 

and teachers insisted they be taken out of policy and 
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be made part of a firm contract. 

The Board of Education representatives, four 

of us, met with an average of six teacher representatives 

from October 15, 1969 to June 12, 1970 for over 112 

hours. Some of the meetings lasted over 10 hours and 

were conducted on Saturdaysp and one or two on Sunday. 

In order to prepare for these negotiation 

meetings, the Superintendent's Office, the administrators 

and others had to expend almost the same amount of time 

to furnish data required by the Board negotiators to 

meet the challenge. The Board members, in addition to 

the direct confrontation time, had to spend untold 

hours in reviewing the data supplied and to inform and 

obtain positions from the Board on each and every element 

raised in the negotiators. Each hour utilized in this 

venture meant the inability of the Board and its admin

istrators to try to improve the educational processes 

in the District. The meetings included direct negotia

tions; mediation, factfinding and meetings with the PERC 

representative. , 

Finally we just settled this last week end when all 

authorities under PERC were exhausted, when both parties 

knew that they had to come to terms and the parties 

finally reached an agreement. 

My recommendations are: 
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That the law be further defined to limit negotiations 
to salariesu fringe benefits and direct working 
conditions. (This does not mean that teachers 
and their organizations should not influence and 
exert pressure in other areas. They are experts 
in education. They have good and adequate back
groumto advise~ Their rights in educational 
matters should end there~) 

On the other handu if this Committee should find it 
is very difficult to limit the terms and conditionsu 
the least the Committee should do is add items of 
exclusion to give us a more compact area in which 
to negotiate. 

The law as constituted makes negotiations so time
consuming and so physically and mentally over
bearing that no executive in his right mind would 
be willing to give his non-business or his relaxation 
time to this very important area of public business. 

The time factor is important not only from the 

standpoint of total number of hours involved 0 but critical 

to the planning and operation for the ensuing year. We 

in Fair. Lawn did not reach an agreement until June 15th 

when the prospect of ending the school year without an 

agreement created sufficient pressure. It is therefore 

recommended that a date be set by which time negotiations 

must be concluded. This date should be prior to adoption 

of the proposed budget which is submitted to the public 

for approval. Without such a time limit it is impossible 

to provide for adequate staff since prospective new 

employees will not accept a position unless the salary 

is stipulated. 

I have two other additional recommendations which 

I believe will take time. 

SENATOR KNOWLTON: Why don't you read themo 

because we would like to have them. 
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.MR. HALPERIN: That consideration be given Lo 

d~_vide tLe State in economLc areas and that the 

salary and fringe benefits in areas be 4niform. Thus, 

the sal0.r "·""s :cr the counties of BP.::r: gE:n, Pa~::;s :1ic, %·-.~I. c •• J •. , 

and Sussex should be uniform with negoticttions con-

,, . .i th a cc-c.nty'"'N ide com:r act. ln ret.ur:c for a uniform 

con b:act, all teachers in the area would have transfe7· 

.r·lghts, ;~ ck leo·ve and such fringe ber,c:fit:"' as agreea 

In Bergen County alone we have 75 districts. 

7 5 di str ict.s, i.f each one uses four boa.J:. d members tc 

negotiate 1 ym1 have 300 people putting in over 112 t·,our;::;, 

'·· 
lectst confine it to a countywide basis it would be 

better, and I maintain that a teacher in Lodi . ' 
J.S e:n.c.t ~ 

to thrs same sdlary as a teacher in Ridgewood. They are 

teaching American children, and all children should have 

an opportunity to have teachers of equal calibre. 

If certain districts presently have higher rates 

or more fringe benefits than others within a negotiation 

unit these could be phased in over a 2 or 3 year per ·-~ 

so that there would be no great hardship on any one distr t. 

SENATOR KNOWL'rON: Mr. Halperin, you mentioned the 

costs here. How much of your Board's budget was allocated 

to collective bargaining? 

MR.. HALPERIN z Mr. Canni to, do you know·? Mr. Cann~ to 

is the Superintendent of Schools. 

MR. THOMAS Jc CANNITO: Are you referring to the 

cost of mediation? 

SENl\TOR KNOWL'i'ON: Yes. 

.MR. CANNITO: We have been paying $40 an hour f 

the attorney or aide :;.n negotiations, plus we have had a.n 

~ntcld nurnber of ho·v.:cs of mediator time d.Hd fac~t-fir.de1. 

time. 
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SENATOR KNOWLTON: How many bargaining units 

do you deal with in your Board of Education? 

MR. CANNITO: We have one for teacherso one 

for administratorso one for secretaries 0 one for 

custodial helpo and one for cafeteria. We find it 

bett.er that wayo because we are able to negotiate with 

each group in their own sphere. 

SENATOR KNOWLTON: Now in the supervisory categoryo 

what do you include in that? 

MR. CANNITO: We have the principals = 

SENATOR KNOWLTON: You are Mr. Cannito? Thomas J. 

Cannito 0 and you are Superintendent of Schools in Fair 

Lawn. 

MR. CANNITO: Yes. 

SENATOR KNOWLTON: Incidentallyo Mr. Cannitoo 

are you in Title I School District or in Title 2 School 

District? 

MR. CANNITO~ Title I. The supervisory unit at 

the present time is made up of approximately 25 of our 

administrators or supervisorso all of whom are on a 

12~month basis. It runs from the Assistant Superin= 

tendentsthrough Directors of Education to Principalso 

Vice Principalso Directors of Guidance 0 Director of 

Adult Educationo and Director of Audio=Visual Aids. 

Each is responsible for an area and in the case of 

Principals obviously they have st.aff directly responsible 

to them. 

SENATOR KNOWLTON: Do you have a Director of 

Curriculum? 

MR. CANNITO: We have a Director of Elementary 

Education and a Director of Secondary Education and 

in effect they are the curricumlum coordinators at the 

secondary and elementary levelo respectively. 

SENATOR KNOWLTON~ And that personnel is included 

.in the definition of Supervi.so.!:'s? 

MR. CANNITO: Yes. 
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SENATOR KNOWLTON: Assemblyman Smitho do you 

have any questions? 

.P.SSE~1BLYMAN WALTER SMI'rH: Yesu I 00 0 I l1ave 

a few. 

I don't think you answered the Senator's ques·tir:: 

as t:o the ccr;t of mediat.~.on. You gave UB tt'.e price 

f i~gure of two tho'::sand, three thcusar?.::i. o:r:: ten thotu:;~~n·~" 

or whatever it coste? 

!V!R .• HALPERIN: My guess this year J.S it wae a.tcut 

se·,en or eight. 

ASSEMBLYMAN SMITH: Seven or eight thousand, and 

that would be conrpar~ble to a salary budg~':"t of hm,i m, ·r~, 

just the salary budget? 

is ten thousand. 

ASSE1-"J3LY!1AN SHI TH • Well now ycu a~e net ·e~l~· s 
me anything again. I want to know how much your over= 

all cost would be approximately. 

MR. HALPERIN: Siru do you mean how much would it 

cost us if we hired a full-time negotiator? 

ASSEMBLYMAN SMITH: No, I mean how much ~you said 

you spent about seven or eight thousand dcll.ars in 

negotiations. 

MR. HALPERIN: Right. 

ASSEMBLYMAN SMITH: What is your total budget 

for salaries in your school district? 

MR. HALPERIN~ I would say it is about one~tenth 

of one per cent. Our budget for salaries is in excesc 

of seven million dollars. 

ASSEMBLYMAN SMITH~ And you sper:.t ~1.pproxima cely sr' 

to e2ght thousand for rtegotiatJons. 

MR. HALPERIN: That's rightu SJ.r. 

ASSEMBLYMAN St-'.!ITH: I'm interested in your stat..;:.:.ne~1 c. 

that this act should be limited to salaries, fringe benef '~s, 

and grievances. Is that what you were saying? 

MR. HALPERIN~ Yes. 

ASSEMBLYlvlAN SMITH:. A How many of thes;:~ it..en·s ·tn:J. 
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you list, in your opinion could come under grievances? 

You have 25 listed. 

MRo HALPERIN: I would say none of them - none 

of these fall under grievances" none of these fall under 

direct salary eit.hero or fringe benefits" 

ASSEMBLYMAN SMITH: Well then, how many of these 

could be included if the act were amended as per your 

suggestion? 

MRo HALPERIN: I would say about half could be 

included in the fringe benefits. 

ASSEMBLYMAN SMITH: So we would be eliminat.ing about 

50 per cent of t.hese. 

MR. HALPERIN: At least 50 per cent. These do 

not include all" I just picked the highlight~s out of 

their package. 

ASSE.MBLYMAN SMITH: Some of t.hem were a lit.tle 

shocking to meu very frankly, but you were faced with 

these problems. 

MRo HALPERIN: Each and every one took a period 

of time either to negotiate it out or give in to it 

before we could get an agreement, yess 

ASSEMBLYMAN F'RANK R" CONWELL: Mrs Halperin, I 

notLce these items which you indicate, the 25 of them, and 

evidence a great deal of concern about thems I take it 

you do agree that teachers ought to be concerned wi t.h 

working conditions as far as grievances are concerned and 

that this ought to be one of t.he things to which you 

should rightly direct your attention? 

MR. HALPERIN: Sir, working conditions is a wide 

open term. Working conditions could be the number of 

students in the classo which is class size; working 

conditions could be how many specialists we bring into 

a class. We may have a teacher who is teaching most 

of our classes are only 25 in number. They are not 

telling us ~~ we think for this class number we should have 

a specialist in music come in so many times a week, and 
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so forth and so on,- areas that fall strictly within 

the Superintendent 1 s area. It does make it easier for 

the teacher, I 8 li admit, and that you could say coulQ 

fall withir. an interpretation of a fringe benefit. But 

we say at some point that. the administration must run ~ 

and the school must run t.he school. 

ASS E.l.V.IBL l: MAN CONWELL ~ 

that of the 2 5 i terns listed here u other +:.haL i Lems 9 c<I.d 

lOo the rest could quite aptly be cross-overs of workirc: 

conditions or things related to employm~nt.. Al~. t:r1e 

other items somehow seem to :be related i_o 

that is not the point I am concerned about. I am concerneJ 

about corrective legislation in one form or another ana 

if you were then to provide us vJith some measure of ,/n.:;.·;. 

many of these things would you eliminate and what things 

would you· include specially as i terns worth ne.got.i&t~.ng c.i..': 

far as local boards are concerned? 

MR. HALPERIN: As far as local boards are concerned 0 

I agree that the normal type of working conditions should 

be limited to negotiation. How many students in the class?

it has many ramifications. If I agreed to bring our 

students down to 19 e I might find myself wi t.h a build.;.::.~g 

program which would require the vote of our public. 

You have the same situation happening in New Yolk 

City where they have limited the class size and I under

stand from information I have received from tac:c:hers 

they have to bring in more than one teacher staying in 

the same classroom. So there has to be a certain amount 

of rationale in where you draw the line on terms and 

conditions of employment. 

ASSEHBLYMAN CONWELL; But. you WGU>i v .. :tr_ 

prem1se o however J if ·you were providing ..ts with some ::.yf.-':.' 

of legislation, that teachers as professionals deserve 

the right - and I would think not only the right, but tney 

ought to have the professional wisdom to decide how many 

children you can adequately teach in a classroom, and "the 
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numbers ought to be determined by them much more so 

than by boards who represent lay people usually? 

MRo HALPERIN: No 0 siro I don°t agree with 

you for this reason: Boards of Education do not in 

fact decide the number of children in the classa That 

is why we have a Superintendent of Schools 0 a Director 

of Curriculumo Director of Primary and Secondary Educationu 

and the Boardo I know in our district 0 relies completely 

upon a staff that has been trained to determine that and 

not the bargaining unit of a couple of teachers to 

decide whether they can teach 25 or 26. We have to rely 

upon the people trained and hired for thata 

ASSEMBLYMAN CONWELL: Are these people usually 

in conflict with the teacher~s opinion and also with 

State recommendations in regard to the class sizes 

usually? 

MRo HALPERIN: I can't talk about other districts. 

I can talk about Fair Lawno In Fair Lawn we have been 

bringing our class sizes down to 25 and our average is 

now about 25. We are down to the recommended amount 

but~ of coursee on top of that they now tell us in their 

terms and conditions how many specialists we will 

bring inu how many this will bring in = that they won 8 t 

take the register anymoreu that they don°t want to stand 

in the hall to keep order - we should hire outsiderso 

There comes a time when the cost is going away from 

education into side issues and we have to keep the money 

as closely as possible to educat.iono 

ASSEMBLYMAN CONWELL: Thenu even if you were not 

recommending specific legislationu the direction of the 

Fair Lawn Board of Education seems to be following the 

philosophy already mandated by the State in terms of 

what is useful and what is good in school systems 

generallyo Wouldn°t you say that? 

MR. HALPERIN: I would say that we are following 
• 

what we think is good education'il practice as recommended 

by the State Board of Education and educators throughout 

the country, yes. 
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SENATOR KNOWL'roN: Mr. Halperinu has your Board 

or has Mrs Cannito received any guidelines from the 

State Department of Education relative to conducting 

collective bargaining sessions with teacher groups 

and other bargaining units? 

MR. HALPERIN: Not from theState Board of 

Educations We have received guidelines from the State 

Federated Boards. They have been very helpful and they 

have been furnishing us data upon which we can base 

decisions on where to go or where not to go or try not 

to go. 

ASSEMBLYMAN CONWELL: Is it your recommendation 

that in regard to the interested groups in terms of 

community of interest for employees, you would reduce 

these cutting across all linesu or would you suggest 

some type of county legislation which would be a better 

kind of a blanket then a reduction of just community 

interest. 

MR. HALPERIN: Sir, I don't follow you on that. 

ASSEMBLYMAN CONWELL: Talking about dealing 

separately with janitors, teachers 0 nurses, supervisors 

and administrators inside the bill on separate districtso 

would you prefer that there be some sort of uniform 

county law in regard to coverage of all groups? 

MRs HALPERIN: I think it would be better. I 

think there is no reason why Fair Lawn shouid pay more 

or less than Glen Rock or Ridgewood on any level of the 

educational system. I think people are entitled to a 

living wage and we shouldn 1 t have to be competing with 

our neighboring communities as to who is going to pay 

more for the next teacher. I think the teachers should 

be hired based on what we have to offer - the comforts 

of the schoolo the climate and the educational climate 

rather than how much money. 

ASSEMBLYMAN SMITH: I have another question. When 

you say on a county basis, you are thinking of Bergen 
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Countyo Is that not so? 

MRo HALPERIN: Wellu I just use Bergen County 

as an example. I would preferu since I am a Federal 

employee u that it be a statewi.de negot.iationo 

ASSEMBLYMAN SMITH~ WellJ let 0 s take the great 

city of Newark where all the problems are thereu so 

they tel~- me " 

.~1R 0 HALPERIN~ They sure have t.hem. 

ASSEMBLYMAN SMITH: Do you think that should be 

a separate entity rather than on a count.y basis 

because they sa:y they can't get teachersu the student.s 

are incorrigacle in many areaso and they have many 

problems which are not in conunon with your town or mine~ 

Now do you think ·that. t1"le cities should be handled 

separateli/ :: 

MRo HALPERIN~ It is very difficult for meu Living 

in a fairly weal ~:hy suburb to try to = 

ASSEMBLYMAN SMITH: You don't really know about 

thatu is that it? 

MRo HALPERIN: I have had a lot of thoughts on 

the matter and I thfnk the State Legislature has to do 

something separately for the citiesu and I think it is 

very important for the cities to give them special legis

lation and special rnoneyu because they have problems that 

we don°t have. They have problems of children coming in 

from the South and elsewhere or coming to a community where 

housing is cheap andc thereforeu they have the problems for 

the whole State of New Jerseyu and I think it 0 s a State 

problem ~ 

ASSEMBLYMAN SMITH: Wellu it 1 s a State problemo I 

agree. 

MR" HALPERIN: i t.hi:1k th::~ St.:ate sh<1uld do it 

even if the suburbs .:.i.ke ·.vhere I live pay part of it 

through a State taxJ because they are really aiding us 

by having them all iu one placeo If they fanned out 

to the suburbsu it would come out that way anyway 0 so I 

thinko even to the det:r·iment of my own cornrnunityo I would 

1 ike to see mo.re money go t.o the cit i~ s. 
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facing it. We don•t have as great a problem1 and I 

think communities like Fair Lawn should be helping 

Paterson and Hackensack and those other conununities. 

I do believe it. They are all Americans and they all 

should get a decent education. 

ASSEMBLYMAN SMITH: And you don't think the tax 

rate has anything to do with it? 

MR. HALPERIN: Sure it has something to do with 

it, but isn't it better to pay taxes than send them to 

jail? 

ASSEMBLYMAN SMITH: I am talking about where 

you have a high tax rate in many areas of the suburbs 

because they have these kinds of schools. 

MR. HALPERIN: Right. But I say it's part of 

our American system -

ASSEMBLYMAN SMITH: And you feel that these people 

should encourage a higher tax rate to aid these other 

areas? 

MR. HALPERIN: Yes, sir, I think so. 

ASSEMBLYMAN SMITH: OK. I have no further questions. 

ASSEMBLYMAN CONWELL: Mra Halperin, may I ask another 

question. Is Fair Lawn one of the communities that still 

makes use of privately-owned facilities for public school 

purposes·; namely, the synagogue there around the corner 

from your high school? Are they still using that? 

MR. HALPERIN: No more, sir. 

ASS~MBLYMAN CONWELL: They are not using it any 

more? 

MR. HALPERIN: No, we purchased and rented portable 

classrooms a 

ASSEMBLYMAN CONWELL: You are now using portable 

classrooms? 

MR. HALPERIN: Right. 

ASSEMBLYMAN CONWELL: Does this then not also suggest 

probably one of the problems that your teachers work with 

is the difficulty of having to work with make-shift facil

ities of one sort or another from time to time? 
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ASSEMBLYMAN SMITH: Wellu it's going there~ 

MR." HALPF..RIN: I think it shm.tld go the:t:e. 

think they need it. I definitely think they need it 

and we should do everything to help them. 

ASSEMBLYMAN SMITH: But speaking of you:r areas - you 

think they sho11ld be t.reated separately ?ln:'l a.part? Your 

IsnBt that what you say? 

MR, HALPERIN: Fo:t f1ego;::.iatiord, }"~'e. 

ASSEMBLYMA.N SMITH'; f:'or negot:Lac~.c,·;-; pr:i.:raarily 

with respect to sa.1 aries, .i.sn' ·t it? 

MR. HALPERIN: Right. If you are talking about 

my personal feeling on what we do vlith t.he childreno I 

happen to be a great believer in bussing hut I don°t 

dare mention thats 

ASSEMBLY!-'Iil .... ~ SMITH; ~~ell, I 'm g -'.a:} :/··.:; .. ::l.:dr.' c 

mention it. I didn't even hear you. 

that is the only way you are eventually going to help 

these children - get them out of all one :1rea and spread 

them around the State and give them a half-way decent 

education. 

ASSEMBLYMAN SMITH: You don't think we can elevate 

the schools in the cities? 

MR. HALPERIN: I think it is going to be very 

difficult because I don't think the State is going to 

come up with the kind of money that is needed to get 

these people decent school conditions and a. decent 

number of teachersu because many of them are under

educated and it takes more teachers to teach an under

educated child, and I don't think you are going to come 

up with that kind of money. I think :·.he ;:>'·l.y ''"a}· ~·m·. 

are eventually goir.g to solve the .cn::cr.:lc"'· ~.s :.:,y Bf.>:t:0~:.iir;g 

them out and letting each community help the cities. 

ASSEMBLYMAN SMITH: Don't you have these problems 

in Fair Lawn? 

MR, HALPERIN: Yes 6 we have them . but we are 
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MR, HALPERIN: No, siru I think most of our 

teachers wouJd 1 ike to get intc the por.·table eLl.:' 

rooms~ ri'h<':Y are of a large area ::1nr.i e.l.r·<::on.:Ut.ioned. 

They do like them -

MR. CONWELL;;,,Ahey_don't. give r.1se +.c a.ny :25 or 75 .Lnd1cated-

MR. HALPERIN: No I sir. The:; r a' re r sc Drr.rner.~:: C; d 

more of them if we: cr:c · 

SENATOR KNGirJI./l"ON : h:re the·re ;"::~~-~-. 

[No q'.Iestions] • 

Mr. Halperir ar.d f1Ir~ Can.nito, ·ct.;_,_n~<; ·,·ot' vt:.ry 1r. 

for coming down here. 

to get the voice from the grass roots or £rom the boon

docks if you want so characterize it, 3n6 it is very 

enjoyable to hear the fellows on the fir~ng line. 

ASS E MBL YJV'AN 

D tor, New Jersey As~ociation 0± Schc_: - . . . 
t"l.·~~ITil r122. t~~ u ·r..c.J-

w I L 
.,. 

I A M R A 1•1 s A. Y: ()ff +- ~ _: ;.'":_ record ..... ~-.-...., 
Li 

' 
doesn B t have that many pearls in j t ~~hat r.h:.;:;; s}·- oul::: oe 

asking for a copy. 

Assemblyman Smith, I am William Ramsay, Executive 

Director of the New Jersey Association of School Admin

istrators. This statement is actually being made on behalf 

of the New Jersey Council of School Administratorsp 

which includes membership of the Department of E1emer:c.:c.;. '}' 

School Principals, the New .Jersey Association of Secondary 

School Administrators, and our groupG 

ASSEMBLYMAN SMITH: 

of that? 

Is Assemblyman ComNell a ,Jlt:.rc!:'>::::r 

DR. RAMSAY: I don' t know, to te 11 you the tru·th. 

ASSEMBLYMAN SMITH: We will have to disqualify hirn 

if he is. 

DR. RAMSAY: 

not read verb::1tim.- 3r·. 1 s.1a11 not d.ne! l 'P. !. L JU.st. r<-=t,2.c 

to the main points here. 

We appreciate the fact we are able 't:.o make some 

recorrunendations regarding amendments to f.L. 303 and the 

first two are more in the form of proposals to the 

Legislature to pass 



glad MrG Pease is seated here$ 

The first one is under the concept "Negotiating 

requires skilled negotiators," amd I mention here that 

our membership is concerned with the practice which has 

been developing over the past year in more than a few 

school districts where the board members and teachers 

become involved directly in negotiation procedureG We 

find thate of course, with exceptions, neither group is 

particularly skilled in the negotiating process, and 

there is a great deal of "heat" generated during these 

sessions which we feel mitigates against effective 

employer-employee relationships. We have some reason 

to believe that perhaps the involvement of the board 

members themselves and the teachers may tend also to 

complicate the process and to lengthen the term of 

negotiations. 

Yesterday Mro Pease mentioned a concern that he 

felt negotiations were becoming complex at points 

because members of local teams were not too well-versed 

themselveso I .know that, for example 9 Mrso Page has 

done and is doing a tremendous job through her Asso

ciation to alert board members to Chapter 303 0 etc. 9 

but board members are transitory and they are here and 

they are gonee etco Teachers perhaps have a greater 

degree of stability within the situation and there too 

the NJEAo I thin.ko has done a marvelous job working 

with them. a great deal or orientatione 

But there is this factor of the heat which is 

generated when a board member who might already have had 

a conflict with a teacher is seated at a table across 

from that teacher. And we are recommending that you 

pass on to PERC a request that they ask boards of 

education and education associations to retain qualified 

negotiators. We are recommending to each board that the 

negotiator they appoint be responsible to the Super

intendent. We feel that the board in negotiations has 

a policy-making rolep We think in the final analysis 
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this kind of procedure may do a great deal toward 

dEcVE'lCFing- better relatlonship and perhap& a more 

efficient negotiating session. 

Secondly, we are concerned about t~6 fact ~h&t 

budgets are going tc press so to speak and matters 

have not beer.. negctiated and 1,ve wculd ] lk~' tc have 

reconunended to PERC t.h2t tney e~-ro.b1 l.s~·. scr0.e kir:d cf 

time table appropriate for each grouping c£ public 

agencies; for example, boards of educatlonu municipal 

governing bodies, etc. I mere'ly mention tnat in the 

case of Boards of Ed it might call for a s~.1bmissicr.. ..... .;: 

proposals no later than September 1, with sessicns 

beginning no later thar;. September 15, as an example, 

permitting PERC to resolve the impasse no later than 

December 31. 

Now I am not so naive as to think t.hat all impasses 

will be settled by then, but apparently there is great. 

concE:rn tr.at time is lost and budgets are ready to go 

to press, but they are unrealistic because they don°t 

always contain the proposals that are being discussed 

by the teacher group and the boards. 

We realize too that as 303 is now written that 

PERC may intervene in an impasse situation~when either 

party makes a request. It may be necessary to amend 303 to 

permit PERC to intervene on its own motion. This too 

would be in accord with what the PERC Chairman indicated 

yesterday. 

In this regard we do oppose the provision of 

Senate Bill 537 which would assess each party for the 

cost of mediation. Now we agree that mediation might 

be used indiscriminately but we would not like to see 

it discouraged to the point where it is not used when 

needed. 

Our third point - and now we get into a point which 

has more bearing en amending the law. We feel there 

should be a clarification of unit composition. Chapter 303 
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as presently written ise we think, unclear regarding 

inclusion of supervisors in negotiating units con

taining non-supervisory personnel. We believe very 

strongly that in the conduct of negotiations, as in all 

board matters, boards of education should have the 

benefit of the thinking and the recommendations of 

their total management team. If principals and super

visors are members of a negotiating unit containing non

supervisory personnel 0 we feel their effectiveness as 

advisors to the superintendent, and hence to the board, 

is extremely limited. 

We recommend in here the inclusion of the definition 

of the term "Supervisor," and in our case here we say 

"supervisor" means any indlvidual having authority, in 

the interest of the employer, to hire, transfer, suspend, 

promote 9 discharge, assign, reward or discipline other 

employees or effectively to recommend such action. 

We recommend further that Section 7, paragraph 1, 

be so amended that in effect we would delete the clause 

"except where established practice, prior agreement or 

special circumstances dictate the contrary." Here we are 

followingo I think with some consistency, our point that 

we do not believe that supervisors should be in a unit 

with non-supervisory personnel. 

We do recommend that principals and supervisors 

establish their own negotiating units. 

Fourth, we obviously feel that Chapter 303 should 

not supersede Title 18 A and I know that in Section 

Section 10 of the Act it does say "nor shall any pro

visions hereof annul or modify any statute or statutes 

of this State." We would like to have added there 

something along these lines: "Nothi!"9 in this Act shall 

be construed to abrogate or modify the statutory authority 

of governing bodies in meeting their responsibility to 

the electorate." Now we inserted this in line with our 
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thinking on the definition of t.errr3 and conditions 

of employmento 

We appeared last March before the Senate State 

Government Commit tee and we d .id recommend that Chapter 3 03 

be amended to be more specific regarding this def:i.nitione 

We have thought a great deal about that since thene We 

have had a committee working on this and we realize that 

considering the number of public bodies with which PERC 

has to dealo this may not prmre to :be feasible e Soo 

therefore o we are suggesting that in order that. the 

responsibility of the boards of educaticn and the p:.1.blic 

not be compromisedo this statement be added somewhere 

in that sect,ion so that it becomes quit.e clear that the 

board in its responsibility to the puclic must still 

make certain decisions where it feels it has its 

responsibility to the electorateo 

Fiftho we feel that PERC 0 s role in settling 

impasses should be strengthened. We recommend that some 

kind of machinery be established o wi t.h perhaps an 

impasse panelo to assist PERC in sett.ling impasses when 

all voluntary efforts faiL We mention that although 

there is no unanimity of opinion among our members 

regarding binding arb.itrationo many feel that the threat 

of a third party "outsider'" to settle a dispute may be 

less frightening than the threat of a strikeo 

Regarding strikeso we are on record as opposing 

Assembly Bill 810 which legalizes strikeso work stoppageso 

etco We realize that there is a wealth of opinion 
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supporting the right to strike in the public sector on 

the basis that "the denial of this right makes second

class citizens of public employees." We are also 

aware that in some stat.es where there is strike prohl.bition 

legislation , they don't have enviable recor~s for avoid

ing strikes. We feel that~ nevertheless at this critical 

juncture in our Nation's history, we cannot condone the 

cessation of the educative process as a device to improve 

upon the the educative process. We are concerned that~ 

that the legalization of the st.rike in the public sector 

might serve as a catalyst for work stoppages. We would 

have to say, yes, there are some boards of education too 

ready to say: "If you don't like it, strike .. " and un

fortunately we feel there might be an equal numl:JE!l- of 

education associations ready to accept that challenge. 

It seems that labor and industry over the past 

fifty years have learned that the strike is a costly 

weapona and we question whether we should repeat this 

experience in the public sector. We can say that our 

efforts as school administrators - and here again I am 

not trying to take a Utopian viewpoint - but we can 

assure you that our efforts will be directed toward the 

de·velopment 6f a climate within which strikes perhaps 

are neither necessary nor desirable. 

Thank youe 

SENATOR KNOWLTON: Dr. Ramsay, two or three 

witnesses have suggested to us that as a last resort 

where the parties just cannot agree, in order to avoid 

strikes a law should be enacted providing for compulsory 

arbitration. How do you feel about that? 

DR. RAMSAY: I'm not sure that I hit that directly

probably on the oblique - but we have mixed :t.eelings abo1Jt 

it. I think that it might have to come to this. I mention 

here that we might find this more palatable than strike. 

SENATOR KNOWLTON: Do you think that a Superintendent 

of Schools is part of management? 
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DR. RAMSAY: Yeso 

SENATOR KNOWLTON: Would you say a Principal is? 

DR. RAM3AY: Yes. 

SEN. KNOWLTON: Would you say such staff personnel 

as a Director of Curriculum, Director of Speech Therapy, 

and various other similar jobs who come under the 

Superintendentus Officeu should be included on the 

management team? 

DR. RAMSAY: Well here again it's possible. I 

think I heard another witness react this way to the 

same question. I think to a certain extent it depends 

on how the board defines the position for these people. 

If the positions for these people put them in the class

room more in a teaching position or more in a relation

ship with the students, perhaps notu but if they are 

working with groups of teachers and carrying out certain 

kinds of programsu then you get into this aspect of 

signing, recommending, rewarding, discipliningo etc. I 

think to a certain degree it depends upon that kind of 

thing. 

SENATOR KNOWLTON: You said before - or did you 

say before that Superintendents and the supervisory 

personnel, Principals, and so on should be a bargaining 

unit? 

DR. RAMSAY: No, not the Superintendent. We 

accept the fact that the Superintendent ~s the Board's 

chief executive officer should not be in the bargaining 

unite 

SENATOR KNOWLTON: What about Principals? 

DR. RAMSAY: We feel that Principals should have 

the right to form their own bargaining unit. We would 

rather see this than to have the Principals in a 

bargaining unit with non-administrative or supervisory 

personnel. We think their position is compromised when 

this happens, particularly if a grievance is developed 

in a building - this grievance could literally be against 
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the Principal, and if he is a member of that unit, 

at least in our minds, some question arises as to his 

effectiveness in dealing with this" 

SENATOR KNOWLTON: I have a little difficulty 

with that answer because it would seem to me - and 

correct me if I'm wrong- that management should not be 

a part of the bargaining unit, 

DR. RAMSAY: We might come to thato I'm saying 

that I recognize that being the board's chief executive 

officer, the Superintendent should not be in a bargaining 

unit as such but legally he is in a bargaining unit of 

his own in reality with the board, although in a highly 

vulnerable position albeito We have supported the concept 

of the remainder of the management team being under 303. 

At present it does permit it and we are not saying that they 

should not have their own unit. It might - to car~y your 

thought a little further, yes, at some point in time if 

the management team concept is more highly developed. 

We may find outselves excluding. these people, or wanting tot 

from negotiating units. But at the moment, we are sup

porting their involvement in a unit of their own. 

SENATOR KNOWLTON: Mr. Benjamin Halperin, a trustee 

of the Fair Lawn Board of Education, whom we just heard, 

observed that collective bargaining with respect to wages 

and fringe benefits should be on a regional, or an economic 

regional basis. Would you care to comment on his suggestion? 

In other words, you could take the counties of Bergen and 

Passaic and Newark - or in Essex County - and have the 

supra management team negotiate with a supra teachers 

group for wages and other economic benefits in that entire 

areao 

DR. RAMSAY: I can see some practicalities but I 

don't know if I am ready yet to accept a move away from 

the local district unit as an autonomous unit being able 

to carry on its negotiations, and the State, I think, 

wisely has permitted local districts to be autonomous -

I think, and he may have mentioned it - I thought I heard 
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something along these lines that if there are recom

mendationsJ for exampleo for teachers in New Jersey 

to carry various benefits across municipality lines 

like tenureo sick leaveo etc.u it may then be a natural 

prelude to have a State salary guide for all districts 

so that the first-grade teacher in the commercial town

ship gets the same amount for her bachelor 0 s degree 

as a first-grade teacher in Newark. I have indicated 

some people who are recommending the transfer of tenure 

and transfer of sick leave that they may not want it 

but they may project a situation into which we will find 

this kind of thing where they will say, "Fine, let~ s 

consider a teacher as a civil service persona" It 0 s 

like the Federal Government- anywhere she moves in the 

State she carries identical benefits. 

I don 1 t know that I am ready yet to see this because 

I still believe strongly in local initiative and I think 

the fact that certain communities can make supreme 

efforts encourages other districts to try to do the same 

thing, I don't know that I am ready yet to see the 

State system as such, even though I know constitutionally 

education is a State functione 1 1 m not ready to accept 

the recommendation he made. I don't think I would want 

to see at this point regional negotiation setupso We 

may come to it, however. 

SENATOR KNOWLTON: Because of the varying ratable 

picture amongst municipalities: for instance. one 

municipality might be residential for the most parto 

another might be industrial for the most part, such as 

Teterboro; in one community the median income may be 

low and in another community the median income might 

be high. Do you think that this problem of negotiating 

with teacher representatives might be better solved by 

attaching to the Office of the County Superintendent of 

Schools personnel who are trained and skilled in 

collective bargaining so they can help out the individual 

school district? 
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DR. RAMSAY: I think it makes sense. Right mw 

you have child study teams attached to the coun~y 

office and a number'of other functions, and I think that 

it would not be impractical for a county containing a 

number of small districts, with little ratables, to share 

among them this kind of service, In fact, when we say 

that we would rathe~ see boards hiring skilled negotiators 

responsible to the board, and so forth, we recognize some 

districts may not be able to afford this, but they may 

be able to share with three or four other districts a 

negotiator·as they do a special ed person. Now if this 

were done at the county level, fine. I think it would 

be a worth while service for the county, particularly in 

counties like Cape May, etc. 

SENATOR KNOWLTON: Do you have any opinion with 

regard to what should constitute collective bargaining 

outside of w~g~s, of economic benefits? Do you think 

that a board or its representatives should engage in 

collective bargaining with teacher groups with respect 

to classroom size, c~rriculum content -
• 

DR. RAMSAY: I. will answer it this way, Senatqr, 

A year ago we made a recommendation that there should 

be some specificity of this kind of thing and we found 

out that some districts moved out in front of us, that 

they are already negotiating these things. We wanted to 

be realistic ab<?\lt this. I have talked with Superin

tendents, some on the very committee that helped us 

prepare this; who in their district with their boards 

are discussing, let us say on a negotiation basis, all 

items - almost the sky's the limit~ We did not support 

this concept a year ago, and I still feel that the board 

should have some kind of backing in the act and state that 

it has responsibility to the public. It still doesn't 
• 

mean that the b,oard can't say no to our way of thinking 

and in the fin~l analysis it's not so much a list -and I 

will agree wit~ w~at we said yesterday, it may be very 

difficult to prescribe a list or to limit a list and to 

say that certain things don't affect teaching efficiency 
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and what have you. So some have moved out in front of 

us, so we have saidu "All righto we will accept this but 

we want something in the law to support the board when it 

states 9 'Looku we want a certain program in the schools 

to meet the needs of the public and the Education Asso~ 

ciation perhaps might not want that program~'' We feel 

we owe it to the people; we are the representat~ives 

of the people; we shall have the program. We feel there 

should be this kind of backing in the law. 

SENATOR KNOWLTON: Let's take the case of a board 

of education that absolutely refuses to discuss anything 

whatsoever with teacher representatives. Do you feel 

that the law should provide that a teacher representa

tive could go to court and obtain an injunction compelling 

the board to collectively bargain in good faith? 

DR. RAMSAY: It sounds reasonable. 

ASSEMBLYMAN SMITH: Dr. Ramsayu as I understood 

your initial statements you recommended an impasse board 

which my understanding was would have no binding arbitra

tion powers. Then in response to Senator Knowlton's 

question about a binding arbitration board you sort of 

agreed with that. Now my understanding was that the 

impasse boardo which is the first I've heard of thisu 

would be a non-binding board but some other avenue of 

relief prior to a strike. Is t.hat correct? 

DR. RAM3AY: Yes. I mention that there are mixed 

feelings among the group preparing thisstatementa 

ASSEMBLYMAN SMITH: You may not be speaking for 

a majority of your 

DR. RAMSAY: When I say I would buy this kind of 

concept, I am speaking personally as a professional person, 

but in this particular report there was some feeling that 

there ought to be some kind of an impasse panel whereby 

PERC would have another crack at the situation. This is 

what it boils down too but I say that among some of the 

membership there was a feeling that a threat of a third 

party outside of allthis binding arbitration may not be 

as unpalatable as a strike. I really can't say that our 
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association, this group fdr whom I'm speaking, would 

accept the binding arbitration feature. 

ASSEMBLYMAN SMITH: Well, let me ask you this: 

You know, these contracts come up every year for 

teachers~ Let's assume they go all the way through 

the rigmarole and they fix the binding contract some 

time in April or May or some time near the term of 

the year, then they start all over again. Don't you 

think there should be some limitation as to how far 

and how often they can go through this? 

DR. RAMSAY: It would have to be a two-way 

street, no doubt about it. 

ASSEMBLYMAN SMITH: Because this comes up every 

year. They could be in constant negotiation, and 

this isn't fair in my opinion, 

DR. RAMSAY: I think part of it is a result of 

the newness of the whole thing and the lack of soph.isti

c~tion on the part of both groups. 

ASSEMBLYMAN SMITH: Would you say that maybe one 

school district should have the right to go every two 

or three years or to limit it in some way, because what's 

the sense - you go all through this bit and then they 

get a second bite in two months or three months" This is 

the problem as I see it. 

Also I am very much concerned about your suggestion 

as of December 31st when this can be put on the budget, 

because you can't put it on after that; I don't care 

what they agreed to. 

DR. RAMSAY: We would expect that after that the 

settlement is made and the budget is presented to the 

public, assuming it contains the features that were 

discussed and negotiated, and what have you, that people 

should live up to the agreement. 

ASSEMBLYMAN SMITH: Well nobody here - I wasn't here 

this morning but as far as I know, nobody here has made 

any suggestion as to a limitation as to how often they can 

do these things: Now I am talking about the teachers 
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DR. RAMSAY: Well, the board can agree with the 

Association on a contractual arrangement containing 

certain features over a period beyond a year I am sure~ 

ASSEMBL Y.MAN SMITH: Thank you. I have no further 

questions. 

ASSEMBLYMAN CONWELL: Mr. Ramsayo if one were to 

follow the development of negotiations between teachers 

and their boards of educationo do you agree that they 

usually start with polite conversation in the early 

stages? 

DR. RAMSAY: They usually do, yes. 

ASSEMBLYMAN CONWELL: I am trying to establish 

some relationship between your suggestion or recommenda

tion about an impasse committeeo They usually start with 

polite conversations and then they become a little bit 

more ardent one side to the other in regard to termso 

and then they finally get to the place where they are 

calling names, and then they are finally saying, "Look, 

we are going to have to negotiate"or 'we are no longer 

going to negotiate with you; we shall call in PERC~" 

Is that usually it? Doesn't some similar sequence 

as that usually develop? Would you not then say that 

PERC already exists,at least if not in nameu in fact 

a glorified committee for impasses without the power to 

demand compulsory arbitration, that this does in fact 

become the port of last resort short of compulsory 

arbitration as it presently is? 

DR. RAMSAY: I don't know how glorified but -

ASSEMBLYMAN CONWELL: Well, it can become just 

this • I am only disturbed about the continuing pro~ 

posals to add other committees to an already-established 

committee whose function becomes in effect a court of 

last resort short of compulsory arbitration,. Is there 

some other useful purpose to be served by the establish

ment of such an additional committee? 
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DR. RAMSAY: I merely mention that it is an 

impasse panel at some point just before they are 

ready- it's like a cooling off period. I might 

have to agree that without the baseball bat of 

binding arbitration it may not be as strong as we 

would like to see it. I am not arguing the point 

with you, Assemblyman Conwell. 

ASSEMBLYMAN CONWELL: In fact, all of us are 

trying to cushion what we recognize must eventually 

be based on some alternate weapon of one sort or 

another, either compulsory arbitration or the right to 

withdraw serviceso 

Would you then agree with this, that your second 

premise and concern seems to be the role of the 

Principal in negotiations and you believe, I under

stand from your statement, that Principals ought to 

have the right and do have the right to organize in 

separate units negotiating for themselves, and do you 

likewise believe in the establishment and the operation 

of a ratio system for salaries for Principals? 

DR, RAMSAY: We have rejected as an organization 

the ratio salary tying a Superintendent to a ratio that 

would be borne, so to speak, with the teacher's salary 

guide~ We are also recommending to this Council that 

there be consideration of a ratio salary guide for 

Principals but based upon the Superintendent's salary 

not on the teacher's salary, so we feel this is a con

tinuation of this management team concept, that if 

the Principal is tied in, economically, etc., with the 

teachers, he is compromised to some degree,, A lot 

depends upon the individuals~ I realize that" 

ASSEMBLYMAN CONWELL: Well, then are we really 

saying; in order to get the record straight, for the 

recommendations for any kind of usuable legislation, 

are we th~n saying on the one hand that insofar as 

salaries are concerned, administrators need to be linked 

to other administrators, from the chief of staff down, 

and stop at that point at the teacher level but move 
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over again to the teacher ranks when it comes to 

determining class sizes, number of specialists 

involved in classroom situationso the working hours 

for teachers, the available free periods for teachers -

all of these so-called working conditions relating to 

teachers specially recommended by Principals. Is this 

then not playing a dual role .in a double capacity, 

both administ.rator and teacher? And how can we arrange 

any series of legislation which will be truly effective 

in this area? 

DR. RAMSAY: I don"t necessarily see a conflict 

here~ for example, if the Principal is part of a manage

ment team and gives advice during negotiations to the 

Board, to the Superintendent regarding programs and 

what have you, and not have his salary necessarily tied 

to the teachers" salary guide, I don"t know where there 

is a conflict there. I still think that if his salary is 

tied ratio-wise to the teaching staffo there is a simplica

tion and he is financially improved or disadvantaged 

based on this kind of thing. 

I know what we are discussing is highly suggestive. 

I recognize that. 

ASSEMBLYMAN CONWELL: Would you recommend then, 

in order to be helpful to this Committee 0 that administra

tors" salaries be related to the top rather than to the 

bottom as a matter of policy for the Principals Association 

of the State? 

DR. RAMSAY: Yes. The Federated Boards has a salary 

Cormnittee which involves representatives of the various 

administrative groups at t.his time discussing this kind of 

thing. 

ASSEMBLYMAN CONWELL: One final area of concern: 

In regard to making ultimate decisions, since we both 

recognize apparently that impasse committees are just 

one more way of avoiding coming to grips with an alt.ernateu 

does the Principals Association accept and adopt the 

concept that there is sometimes no avoidance of strikes? 

DR. RAMSAY~ I 2~a~'t say; I don't know. 



ASSEMBLYMAN CONWELL: They have formulated no 

such policy at the moment? 

DR. RAMSAY: No. You see - excuse me - I 

mentioned that this council I am representing is some

thing brand new. Each of the constituent organizations 

retains its identity as the Department of Elementary 

School Principals, Association of Secondaries, and our 

Association of School Administrators which is largely 

Superintendents, but we have decided to share ideas 

on certain issues and this really represents our first 

attempt at providing a position representing largely 

the three organizations. 

ASSEMBLYMAN CONWELL: Well, since the Assembly has 

to deal chiefly with people with specific problems 

like administrators as a body, would you feel that the 

administrators group would not agree or would not 

recommend that the Assembly pay too g reat attention 

to the adoption of countywide control of salaries, etc. 

as a matter of policy, that there be few variances. 

DR. RAMSAY: Just a guess - they probably would 

not recommend it at this time. 

SENATOR KNOWLTON: One final question, Dr. Ramsay. 

Professor Allen weisenfeldt of the Graduate School 

of Education of Rutgers, who has had considerable ex

perience in Mediation, especially in the New York State 

area, suggests that the mediation function of PERC be 

transferred to the State Mediation Board because of its 

long-established familiarity in dealing with labor 

disputes in the private sector and that disputes in the 

public sector are almost identical, if not identical, 

with the private sector. Do you have any comments to 

make on that suggestion ? 

DR. RAMSAY: None, except that in the early 

stages, when the bill was being discussed which ultimately 

became P.L. 303, we had a strong feeling that we did 

not want to see the Mediation Panel in the labor complex, 

so to speak. There was sensitivity that this could develop 
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somewhat of a different kind of thinking toward the 

negotiation pro:::edure them if it were handled either 

in the Department of Ed 0 which it ultimately was not 0 

or a. separate body l.ike PERC o I can say '"a.ssociationa.lly" 

we did not approve of placing any of these controls in 

a Department of Labor or in a panel connected with the 

Department of Laboro 

SENATOR KNOWLT"ON~ Do you think that collective 

bargaining in t.he educational "-'JOrld should be ha.ndled 

by a division within the Department of Educationo the 

State Department of Education? 

DRo RAMSAY~ I thought so 1 • ear ... 1ero I am not so 

sure now. I respect t"he concept of PERCo Originally 

one of our recommendat.ions was that this be housed within 

the department. of Ed'c.cation and then we came to realize 

that it calls for special expertiseo We didn"t necessar~ 

ily want that expertise to be related to the Department 

of Labor. I don"t know that we would recommend that it 

be placed back in the Department of Education at this 

timeo The Department of Education, of course, has the 

function of making rulings under Title l8A and 0 as long 

as this bill does not modify any of the Board's positions 

under l8A 0 I don at t.hink it is necessary that the Depart= 

ment of Ed contain this struct.ure. 

ASSEMBLYMAN CONWEL,L: Can you comment briefly on 

what you would do about the matter of local boards of 

education having to adopt budgets in February and the 

Board"s fiscal year not beginning until July lst -

therefore, more frequently than we care to admit teachers 

are being held in violation of contract. It is merely 

because of the technicality of one date versus the othero 

one being in conflict with the other. 

DRo RAM3AY~ Well o I know I had a discussion with 

someone located in NJEA and I mentioned the fact that as 

long as the contract.ual year ran to June 3Oth there was 

a violation of contractJ and the suggestion was made that 

perhaps we ought to change the year. We have a fiscal 
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year beginning July 1 and I think that should be the 

. o,perati.~al year also. 

SE~ATOR KNOWLTON: Thank you very much, Dr. Ramsay. 

I will. call Mr. Frank Fiorito • ... 
. :· ·· Mr'~ · Fi<;lrito, for the record will you please state 

yoyr na~ in full and your affilitation and where you are 

, e~ployed,, 

FRANK A. F I 0 R I T 0: Gentlemen, I am 

Frank Fiorito, Legislative Representative of the New Jersey 

State Federation of Teachers. I am a full-time classroom 

teacher in the Newark School System. 

When Chapter 303 of the lawsof 1968 was written 

into law the teachers and, to some extent, the school 

boards in. this State breathed a sigh of relief. Here, 

for t}1e f,.:i,.rst time in this State, was a forum in which 

could be heard the difficult problems of negotiations 

between teacher groups and school boards. Before 

,~q.pter 3p3, there was only confusion, lack of precedent 
' .y, 

·anQ uncert~inty. After Chapter 303, the broad outlines 
• . I ·. ~ 

. ' ,,; 

. · .. · o:t(~:far,%ai~il)9 postures of teachers and school boards could 

,,, ... ~:~~:.~isqel:~;~~d. 
The bargaining relationships between these two groups 

.f'ias .becowe increasingly clarified as PERC has, on a case-
'l ,. . • . 

py-ca9e b~sis made decisions concerning the kind and extent 
. , , I 

· .. ,of barga.ip,ing units and probed the limits of the areas of 

n'~gotiatiQns. In the brief two years or less during which 

·~.-.P~.RC h'as··-c,perq.ted with a greatly curtailed budget, it has 

·Q~eun tq. }j:a:- ing order out of chaos • 
. . ' . I ' ,. 

:we h:~.ve come here to discuss a series of proposed 

·amendments to Chapter 303 that, if enacted, w,ould greatly 

chang~ th~::~~tu:re of the Commission and the law under 
' ' 

which it t;·unct ions • , ... 

Many of the proposed changes would not be, I submit, 

1\laluta,.ry "nd would not create higher levels of equity and 

t;r~nqtlilit,.y in the bargaining process • 
. 

Senate ~6~, if enacted, would destroy the very 

texture ot Chapter 303 and would hurl us back into the 
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terra incognito that exist.ed before 1968. Here is a 

bill that would define by statute the areas of nego

tiations; that would define by statute the bargaining 

unit; that would not allow one exclusive bargaining 

agent; that. would allow employers to make vi tal rules 

concerning employees without negotiations with the 

employees; that would write into statute a prohibition 

against strikes by p-u.blic employees" 

A.-498, its companion bill in the Assembly, would 

do the very same, 

These billso and others like them, would set back 

the course of fruitful negotiations at least a decade, 

for they rely on a hara and fast approach to all aspects 

of negotiations, Anyone, even the least bit sophisticated 

in this area, knows that hard and fast are the two words 

that least characterize any meaningful negotiations~ 

True bargaining can rarely be mandated by statute, 

Statute can create a place or, if you please, an attitude 

of mind that will promote bargaining; but statute will 

never compe 1 bargaining to follow a narrowly-defined channel., 

Graduality and evolution are characteristic of mean

ingful negotiations - not fiat and dictation. 

In the New Jersey State Supreme Court case of Lullo vso 

The Firefighters, decided in March 1970 0 the holding sup

ports the concept of gradua.li ty in the evolution of rules 

regarding bargaining for public employees. The decision 

states that bargaining units and areas of negotiations 

should be resolved on a case-by-case basis rather than by 

hard and fast unyielding mandat.e" These areas can be 

probed by PERC rulings and by the rulings of the courts. 

S-564 would eliminate the idea of one exclusive 

bargaining agent for all the teachers. This would strike 

at the very heart of collective bargaining. It would 

create a bargaining posture on the part of teachers like 

that of the teachers in Minnesota and in California, where 

fractional representation is allowed in bargaining,, This 

concept creates a spu.rious kind of democracy under which 

the public employer can divide and conquer at will. 
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s-564 would allow employers, unilaterally, to 

make vit.~l rules concerning e.mployees wit.hout nego

t;i.at,i;ons.w.ith the employee representative. Such an 

idea is the very negation of t.he concept of collective 

bar~ain~rig which lS never unilateral and paternalistic. 
I 

Finally S-564 would write into statute a pro-

hibition against strlr,es by public employees. This 

would be a great danger. Chapter 303 only refers to 

the New Jersey State Constitution on this matter but 

leaves the question of strikes by public employees 

largely moot~ It is a wise position in my humble 

opinion. To spell out a severe prcltibition against 

·strikes by 9tatute can only lead to more, not fewer, 

strikes. 

Another bill, S-53 7, wuulu !:'lace Lhe cost of 

mediation on the parties involved in a dispute. This 

would work a great hardship on many struggling public 

employee unions, and the ultimate effect will be to 

disco';lra9e the use of mediation which in turn will create 

•.,a gre.?-ter, number of impasse situations and, as a con

conunit:.ani;:., a greater number of strikes. 

Another intent of some of these bills is to 

·create manunouth bargaining units by statute. In New York 

State a law that created six basic bargaining units for 

all public employees was repealed because it was found 

tnat such all-encompassing classifications are futile 

if the unit is not based on the identity of interests 

of those within the unit. Any attempt to do the same 

in this State will only bring on the same result. No 

statut~ is flexible enough to deter1nine the true identity 

of interest w,;i.thin a unit. Only PERC, as now generally 

co'nsti tue4,, c~n make such deterrninat i.nns. 

Some positive amendments to Chapter 303 would include 

the discretion of PERC to send in mediators to resolve a 

possible impasse situation. As the law now reads, only 

the parties involved in a dispute can request PERC's 

intercession. Giving to PERC itself the discretion to 
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send in mediators when it deemed it necessary would 

be a great improvement in the .law, 

Another positive amendment would realistically 

increase the funding of PERCo This body has had to 

operate under an austerity budget. No true gauge of 

its ability to do the job can be seen under those con~ 

ditions. It has, in my opinion, operated admirably 

under very adverse conditions. If well funded, it could 

do a much better job. Teachers have suffered because 

PERC has not been able to handle large backlogs of its 

work. 

I would support A-810, a bill which would allow 

public employees to strike. If revisions are to be made 

in Chapter 303, then let it be stated that public 

employees have the same right as private employees -

a right that Chapter 303 clearly spells out. for private 

employees - the right to strikeo 

I would support A-1049, a bill which would include 

an anti-injunction amendment that would place upon the 

public employer the burden of proof that he had indeed 

bargained in good faith and had complied with the specific 

provision of Chapter 303 which states that employers must 

bargain in good faith - before an injunction will be issued. 

If the public employer wishes equity, then he must 

do equity; he must show that he bargained in demonstrable 

good faith before any thought of the use of the odious 

New Jersey ex parte injunction is entertained. 

Teachers are punished beyond all sense of proportion 

for defying an injunction against a strike. Two hundred 

Newark t-eachers face jail sentences ranging from ten days 

to six months for defying an intolerable ex parte injunction, 

while the Newark Board of Education, which defied Chapter 303 

by bargaining in the worst possible faith, has suffered no 

penalty whatsoever" We do not ask for penalties - we demand 

equity in bargaining relationships. 

Public employers must do equity no less than public 

employees. 
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< )i. ~- ~ t· .' .,•:' ,··' ·. ,l4. 

! 1 '/0+ . GeQ.tlemen, I hope that this hear .ing will not: become 
( ' ' ) ' . .. 

. ~ '•lhe fumeral service of a noble idea. 'l'o amend Chapter 303 
. '.,•·.· ' ' . ,. ' 

,)'. 

c,' I 

. ."~'!to· imJ?c;¢ence will not serve the inLerests of the State 

, · 'qf New Je:r;-seya To strengthen Chapter JOJ into an equitable, 

; viaple · ~l. for the solution of disputes will serve the 

·\l.}ti:r:nq,t~ interest~ of the teachers, the school boards, 

~tld tpe State of New ,Jersey. 
'· 

SE~ATOR KNOWLTON: Mr. Fiorito, I am not going to 

go into a hi5tory ·of the prohibition of strikes by puhJic 

~mployees, I think we all know it very well. We all 

know that in the public area the public must be servt'd 

a~d c~,artain services must be continued no matter what, 

''but s,up:r;x;x:e we create a system of collective bargaining, 

lJiving to both the public employer and public employeE:; 

.<;:erta.in toolsu including adequate PERC staff, adequate 

numlJers of mediators and fact finders, and suppose that 

.l;>pth sioe·s could be compelled by an injunction to bargain 
' 

·r ;,p1 good faith and an effort was made to keep the parties 

·.·· qt t.he b&fgaining table until their differences were 
; ' ' ';.~.~ . -~ •.• l;., c • ' t- ' ' 

' ' ' ,\·· c;t"~Sfi)l y~O. i ''ana 4isuppose' despite that I however I one party 
. ·,.~'H. . , .· · · be 
-~ .. .tbE! Q.:ttner p,roved to;recalci trant u unreasonable, in 
• > t I, I •' ' ' 

'C.'he.ir · re:E.usal to modify their stand with respect to 

~p.gf=~.or economic benefits. Do you think that it would 

be ,t'Flen a fit subject for a fact finder to report his 

. finding of facts to an arbitrator and that arbitrator 

ma~e •a decision which is binding on both parties? That's 

·~ e~sne~ism for compulsory arbitration. 

,. ' ~. FIORITO: Yes, I'm aware of that and I am com-

p~f.lM_ tQ give you the same answer that Dr~ W.eisenfeldt 

gaye ... you _- philosophically I am dead set against com-

,,.l1~1;l.P~)'~ ,~;rbitrqtion, and I think I. would go even 

further ~ practically I'm set against it. J believe that 

Lf:.:. all those conditions existed that you outlined, 

Se~ator, there would be no need for compulsory arbitration. 

I believe if all of these things were fulfilled, disputes 

coul~ b~ resolved. 

SE~TOR KNOWLTON: What would you do in this case: 
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Suppose a board of education agrees with the teachers 

group and will pay you X number of dollars over the 

next period of years and increase your salaries by 

fiveu six or seven per cent for the next three yearse 

and then that question was put on the ballot and was 

defeated by the electorate, would you then go out on 

strike? 

MR. FIORITO: Just let me go over thisu sir. If 

an agreement had been reached with the board of educationu 

a binding agreement arrived at a meeting of the minds 9 a 

memorandum of this agreement and then the electorate said 

they would not fund ita yes 8 I believe the agreement is 

binding on the two partiesu the Board of Education is 

the representative and makes agreements for the community -

yes, I believe that would be reason to strike. 

SENATOR KNOWLTON: I asked Dr. Ramsay a question 

about the suggestion that Professor Weisenfeldt made. He 

suggested, and I think you remember it, that the mediation 

function of PERC- I am merely asking this question; I don't 

espouse it or anything else - I don't know whether to or 

not, but he suggested that the mediation function of PERC 

be transferred to the State Mediation Board because he 

felt there was a .c9rnrnunality of environment, you might say, 

that manager-employee relations in the private sector were 

almost identical with those in the public sector. Would 

you care to comment on that suggestions? 

MR. FIORITO: I was speaking to Dr. Weisenfeldt 

before he spoke. It was the first time I heard of this 

idea, and I haven't been able to give it enough thought 

reallyG At first blushu it seems as if it might be a good 

idea, yet I would not like to hurt the integrity of PERC -

I would not like to hurt the integrity of this organization~ 

I would like to see it develop in its own right, so I can't 

comment definitively on that. I'm not sure whether this 

would be a good thing or the better course. I would prefer, 

I thinku that PERC should be adequately staffed and develop 

its own set of mediators or possibly use some of the 
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mediators from the S+-.ate ~l:' -'1 ~ ::rt ion Bca!"d an:'! sti. !.1 

retain its own identity as far as rr.ediat1.on goes. I 

think PERC should be the organization that \vould do it. 

SENATOR KNOWLTON: I have listened with a great 

deal o:f interest to your cornment.s on the lim.it.b.ti or:~ of 

bargaining units. You know trustees of Boards of 

Education serve without pay for the most part. 

MR. FIORITO: So do most Union officials, slr. 

SENATOR KNOWLTON: I know in my own town that 

two members of the Board of Education refused to run again 

though asked, because they just couldn't put .i..n "".:.11<::; ti 'lk.:·. 

and it was diffdcult to find people to replace them - I 

mean really difficult. And we are a school district in 

Tenafly where relations between teachers and the admin

istrations the Board of Educatiano are excellent. Don't 

you think an that basis alone 0 far that reason alone, that 

there should be same rational method to try to limit the 

number of bargaining units. 

MR. FIORITO: I am not apposed to rationally and 

intelligently limiting bargaining units, but when I 

painted aut these mammauth units you've run into 

tremendous difficulty, because if you get people who 

have a divergence of interests, this would happen if 

you tried to mandate large units. You would have an 

extremely lot of difficulty. They would break dawn. 

They would inevitably break down. I am nat for one 

mare bargaining unit than is absolutely necessary, but 

we must determine that this group has its interest, sir, 
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there is an identity of interest and that you don•t just 

lump them for the purpose of streamlining into a large 

unito 

ASSEMBLYMAN CONWELL: Mro Fioritoe do you have 

any idea of the cost of negotiations for the Federation 

of Teachers in Newark in any given year 0 for the organ

izationu let's say? 

MR.a FIORITO: For the Newark Teachers Unionu sir? 

Yesu I'm an officer of the Newark Teachers Union and, 

when you come to cost of negotiations - of this last 

negotiation? 

ASSEMBLYMAN CONWELL: Yes. 

MR.a FIORITO: Do you include in the cost finesu 

personal and levied by the county? As for other costso 

I believe that this cost a quarter of a million dollars. 

I don"t think Iuve included all the other costs. 

ASSEMBLYMAN CONWELL: Do these costs come out of 

the pockets of teachers? They dou don't they? 

MR. FIORITO: These costs come from teachers, 

from other elements of the Labor movement, hopefully, 

from other means by which we can raise fundso from people 

who are interested in our Union and are willing to fight 

to save ito from well wishers - it comes from everybody 

who will contributea 

ASSEMBLYMAN CONWELL: How about the teacher such 

as yourself who represents the Teachers Federation? Are 

you on Federation salary? 

MR. FIORITO: Noo sir. 

ASSEMBLYMAN CONWELL: You are on the salary of the 

local Board of Education? 

MR.a FIORITO: Yes 0 sir. 

ASSEMBLYMAN CONWELL: Do you still teach a class? 

MR.a FIORITO: Yesd sir~ every day, except when 

occasionally I am released to come up to a hearing or 

for some other function by administrative groups. 

ASSEMBLYMAN SMITH:. Mra Fiorito. I apologize-
' I don 9 t know but I gather that the State Federation of 
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Teachers is associated with some Union organization? 

1-ffi.o FIORITO: Well" I'll explain! sir. The State 

Federation of Teachers is the State arm of the American 

Federation of Teachers. This is the Ameru:an Feder

ation of Teachers in Washington, the State Federation of 

Teachers in New Jersey, and the Sewark Teachers Union 

and other Locals are aff1.11a::ed \t.Jit:h ooth gr(Y..:tpf,, 

ASSEMBLYMAN SMITH: Are they associated with ary 

National Union 8 CIOu or AF of L? 

MRo FIORITO: Yese the American Federation of 

Teachers is an affiliate of the A.FL-cio. We are part 

of organized Labors 

ASSEMBLYMAN SMITH: Well, let me ask you: Do you 

agree with the premise that the Legislature should leave 

the injunctive relief to the co~l.("ts and ::.;:1e ,::;c;;lrts ;;i<oulrJ 

decide as to whether these strikes would affect the public 

healthu welfare and safety of the community and rule 

accordingly, or do you think the Legislature should enact 

restrictions or take jurisdiction over this?. 

MR. FIORITO: Well, I think the Legislature could 

pass legislation which would present to the court the 

picture that an injunction cannot be issued unless there 

is - wello there could be a couple of reasons for it. I 

pointed out one in my talk - that an injunction could not 

be issued unless the board of education in this instance 

could prove that it actually bargained in good faith, in 

one instance, and in another instance that the injunction 

could not be issued unless it could be proven there would 

be a danger to the safety and health of the community. 

ASSEMBLYMAN SMITH: Well, you of course put in one 

negative form, and I am interested in the other. Suppose, 

say, a school district goes out on strike for several 

weeks, would you feel that that would endanger the public 

safety and welfare? Would you be willing to leave that 

decision to the court? 

MR. FIORITO: Yes, I would be willing to leave 

that decision to the court. I believe in the integrity of 
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the courts and I believe in most instances, if you have 

a court of integrity - and you do have a court of 

integrity - they would decide that it doesn't endanger 

t.he safety and health of the community. 

ASSEMBLYMAN SMITH: Well, some might and some 

might not. 

MRo FIORITO: But I think, given the chance to 

present a case, I believe in most instances the court 

would decide it was not a danger to the health and safety 

of the community, because teachers 1 strikes are not 

dangerous, I think, by and large, to the health and 

safety= 

ASSEMBLYMAN SMITH: It depends on how long they 

go on, doesn't it? If you deprive a six or seven year

old child of a half year of education, that in my opinion 

would certainly endanger the public safety and welfare 

of the community. 

MR" FIORITO: If there were a six-month strike -

there is no history of teachers' strikes where there has 

been a six-month strike, sir. 

ASSEMBLYMAN SMITH: I knowe but if you are going 

to be given the right to strike 9 you can assume there is 

going to be some. 

MR. FIORITO: That there would be a six-month 

strike? 

ASSEMBLYMAN SMITH: I think it is certainly 

reasonable to assume that. What does the community 

have to lose other than not educating their children 

if there is a strike? They are not losing money; they 

are saving money. 

MRo FIORITO: I would predicate the injunction 

on the health and safety of the community, and this is why 

injunctions are generally given - on that predication, 

that there is a danger to the health and safety of the 

community. Now when you speak about the lost of education 

time, I don't believe that is a matter of health and 

safety. It is a very serious and important matter but 
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it doesn't fall in the purview of health and safety 

of the conununJ. ty. 

ASSEMBL Y.MAl\J SMiTH: You don't think a child's 

education vJOuld fall w1thi.n that purview'? 

MR. FIORITO: I don:t think so, no, sir. I 

say it.' s a serious matter -· 

ASSEBBLYMAN SMITH~ 

agree with youo 

A lot cf people would dis-

~ffi.. FIORITO: They would disagree that this 

would be a danger to the health and safety of the 

community. Possibly this might be a ruling t.he court 

would make. 

ASSEMBLYMAN SMITH: If you had children you 

would disagreeo 

MR. I'IORITO: I do have chil.dnm, sic 

ASSEMBLYMAN SMITH: I know, but you're in a 

different field; but I mean if you ¥Jere just an ordinary 

citizen and your children were being deprived of their 

education -

MR. FIORITO: But the history of teachers' strikes 

has been that they have not been longo Dr. Wiesenfeldt 

pointed out that we give so much time off to kids, that 

in many instances this time can be made up. I don't 

advocate strikes as something we do - strikes are Hell; 

we"ve been through the Newark strike; it is a terrible 

searing experience, but it's a necessary one when the 

occasion warrants it, and it was warranted in Newark. 

ASSEMBLYMAN SMITH: I won't go into that but you 

know we are not only taLking of teachers - we are talking 

about all public employees. How do you feel about the 

police and firemen? 

MR. FIORI'rO: Generally, when we speak of these 

areas in public employment, police and firemen are 

generally put into another category. 

ASSEMBLYMAN SMITH: Wc;.lld you put them into another 

category? 

MR. FIORITO: Reluctantly, yes. 
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ASSEMBLYMAN SMITH: Then you agree that there are 

areas where strikes should not prevail? 

MR. FIORITO: Until now my thinking has been 

that these a.re about the only areas where they shouldn•t 

prevailo 

ASSEMBLYMAN SMITH: So there is an area where you 

feel that it would be such a detriment t.o the cornm.1 ni ty 

that you couldn°t permit it? 

MR." FIORITO: I doh o t feel that teachers' stri.kes 

come within that areao 

ASSEMBLYMAN SMITH: I am not implying they do but 

we are talking -

MRo FIORITO: You ask are there areas in which 

we shouldn°t have strikesu and I say -

ASSEMBLYMAN SMITH: Wellu how do you think they 

should be handled with this legisla·tion? 

MRo FIORITO: First of all, it depends on the 

good faith of the people arguing with public employeeso 

If you put policemen and firemen in an area in which they 

can°t strike 0 then there is a concomitant pressure on 

those public officials who deal with them to be exceedingly 

fair with them and not to use this as a bludgeon over 

their headso Public employers have done this. Now I 

spoke here a month or so ago, a couple of months ago, 

on Assembly 810 and I commented that if the Newark Board 

of Education did not have a readily available injunction 

in its hip pocket 0 there wouldn•t have been a strike in 

Newark. I contend that and I have, right to this very 

moment. They were protected by that and they knew it. 

ASSEMBLYMAN SMITH: There is one other area of 

your statement which disturbs me a little bit, and I 

gather from your initial statement that you would penalize 

a district or a municipality where the public officials 

or representatives did not bargain in good faith. 

MR. FIORITO: I didn't say thato sir. I said that 

I did not ask for penalty but I asked for equity. 

ASSEMBLYMAN SMITH: Wellu you would put some kind 
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of a greater burden on them than you would on somebody 

who did bargain .1.r: goccl fa.l- "';_-,- • Wasn c that the gist of 

your statement? 

MR 0 FIORITO: Of course, sir, because t.hey are 

mandated by Chapter 303 to bargain in good faith. 

ASSEl.ffiLYI'-1AN SHITH: Now Jet me say, and t.his is 

what the court's primary con:c-1deracion hc;;s ul'l\lays been: 

They represent people and you don't penalize the people 

in this area because their representatives may have been 

de£ icien~ ex may not have performed their duties. The 

courts have always tried to guard against this, because 

you are penalizing people; you are not penalizing the 

School Board or the municipality; you are penalizing 

the people who live there. 

MR. :FIORITO: I don't \.liew it -char v..;ay. I don'L 

£eel that you are penalizing the people if the people 

chose representatives or appoint representatives to do 

a job. 

ASSEMBLYMAN SMITH: Suppose they made a mistake. 

MR. FIORITO: By the same token, if you have a 

body of teachers who are in a position in which the 

frustrations have mounted to a point where they have 

no recourse but to strike, they are being penalized too, 

and frequently the public employees subsidize a lot of 

the public because the public is not willing to grant 

the kind of salaries that we feel strongly they are 

entitled to. This is a subsidy on the part of public 

employees and the public in general is taking advantage 

of it. 

ASSEMBLYMAN SMITH: Wellu there is certainly some 

merit to that but there is merit to the other position too. 

MR 0 FIORITO: I say that if a public body does not~ 

operate according to the law, they should not act with 

impunity - they have acted with impunity. Teachers couldn't 

do it; teachers have been penalized. I was figuring out 

the number of days that the Newark teachers have to be in 

jail. In the aggregate it is o~~r 2,000; it's an aggregate 

of more than six years in jail. 
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ASSEMBLYMAN SMITH: Of courseu the converse is 

true too. The negotiators for the teachers don't 

always represent the majority of what the teachers 

there are thinking o 

MRo FIORITO: Yes, they do, sir. As closely 

as possible. they do. The negotiators for the Newark 

and I speak for the Newark Teachers Union; I speak 

because I am the most familiar with it; I am Executive 

Vice President of the Newark Teachers Union - and the 

negotiating team reports to the Executive Board. The 

Executive Board is an elected body, elected by the 

membership of the Unionu and then the Executive Board 

reports to the membership of the Union and there can 

be no strike -

ASSEMBLYMAN SMITH: I don't say that it's not a 

democratic way of deciding things, but I belong to Unions 

toou and you may have 5 6 000 membership and you get 50 people 

out to a meeting" and these are the people who elect them, 

and when you talk to a great majority of the membership 

they don°t always agree with what their representative 

says. 

MRo FIORITO: This is unfortunateu and of course on 

some of the things it does happenu but I can speak of our 

instanceo We brought the question of a strike to the 

membership of the Newark Teachers Union and that membership 

was there almost in totoo and when we brought up the 

question of ratification to the Newark Teachers Union 

memberso that membership was there again almost in toto. 

There were two or three thousand people there. So it was 

not something that was done by a. small group, a nego

tiating team 0 or even an executive board without the will 

of the majority. What happened in Newark was the will 

of the majorityo an overwhelming majority, of our Union 

and of the teachers. 

ASSEMBLYMAN SMITH: Thank you, Mr. Fiorito. 

SENATOR KNOWLTON: Thank you, Mr. Fiorito. I will 

call Mr. Howard Simonoff. 
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Mr. Simonoff, will you please give your name in 

full, your affilitation, and your employment or vocation? 

H 0 WAR D S. S I MQNOFF: I am Howard 

Sa Simonoff: I am an Attorney with the law firm of 

Plene, Tomar, Parks .& Seliger; I am here in part repre

senting TeamstemLocal 676, Collingswood, New Jersey. 

I specialize in labor relations and o~r firm repre

sents about 30 labor unions. The TeamsteeLocal repre

sents employees of city government, non-teachers in 

boards of education, and employees of the State compact

created agency, the Delaware River Port Authority. 

In connection with the Port Authority, I am here 

to discuss with the Committee the serv1ce performed by 

PERC in helping to resolve and to solve a critical 

dispute that potentially vJould have had a severe impact 

on the Philadelphia-South Jersey public. 

I am also here to strongly and vigorously oppose 

Assembly Bill 1058 which would exclude from 303 coverage 

employees of compact-created agencies. 

Let me tell you the agony we experienced concerning 

efforts to protect rights of employees of the Port Author

ity to select a negotiating agent of their own choosing. 

I think then you will understand why we were appalled that 

the bill was introduced to oust PERC from jurisdiction of 

compact-created agency employees. 

Now the Delaware River Port Authority is a compact

created agency of the States of New Jersey and Pennsylvaniaa 

It operates and maintains various bridges crossing the 

Delaware River between Philadelphia and New Jersey. It 

decided to operate a rapid transit system through South 

Jersey and into center city Philadelphia. This was a 

subway and elevated system. It obtained various portions 

of the right-of-way in Philadelphia proper of an old 

subway line run by the Southeast Pennsylvania Transit 

Authority known as SEPTA in that community, and obtained 

an unused portion of the Pennsyl.vania Reading Seashore 

Line for its right-of-way in South Jersey. The recon

struction resulted in a modern, all-new transit line w·±th 

elaborate automated switching and electrical gear and 
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signaling operations, vast parking facilities in 

New Jersey, a large repair shop and operational 

center in New Jersey, and a work force drawn from 

multiple sources including the Pennsylvania Railroad, 

SEPTAv Philadelphia Public Service, and the Public 

Service Bus Company and other transit lineso 

The employees that were hired by PATCO, which is 

the Delaware River Port Authority's Corporation ~ 

the Port Authority Transportation Company - were told 

when they were hired that there was no Union on the 

scene, that the employees were free to join or refrain 

from joining any labor organization. Now in Philadel

phia at the same time, the Transport Workers Union 

represented the SEPTA employees who were operating the 

Philadelphia subway system. They insisted that the 

Port Authority recognize the Transport Workers Union 

as the bargaining agent of the PATCO - that 1 s the Delaware 

River Port Authority- agency"s employees. The Port. 

Authority refused. The TWU then in negotiations with 

SEPTA for the City of Philadelphia"s subway system for a 

new contract threatened that it would not settle its 

contract and threatened to strike unless the PATCO 

employees of the Delaware River Port Authority were brought 

into the TWU Union and t.hat PATCO deal with and negotiate 

with the TWU. 

In short" the City of Philadelphia was put under 

pressure and they were told in effect to tell the Delaware 

River Port Authority that unless the TWU was named the 

bargaining agent for the employees -these are public 

employees - of PATCO, the City of Philadelphia"s transit 

system would be brought to a halt. 

Now, mind you, at this time SEPTA had nothing to 

do and still has nothing to do with the operation of PATCO; 

at this time not a single employee of PATCO - and there 

were 110 of them at the time - were members of the TmJ 

or wished to be represented by the TWU. 

What happened? The Port Authority Commissioners 

were literally called into the office of the Mayor of 
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the City of Philadelphia abou·t three ~l.ays aftel~ Chr:Lst.mas 

1968, and after addj tjor"-~l ::::cm•:ersat:'ons ,,_,[th the Mayor, 

officials of SEPTA; and the TWU, the members of the 

Port Authorit.y Commiss ioL recognized! in a \Jri tten agree

mentu the TWU as the bargaining agent of the PATCO 

employees, and this at. a t.:L:r,e vJhen not. a. :o>ingJ.o one of 

these people desired to be represented by the TWU. 

When the employees of P.Zl,TCO learned that this 

occurred, they rallied toget.her. Now many of these people 

were people who were not Union oriented. These were 

people who, when they got their jobs with the Port Author

ity, were in some cases trying to avoid Union affiliation 

in other locations, ironically enough. These were people 

who generally did not have affiliation on their mind. 

'I'hey were then presented with a fait accomr-'li by thei:c 

public employer PATCO that they were to be bargained for 

by the TWlT, a Union that they did not even know about or 

care about. 

These people then banded together and sought out a 

Union to represent them and they came to Teamster Local 676 

and asked for their assistance. We then petitioned PERC. 

We asked for an election. Under the amendment proposed, 

A-1058, where would we have gone? Pennsylvania had no 

similar statute and still does not. How would these 

employees have been protected? 

Now PERC was unsure of its jurisdiction over this 

compact-created agency because some rights were involved 

concerning the State of Pennsylvania. So a hearing was 

conducted concerning the jurisdiction of PERC and in a 

very vital decision, PERC decided, with the assistance 

of the Attorney General's Office in the State of New Jers~y 

that it did indeed have jurisdiction over the; employees 

of this public employer, this agency of the State, PATCO, 

albeit it was a compact-created agency. 

In the meanwhile, TWU, wr,c was not participating 

in New Jersey and was very careful not to come into our 

State here, had gone into a court in Philadelphia and 
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tried to obtain an injunction compelling PATCO to 

comply with the recognition agreement that it had 

signed with TWU@ The teamsters intervened in that 

suit, urging that the Pennsylvania courts defer to 

New Jersey because New ~Tersey had structure 303 to 

resolve a dispute<, The Attorney General of the State 

intervened on behalf of PERC to argue the same point. 

WcllJ as you can see, the pressures were building 

up because in the meanwhile these employees were not 

repres.:::nted and in the meanwhile also the TWU was trying 

to bring pressure on PATCO to negotiate for these employees 

who did not desire to be represented. 

The Pennsylvania court issued an injunction re

straining the parties from going forward before PERC~ 

In the meanwhile we went to the New Jersey court and 

asked them to restrain PATCO from negotiating with TWU 

concerning the employees of PATCO. We received such an 

injunction by Judge Wick of Camden County. PERC decided 

they were going to go ahead to resolve the dispute. 

They were going to let the employees decide which Union 

they wished to have represent them. 

Now I point out that if we did not have the 

structureo if we did not have PERC, we would have had 

disaster 8 because the Pennsylvania courts were not going 

to give us an election. We asked them to. We said 

please let these employees decide. If you do not have 

an agency as we do in New Jersey, you then, the court, 

structure or appoint a Master to conduct an election. 

There was a reEusalo There was an attempt to restrain 

PERC from conducting an election. At that time the 
l 

elections were conducted through the American Arbitration 

Association in Philadelphia for the South ,Jersey area. 

The injunction was received and served by t.he Pennsylvar:ia 

Court on the American Arbitration Assocation restraining 

PERC from running the election. PERC then sent down their 

own agent, sent down their own man, and ran the election 

which was a 95 per cent vote in favor of the Teamsters; 

it was 93 to 2, the actuaa9cRunt. And PERC then proceeded 



to certify the result. 

This case went al~ the -way to the Pennsylvania 

Supreme Cou:ct, beca:.1se we still 11ad t1-:e fight over 

there after it was cert.ified by PERC. The Pennsylvania 

Supreme Court decided that PERC had jurisdiction and that 

because New Jersey had a vital interest in the operation 

of the line: New ,Jersey should govern t.h is area and 

they deferred to the jurisdiction of New Jersey in the 

resoiution of this dispute because of the close cor:.tacts 

that New Jersey had. 

Now I am here because this is a unique case and 

because I'm worried that somehow or another this is going 

to be shuffled through and no real consequence paid to 

the idea that there is some legislation before you con

cerning PERC and its jurisdiction with regard to compact

created agencies. Our State has more compacts than any 

other State in the Union. These are unique documents; 

these are treaties between two sister States of equal 

sovereignty, and then they have to be approved by the 

Congress of the United States, but they are not acts 

of Congress. These are very unique things. Each State 

retains their own jurisdiction over the operation of 

the compact in its jurisdiction. To get resolution when 

there is a dispute, eventually if there is dispute between 

two sister States, it means that we go to the Supreme 

Court of the United States for resolution. 

What I'm concerned about is that where we do have 

a problem like this oneo we now have the machinery to 

handle it. I don't want to see that machinery taken 

away. I think it would be a disaster. What would have 

happened I can tell you, because I was there. We went 

to the brink of a strike on several occasions while 

awaiting PERC action and PERC deter~ination and while 

awaiting Pennsylvania Supreme Court action. Indeed, 

after we had been certified as the bargaining agent, it 

was at that time that the Pennsylvania Supreme Court 

was considering it, the men could not understand why we 

were not negotiating; we had been proved to be the 
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certified agento but the Pennsylvania court had not 

yet acted. And for one day they went out in protest, 

not against their employer but against the dilatory 

delay of the Supreme Court of Pennsylvania. It was 

the first time I had ever heard of a work stoppage to 

ask the court to make a decision, but that"s exactly 

what happened in this rather unique circumstance. 

Now it is significant and I think you should 

know that in both New Jersey and Pennsylvania the 

Delaware River Port Authority itself took the position 

that it was subject to New Jersey lawu that it was 

subject to 303, and it wanted PERC to resolve the dispute. 

It cooperated in every way. If it were not for the PERC 

machineryu we would have had chaos. 

Now I don't understand the proposed amendment. I 

don°t think it makes sense. I don't understand why 

New Jersey should give up to her sister State -

SENATOR KNOWLTON: You are referring to what bill 

now? 

MR. SIMONOFF: Assembly Bill 1058. I don"t see 

why they should give up the jurisdiction and authority 

to see to it that citizens are properly protected. The 

law teaches us that Port Authorities are not super States. 

they are not greater than the sovereignty of the States 

that created them; our case law teaches us that they are 

subject to the laws of the States that created them - and 

so they should be. This is especially true in the area of 

labor relations which can be so volatile and sensitive. 

SENATOR KNOWLTON: I might say that the New York 

Port Authority would not necessarily agree with you, sir. 

MR. SIMONOFF: That may well be but where does the 

New York Port Authority go and what happens when there's 

a labor dispute with regard to their employees~ and who 

will resolve that dispute? Is it going to be PERB'? Does 

PERC have no say in it? I don't think it's a matter of 

looking at which Authority ~the real impact is what's 

going to happen to the public when there is such a labor 
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dispute - what machinery will be employed to resolve 

that dispute? Now somewh2r:.:; ~-here is goirg t.c be a 

resolution of a disp.Jte if there :Ls 3 challenge. Who 

decides it? Are we prepared to say that New York, PERB, 

should be the one to decide a dispute involving the 

New York Port Authority? 

Can you say there is any less of a consequence 

in the northern part ,_)f our State than there is in the 

southern part with regard to the Delaware River Port 

Authority? I am not so sure it's that facile a situation. 

It would be nice if we could get conformity and uniformity 

between the two agencies when it comes to that. It may 

be that that's the way it will be resolved, but I would 

not like to in advance oust PERC from jurisdiction before 

the dispute even arises and before New Jersey gets an 

opportunity to review it. It may be that in a given dispute 

New York has more contacts and more interests than New 

Jersey and PERC may say we will defer to New York, pending 

and seeing what the outcome is, to preserve our own interests 

and our own rights, and if New York acts accordingly, well 

then we will defer and give them the whole jurisdiction to 

resolve it. On the other hand, I don't see in advance, 

say, we won't have anything to do with any dispute in

volving compact~created agencies. 

I think generally that is the point of view taken 

by the Delaware River Port Authority. 

Now if I may - I am talking now as a member of a 

law firm and not as an attorney who represented the 

Teamsters Local 676. These are my own viewso because I 

would like to turn to other aspects of the proposed 

legislation before the Committee. In this connection I 

think we should analyze this area of the law so as to deal 

with questions concerning representation, unfair labor 

practices, and negotiable items including the right to 

strike. 

The area of questions conce:...-ning representations 

include determinations of what is an appropriate unit. 

There is an effort being made by some of the proposed 
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amendments to alter the term "appropriate unit" to 

mean in effect the appropriate unit as if there were 

just one such unit for any given situation. Anyone 

who has worked in the field of labor relations as I 

have must readily understand that there is really 

nonsense. Unit determinations are variable and 

depend upon multiple and changing factors. To say 

that only one unit is the correct one and that it 

exists magically and always as the appropriate unit 

will, it seems to me, lead to more litigation rather 

than less. It would also serve as an excuse by anti

labor organization:forces to refuse to negotiate, since 

they will always be able to find that their unit is the 

appropriate unit, and the appropriate unit only, and 

none other. 

To me, a very significant and important 

function of PERC in these early years of development is 

the resolving of the unit question. A case by case 

basis, in my mind, plus the prompt conducting of elections 

and the stablizing of labor relations through mediation 

services, is vital. In this regard I feel that fee 

charging for mediation would be disruptive of that function, 

the function of labor stability. 

Lately we have been faced personally in our office 

with long waiting periods between the time of our hearing 

before PERC hearing officers - who are doing, by the way, 

I think, a magnificent job in general, considering the 

circumstances and the opportunities they have to work with 

and the money they have to work with - and there is this 

gap that we are faced with between the hearing and the 

election. 

We received a hearing officer report early this 

year, in late January or February, and still we have not 

had determinative PERC action. In the meantime, employees 

are deprived of representation of their own choosing. I 

would urge that under these circumstances the Legislature 

approve additional funds for staff increases and other 
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needs so that PERC can function in a proper manner and 

perform its legislative mission. Now it moves along on 

an altogether too-meagre allowance, with a miniscule 

staff. 

A word about legislating and limiting units by 

considering "The authori.ty of the public employer to 

negotiate terms and conditions of employment for the 

employees concerned." This may present an artif:i..--:.i.a.J. 

barrier; for example, a department of a municipality 

may for all purposes of community of interest be a 

single, separate, appropriate unit, but since the head 

or superintendent of a department is subordinate to 

the Mayor or some other official who actually approves 

the terms and conditions negotiated by the department 

superintendent, it may be saj d t'h<tt n r.it}'\''i de 11nit 

only is appropriate. This to my mind would destroy 

realistic unit determination rather than encourage it. 

Furthermore, it would be quite simple for a city, 

county, a freeholder group, or any other such group, 

to provide that only one official is the one who will 

take care of this particular geographic or governmental 

agency and then argue that only the citywide, county

wide, or any stretch of the imagination-wide, unit is 

appropriate. 

This, to me, would be a device to defeat and 

destroy collective negotiations. I think when we talk 

about units, we are really talking many times about the 

right of organization itself, because units are a device, 

since you do have to win an election, with a majority of 

the votes in the unit that is voting. The unit is, of 

course, a critical device as to whether or not you encourage 

or discourage organizations in a government-employing 

center. 

Now with regard to A-498, there is an effort to 

limit what is negotiable. I, like Professor Weisenfeldt, 

Mr. Chairman, yesterday, and others believe that this 

should be left very general, it should be left at this 

stage of development to be encouraged, to be found in a 
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case-by-case approach and analysis just as it was in 

the Federal area under the Wagner and Taft-Hartley Acts. 

We don 1 t know all the things that are going to come up 

in an employment relationship. We don't know where the 

itch is that the employees want to scratch in advance of 

that itch. 

I have been dealing with public employees for some 

time, and the variety of things that they want to talk 

about is astounding, including in the last negotiations 

I had the question of how to take care of the monkeys 

in the Bridgeton zoo~ Now I don't know if that is some

thing that you want to legislate about, but I think it 

was a good idea that we could talk about it. I think it 

was a good idea that nobody said wait a second, the 

number of animals we have in cages in the zoo is a matter 

strictly for the zoo-keeper, because it bothered this 

fellow and it bothered some of the other fellow-employees" 

And the idea that you can express this at the table is 

a salutary, salubrious kind of an experience, and it's 

healthy, and maybe we don't get agreement - and many times 

we don't get agreement -but why cut it off with an 

arbitrary "it's not negotiable." 

Now the fact that it's negotiable or not negotiable 

doesn't mean a thing in terms of the realities of the 

situation, because the fact that we can negotiate or 

discuss reasonably about the problems that are bothering 

our employees doesn't mean that the city, the school 

board, or whatever agency it is, is going to agree to 

it. Many times they don't agree to it but, boy, at least 

they get a point of view: they at least understand what's 

bothering us, and I think that's very helpful~ I would 

hate to see restrictions placed on that, and these barriers 

some people hide behind and they refuse to come out from 

under that kind of shell, and I would not like to see an 

artificial barrier created. 

SENATOR KNOWLTON: May I interrupt for just a 

minute, Mr. Simona££? Let's go back to the case of the 
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monkeys in the zoo. I assume from what you say that 

you think this is a matter which should be collectively 

bargained between the administration of the zoo, which 

depends upon public funds, and the fellow who keeps 

the animals. Right? 

MR. SIMONOFF: Right. And it was, by the way, 

and we didn't have difficulty. Nobody made a fuss 

about it. 

SENATOR KNOWLTON: This sometimes happens: You. 

have a real hard-nosed employee., Even his Union delegate 

hates him. And in this case, let's say that this monkey 

keeper said, "By golly, I want 10 monkeys in this cage, 

and that's all. And if I don't get my way, I'm going to 

go out on strike." 

MR. SIMONOFF: Well, he probably would be the 

lon:iiest fellow in the picket line. That is not the kind 

of issue that people would strike about. 

SENATOR KNOWLTON: Should he be inside or outside 

the cage? 

MR. SIMONOFF: Well, I don't know, but I don't 

think that is going to be a strike issue realisticallye 

SENATOR KNOWLTON: There have been strikes that 

Union leaders have tried to quell over some very silly 

things, just because an employee just felt ornery enough 

to strike. 

MR. SIMONOFF: Well, that may be, but usually 

these silly things are not always that silly, depending 

upon whose eyes you are looking through. Also some-

times they are symptoms of real things that are bothering 

them~ Sometimes, you know, when you are in these nego

tiations you don't always find out right away what really 

is bothering them; the issues that are on t.he table may 

not always be the real issues that are happening in your 

committee. The monkey issue that I gave as an illustration 

was the question of relief time - of course, these were 

dangerous animals - giving some assistance to this man 

in going into the cage and cl.eaning the cages. He wanted 

to discuss that. We discussed it. There wasn't any real 
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problem about it. We worked out a procedure for him, 

and there is a contract provision for this. What I'm 

suggesting to you is: I would hate to see you 

statutorily limit what the term negotiation means, 

because I am trying to illustrate by the monkey example 

that there is such a wealth of variety of things that go 

on in these negotiationsu and so many are successful 

that you don't hear about and that don't have to be 

mediated. This particular one was not - in Bridgeton. 

ASSEMBLYMAN SMITH: Isn't it true you throw some 

of these things in; you lose this one, and you may gain 

a substantial salary increase~ You can't lose them all. 

If you have enough complaints and enough to negotiate, 

you have to win some. 

MR. SIMONOFF: That may be one aspect, but I don't -

ASSEMBLYMAN SMITH: Don't you throw those in for 

good negotiations or -

MRo SIMONOFF: I think what you are talking about 

now -

ASSEMBLYMAN SMITH: - things you don't even expect 

to win .. 

MRo SIMONOFF: What you are really suggesting to 

me now are the tactics and techniques of negotiation, 

and they vary from Union to Union and unit to unit, 

ASSEMBLYMAN SMITH: The broader the scope, the 

more you have to throw in. Right? 

MR. SIMONOFF: It doesn't always work that way. 

If I have, as we do have, a solidified, stable bargain

ing relationship with a township - and we have - where 

we know each other - in fact, we are on our third con

tract - there isn't going to be that much pot. Sure, 

there's going to be some, but it depends on what your 

relationship is and whanyou' re dealing wi t.h, and what 

the unit is., 

ASSEMBLYMAN SMITH: I understand that but if you 

throw enough in you might even soften Commissioner Pease 

to give you a little more. He's not going to deny 

everything. 
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MR. SIMONOFF: No, but sometimes - and this has 

happened to - it has a way of antagonizing the other 

side so that you have to be careful about what your 

proposals are. I mean, if it's going to be frivolous 

you're not going to make very good friends in terms 

of working out problems, and I see this is working 

out problems. And that's what this is all about .• 

That is what negotiations usually mean, because there 

are problems that these people want to talk about with 

the government, and if they go in there with nonsense 

then the serious stuff is going to -

ASSEMBLYMAN SMITH: You feel that there should 

be no limitation whatsoever on what they can throw in? 

MR. SIMONOJ:o,F: That is correct. I think we should 

do this - evaluate it. on each case basis. I think that 

each community should be able to make this evaluation. 

Now a word about A-810, allowing to strike -

SENATOR KNOWLTON: Each community you say should 

be allowed to determine, as a public employer - the 

Mayor and Council should be allowed to determine the 

number of bargaining units. Is that it? 

MR. SIMONOFF: No, I didn't say bargaining units. 

I am talking about negotiable areas. This is something 

I think they should be able to negotiate at the table 

themselves. They should be able to arrive at this them

selves. Hopefully, they wiil. I wouldn't preclude 

discussions of any subject. That's my view, and I have, 

fortunately, not been involved in any negotiations -

I haven't been involved in that many - I would say about 

half a dozen; but in all of them, we have always been 

free to discuss whatever was on the mind of the employee 

in questiop without being precluded by saying this is 

not negotiable. I don't think that's helpful at all. I 

don't think it works, because if something is on the mind 

of the employee and if the employees are bothered by it, 

it is going to come out some way. It seems to me that 

it will erupt in some form. If you can't discuss a 

particular subject, S~nator, the employees will find 
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another subject that you can discuss to make the 

particular agency they are dealing with uncomfortable. 

because somewhere along the line they are going to get 

into the back room or in the men's room or wherever 

it 9 s going to be and they are going to say, "What's 

really bothering us is this subject that you say isn't 

negotiable, and that•s why we can't move on that 

subject." If you want to talk about the realities of 

bargaining, that's what will happen, because if there is 

that kind of disease that is bothering these people, 

that is going to come out somewhere. 

I would like to pass to the question of A-810 -allowing 

for strikes. The Bureau of Labor Statistics Studies show 

that strikesby public employees have increased and the 

prognostication is that this will probably continue to be 

the case. Passing a law against the right to stri.ke or 

passing a law against strike appears as useful as trying 

to repeal the law of gravity. It seems obvious to me 

that when you have a society of free men, they will expect, 

when faced with the refusal for change or with outright 

hostility by their superiors to review their economic 

and employment grievances, they will resort to the with

holding of their services. 

To say that there are no differences between public 

employment and private employment would be too facile. 

To say that the differences are substantial so that they 

alter the freedom iri society of one class of employee as 

opposed to another is an equal distortion. The truth 

lies somewhere between. A total ban on all strikes by 

all public employees is unrealistic, unenforceable, and 

an over-reaction. A total consent to strike by all public 

employees may be equally impossible. There are two ends of 

the spectrum in this regard. The uniformed services of 

police and fire fighters probably, because of their apparent 

military, vital social, health, safety, and order roles, 

can clearly be forbidden from work stoppages, and for them 

we would have to construct something like compulsory 

arbitration setup or something that would resolve finally 
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for them. 

At 'the other end of the spectrum, we have my 

zoo-keeper or the man raking leaves in the park who 

will hardly worry the public health and safety if he 

strik~s. What must be considered also is that there 

is a wide range of services now undertaken by govern

ment,· once and in some cases still performed privatelyo 

In some cases a bus service is privately operated, 

while in another city, the city runs the bus line. 

One bus driver can strike, the other cannot. One town 

has its own trash and garbage collection and disposal. 

In another town, they contract it out. One truck 

driver can strike, the other truck driver cannot strike. 

The impact on both towns is identical. 

The teacher in a. parochial school can st:r ike. A 

teacher in a public school at the next corner cannot. 

I would seek to formulate as much freedom for 

public employees as is possible without causing a dangerous

ly harmful emergency to arise in a community. I believe 

in the long run that this freedom, as it has in the 

private sector, will result in more stability and not 

less in dealing with labor relations. I am not encouraging 

strikes. I think that the fact that there is this in 

the background will hasten agreement and deal more 

realistically at the bargaining table by certain recalcitrant 

employers., 

If we are going to have new legislation, I would 

ask for legislation that would allow strikes and limit 

them only because they actually do threaten to imperil 

a community's health and safety, and I would leave that 

for a case-by-case judicial evaluation. If we go to a 

90-day cooling off period, as one of the amendments pro

poses, I would hope that there would be some structure 

that something is happening during those 90 days: that is, 

that there is some effort made at bargaining. 

As~emblyman Smith pointed out when he asked the last 

witness, didn't it depend .on how long the strike went in 

a teachers situation as to whether it affected the health 
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and safety. I think implicit in the question is that 

there is a range where a strike can be permitted where 

it will not affect the health and safety of the com

munity, and there is a point when it may. So that 

s:>me strikes in the public sector may be tolerable for 

30 dayso 50 daysu 60 days, 90 days -I don't know how 

many days, depending on who is out there striking, but 

I think, when you ask the question doesn'it it depend 

on how long they are out there, you implicitly are saying 

that perhaps the employees should have the right to 

engage in a work dispute so long as the government function 

of the health and safety of the society is not imperiled. 

Now finally there is proposed by the Commission 

what I think they already authorized and have done through 

their rules, and that is an unfair labor practice section. 

I would endorse that being written into the act because 

it would be much more solidified in the law if it was in 

the statute. However, I don't think that it's really 

necessary legally. I think that the Commission has the 

authority, but I would for clarification urge its 

codification. 

That concludes my remarks. 

ASSEMBLYMAN SMITH: I would just like to point out 

that public employees -- and let's talk about the 

teachers even though you may not represent the teachers -

I guess probably you do - but when we say "the right to 

strike" - now in industry they lose money, the industry 

loses money when they go out on strike. Right? You talk 

about teachers and school boards - they save money, and 

the only deterrent is the fact that the children aren't 

educated~ Now if you were to put on a time limitation, 

they would always go to that time limitation, wouldn't 

they? 

MR.. S IIDNOFF: 

limitation -

I don't say if you put a time 

ASSEMBLYMAN SMITH: - because there is no fire 

power. You don't have any fire power. You want the right 
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to strike because you want fire power, but on the 

converse side you have to lose money or you have to 

have something that is going to drive them to it. 

The only thing that is going to drive them to it is 

that the children aren't being educated. And this is 

an unfair test to put on somebody. 

MR. SIMONOFF: Well, where is the fairness of 

the test'? If you posit an example, which I have heard 

posited, where the school board is not under·ta.king its 

obligation, who is the one to pay the pt.-ice'? You are 

saying let the teachers pay the price. 

ASSEMBLYMAN SMITH: I'm not sayi.ng one way or 

the other. I'm just pointing out. the other side. 

MR. SIMJNOFF: What is the other side'? 

ASSEMBLYMAN SMI'fH: 

the children. 

You don't take it out on 

MR. SIMONOFF: You take it out on the teachers. 

ASSEMBLYMAN SMITH: I don't know that anything 

has been taken out on them. 

MR. SIMONOFF: Well, that's where you have to 

make that evaluation. And that's what I say- if you 

go into a court, if you've gone the whole route, if 

you've gone to fact finding, if you've covered the whole 

statutory progress and you still find that -

ASSEMBLYMAN SMITH: But you're a lawyer; you leave 

it up to the courts; you're going to get one decision, 

say, two months -after two months it's going to affect 

the health -

MR. SIMONOFF: I am willing to posit that if a 

school board was faced with that and there was a public 

uproar and the court made a determination that these 

teachers could engage in this kind of work stoppage, 

that might hasten an agreement or give them a new point. 

of view in evaluating their position. Right now, it's 

hard to stack very much against t .. Lem, I mean, in terms 

of going to court, it's a laugh. I think that 1049, 

which is one of the bills proposed, makes sense. At 
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least, give the same kind of structure in a strike 

setting when you get into a court under the anti

injunction act in the public sector as you have in 

the private sector. Why should a wrong-doer have 

the benefit of a lega club when he is the wrong

doer? It doesn't make any sense, You are not going 

to solve problems in a community that way. 

ASSEMBLYMAN SMITH: What you are saying is that 

in industry you lose money, which may be a fair exchange 

of bargaining power. Right. The employee loses on 

strike~ the employer loses on strike~ But here with 

public employees you have a different situation, 

especially with the children. The children are the 

ones that are losing and no one else~ 

MR. SIMONOFF: I really wonder how a school board 

will function with its faculty in this kind of a mental 

state, realistically. If you drag them back to the class

rooms how are they going to be teaching these kids? 

ASSEMBLYMAN SMITH: Well, that's a good point, but 

I presume you have dedicated teachers, the same as you 

have dedicated employees of all kinds. 

MR :, S IMONOFF: I remember the case of the Long 

Island police that were so dedicated that they were 

writing up tickets on everybody on the Long Island 

Expressway because they weren't being negotiated with, 

only they didn't strike, but they were dedicatedo 

ASSEMBLYMAN SMITH: I didn't mean that kind of 

dedication. 

MR. SIMONOFF: Well, I'm saying- when you have 

this kind of burning issue or a question where employees 

feel it that strongly, where they are willing to stop 

working and go out and picket, especially professional 

employees I assume would be involved more in that kind of 

issue - then something's wrong and it's got to be settled~ 

I'm not saying to you that this right is going to 

be a panacea,. I know that the ban hasn't been~ I just 

don't think that there are easy answers to these kinds of 
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questions, Mr$ Assemblyman. 

SENATOR KNOWLTON: Thank you very much, 

Mr. Simonoff. I don't know whether the legislature 

will agree with your views. Maybe they will and may

be they won't, but you certainly have given us some 

penetrating insights and you've been very practical 

in your approach to this problem. And please give 

our regards to the monkeys~ Sometimes we feel like 

monkeys down here too, 

I think we'll break for five minutes. 

AFTER RECESS 

SENATOR KNOWLTON: Is Professor Doyg here? Is 

Mr. Oxfeld or Mr. Nagler here? (No response) 

S I D N E Y R 0 S E N F E L D ; My name is 

Rosenfeld and I am here representing the American 

Civil Liberties Union of New Jersey. 

SENATOR KNOWLTON: I'm awfully sorry we are 

getting to you a little bit late, Mr, Rosenfeld, but 

you know how things go on. I would request that if 

you have a statement, would you give it to Miss Brown 

and would you just make your comments on the high

lights of your statement, 

MR. ROSENFELD: I could perhaps, but there 

are only a few pages to it and they are all double space 

and I don't think it will take that long. 

I teach in Newark incidentally and I am Past 

President of the Newark Teachers Union, just to round it 

all out. I don't know whether I should start to answer 

one or two questions that Assemblyman Smith raised before 

first before my comments, but the question about the 

children's education suffering in the strike situation -

it is true they may not be getting very much education 

during the ·time the strike is on, but I think the benefits 

that derive from the settlement that takes place eventually 

will far outweigh the losses that the children have 

experienced perhaps, during the time they have been out, 

and I think over the period of the child's schooling over 
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the many years that the child is in school, I think the 

benefits will far outweigh the losses they experience 

during the time the strike takes place. 

There is one other item I felt I had to comment 

about and that is the question about injunctions. Of 

courseu my feeling is that there should be no injunctions 

at all as far as injunctions are concerned anywhere. 

Now I will get to the statement that the American 

Civil Liberties Union wants you to know about. 

The repression of public employees in resolving 

problems with their employers in New Jersey has posed 

a number of civil liberties problems of major importance, 

none of which is solved by any of the proposed legis

lation under consideration here except perhaps Assembly 

Bill 810 which grants county and municipal employees 

"the right of collective bargaining and the right to 

joint or concerted economic action in-support thereof." 

None of the other bills (A-498 or S-564, A-862, S-537) 

does anything to alter and overcome the shortcomings of 

the present New Jersey Public Employee Negotiations Law. 

This law, along with the proposed legislation other than 

A-810u are only palliatives which will not solve the 

problems. The rash of public employee strikes since the 

Public Employees Relations Commission was established 

proves this. Education employees in many of the large 

New Jersey cities have been operating in a continuing 

state of crisis in spite of the establishment of the 

Public Employees Relations Commission. 
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- , ~he basic reason for the Commission's failure is that they do not have 

the power nor authority to (1) force the public agency to negotiate in 

good faith~ (2) force the government a9encies to abide by their contract$ 

with their employees: (3) assess fault in the provocation of strikes. 

Though public employees are oppressed, the courts have denied the 

employees the right to strike by its interpretation of Article I, 

Section 19 of the New Jersey Constitution. When fault for a strike is 

assessed by the public, it invariably falls on the employees. Why should 

this be? Public officials are not unlike their employees and are therefore 

just as capable of fault notwithstanding the present statutory presumption 

that the government (men) can do no wrong. Why is it that the burden of 

fault seems always to fall on those seeking to assert their rights? 

Prom the standpoint of fairness, which is what a democratic society is 

all about, is this just? 

Let us consider the Newark teachers' strike of February 1970 as 

an example of the deterioration of employer-employee relations in the 

era of the ~ublic Employees Relation Commission. 

On January 31, 1970, the Newark Board of Education approved a 

bud9et for the school year 1970 and 1971, and thereafter refused to 

continue negotiations with the' teachers. The Board obtained an 

ex parte restraining order against a strike which had not yet been voted, 

On February lst the Newark Teachers Union met at the Military 

Park Hotel and after hearintj a report on the progress of negotiations, 

voted to strike on Pebruary 2nd. 
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On February 2nd, the strike started, with 90% of teaching personne~ 

out of school. The Board obtained a second ex part~ restraining order 

broadening the number of defendants named. 

From that point on, a sort of court sanctioned chaos reigned. 

Teachers and sympathizers were arrested on the picket lines although the 

usual requirements of personal service and the opportunity to argue the 

legal merits had not been accorded them. Even the right to speak and 

assemble were enjoined. The court attempted to seize union funds. 

Jail sentences were generously meted out. But for the ·fact that 

defendants were public employees, there would have been no question that 

the pattern of repression to which they were subjected in the name of 

the law, would have universally been denounced as a denial of fundamental 

due process of law, freedom of speech, freedom of assembly, equal 

protection of the laws, and even restrictions against involuntary 

servitude. Collectively this pattern also amounted to the boldest form 

of union busting seen in this area since the days of Frank Hague in the 

1930's. It highlighted the fact that the State's treatment of public 

employees generally is as primitive, repressive and atavistic as in days 

of old. 

Compared to the problem that exists, none of the bills with the 

exception of A-810 would make a meaningful contribution to an improved 

atmosphere in the area of public employer-employee relationships. 

Now is the time for a broad re--evaluation by the legislature of 

the rights of public employees. To start with, irrational distinctions 

between the right to strike of private and public employees must be 

erased. 
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The common law doctrine that no sub:ject had rights as agaitlst t.he 

u law of a democratic 

·~ <_,r:.mocratic society are as anachronistic as the court of star chamber 

~f ...• al~,,:)<lt as repressive. Some say tha.t restrictions on public ;.;:'lf..P:i..oyea$ 

justified in that their strikes create "inconvenience" and to 

~ le out public 0~ploye2s for special treatment ~s irrati0nal. It 

~:1ay be that strikes in certai1! occupations create specja.l problems 

society. Among thAse are some classes of public employees such as 

policemen and firemen. But these cannot be mentioned without also 

including certain types of priv::;te e!":"·ployeer.: such as telephone e.:'~d other 

::~.:::. ir :'ti lity \'iO::ke:.rs. Again the dis ':.l.nct 1.on between public and 

pt·ivate fails. Indeed, in the context of each of the teachers • ~trikes, 

were they employees of priv3te rather than public schools, their right 

t('• strike would be unrestrained. 

Second, measures must be taken to insure that recalcitrant 

governmental employers are brought to book. The present reliance on 

their paternalistic benevolence has be~n effectively demonstrated in 

the Newark context and els~1here to be little more than a reliance on 

a form of not-so-benevolent despotism. It is astounding that in most 

cases injunctions against public employee strikes have been handed out with 

no consideration whatsoever given to the fact that the governmental 

em~)loyer by its recalcitrance provoked the strike by a refusal to bax:..;ai~. 

Third, the State must guarantee to public employees and their 

representatives and organizations that the contracts which they enter in 

good faith will be legally binding and enforceable. Too often, such contracts 

have been regarded under the present law aa binding only on employees, while 

government, like the kings of old, may abridge contractual obligations at 



its pleasure. 

Unless the legislature resolves that it will 

make meaninful changes in the present law by extending 

legislative recognition to the rights of public employeesp 

we predict that theState of New Jersey will continue to 

be plagued by severe disruptions of services. Attempts 

at repression have failed. It is time for justice. 

SENATOR KNOWLTON: I personally could agree with 

much that you have to say but there is one thing that 

many of you witnesses who have given of your time, and 

we are very grateful for that, and have given us a lot 

of information which we didn't have before, but there is 

one thing that most of you - and I mean "you" editorially 

lose sight of. We don't regard ourselves as king- that's 

Number 1, although some members of the General Assembly in 

unkind moments refer to the Senate as the House of Lords, 

but, you know, we sit down here and arbitrate as a kind 

of balance wheel in which we must bring into focus and 

balance the requirements and demands of competing groups 

of our citizens. This isn't a situation where management 

in the private sector sits down with Unions and they hammer 

oy.t a contractC\fld if they car\'t.do that the Union goes out 

onystrike. They have a right to do that. We are not the 

final word as far as what we are going to do about working 

conditions for public employees. The electorate is, in the 

last analysis, and I hope that some of you who have appeared 

here today to drag in wholesale the field of the private 

sector, labor-management relationships in the private 

sectorp into the public sector will understand that. We 

have some peculiar and unusual problems. Now that doesn't 

mean that we are not going to try to answer them - we are. 

I just wanted to make that observation. 

Incidentally, what benefits did the students of t:he 

Newark school system derive from the strike? And I mean 

this seriously. I don't mean this facetiously. 

MR. ROSENFELD: In regard to the negotiations -

I think I do have a copy if you want to take the time, I 
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could look that up and see. Part of the negotiations do 

involve conditions in the classroom, matters dealing 

with curriculum improvement - there are things in the area 

which will help the ~hild directly, ana even giving a 

teacher ~n increase in salary is going to help that child 

in the sense that you've got a satisfied teacher wo:rking 

there, in the sense that you might be able:: to att~::-ac·c. 

better teachers than you now have there, because of t.he 

improved salary - there are a whole series of are2.s wh :tch 

will actually i::nprove the situation for that child, and 

over many years the child will certainly benefit. 

If I can go back to your remark on "k:i.ngs," I made 

no reference 0 or my reference was not to individual 

legislators really; yourselves or any other legislators, 

the sove~~n can do no wrong. The government still main

tains this attitudeo you know. I am not a lawyer sc I can't 

go into the details of all thi.a sort of thing but I do 

know that this is the general feeling, and the injunctions 

that were issued were issued kind of on this basis - those 

that were issued to the teachers anywayw in the Newark 

strike recently. So we tend to think that the governmental 

agency itself is free of all faults and it is only the 

employees who probably have to be knocked into line, and 

t.hey were knocked into line o · let me tell you, in that last 

strike. 

ASSEMBLYMAN SMITH: Isn't the Civil Liberties interest 

in this primarily in the way the teachers' strike in Newark 

was handled? 

MR. ROSENFELD: That goes for all employees, not 

just the teachers. If this can happen to teachers, it 

will happen to any other employees in the State. 

ASSEMBLYMAN SMITH: But what does this have to do 

with this Commission~ that we are talking about now, other 

than the right to strike? Is that just a primary -

MR. ROSENFELD: I am supporting A-810 which includes 

the right to strike as an improvement in trying to grant 
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to public employees their civil rights,- speechu 

assemblyo and all the other things. 

ASSEMBLYMAN SMITH: You don't agree with the NJEA 1 s 

position that it should be left to the courts for 

injunctive relief? 

MR.. ROSENFELD : Oho never. I don"t think any Labor Union 

persm would ask for the courts to interfere or intervene 

in any wayo and I 

NJEA"s experience 

courts have never 

think our 

in Newark 

been very 

experience - and certainly the 

certainly,has been that the 

helpful. 

Wello as I understood the 

testimony - many have testified that they wanted the 

test left to the court rather than the Legislature 

taking the bull by the horns and spelling out what is 

good for the public safety, etc. 

ASSEMBLYMAN SMITH: 

MRo ROSENFELD: I don't have a position with respect 

to whether the Legislature should dictate what is best 

or the court should dictate what's best. All I say is 

that there has been over the years the question as to 

the right to strikeo which is parto I would sayo of every 

worker 8 s right granted to him under the Constitutiono 

And because this has been taken up by the judicial depart

ment and interpreted by them as saying employees don"t 

have the right to strikeu A-810 would overcome thiso 

ASSEMBLYMAN SMITH: You would extend this to all 

public employees? 

MRo ROSENFELD: Yes, with the exceptions that were 

mentioned in the statement that I gave youQ 

ASSEMBLYMAN SMITH: 

people? 

How would you handle those 

MRo ROSENFELD: As I mentioned before, probably 

compulsory or binding arbitration in the various issues 

that they raise o 

ASSEMBLYMAN SM!TH: OKu thank you. 

SENATOR KNOWLTON: I will call Mr. Kenneth Horningo 

Will you please give your full nameu your employment 

and your affili :ation. 
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KENNETH H 0 R N I N G: 

Y.;~.11neth Horning, Middle Towr,shi p Education Assoc~i.ation, 

-:::3.pe May County. Our Association is affiliated with 

Education Association, and also Cape May County Educa

~Lonal Associat1on. 

I am a classroorc Teac:·ne:-. I wc:.nl.j 11.1~"'' t:c c~:..p~·~s:; 

:Jr ief testimony from a local viewpoint. Ne favor f ··' 1:. 

collective ba::-gaining rights for public employees. 

including teachers 9 with the right to strike~ Chaptel:' 30.3 

nas brightened the outlook for our organization. .It t"1as 

extended to us the right formerly denied us. The P·u.b:Lic 

Employment Relations Cormnission has been effective in 

guaranteeing that negotiation procedures were carried on 

.. : gocd £ai th in ou:::: u~s·t.r ic·c ~ VIe favor o.dequate f:und3 

::or the Commission so that any local employee groups s~.1ch 

v;;., we are may have the benefit of third-party assistance; 

when neededa 

We have confidence in a Commission that includes 

representatives of public employee and employer organiza

tions. We favor the present two members from each group 

among the seven members of the Commission. Our organiza

tion has negotiated two contracts under Chapter 303. 

Negotiation in our situation has not been without difficulty 

but contracts have been signed. We know where we stand 

with our employer as regards working conditions. 

We believe our board also will benefit by having a 

written contract with us. Limiting the scope of investi

gations may make the work involved very much less for both 

parties but it will surely not solve the underlying problems. 

Discussion must not become a pretended substitute for 

negotiations. Let the record show v:e f;.•ror 3. strong and 

.:mrestricted Chapter 303. Thank you. 

SENATOR KNOWLTON: Thank you very much, sir. 

Mr. Jack Merke 1. Is he he:r.·c:? (No response) 

Professor Doyg? Is he here? 
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Mro Victor DeChico. I believe he took his wife 

homeo Could you pinch hit for him? 

BERTRAM SHEFF: I'll hold the fort 

for himo This is just a short presentation. 

SENATOR KNOWLTON: Thank you very much. We 

appreciate your effort to achieve brevity. Will you 

please state your nameu your employment and your 

affiliation. 

MR" SHEFF: I am Bertram M. Sheff of the Legis

lat.ive Committee of the New 'Jersey State Employees 

Association. 

PERC as presently constituted is apparently not 

achieving the aims that legislators had in mind when 

the law was enacted. If anything, it seemingly has 

created greater unrest among State employees. 

Despite the many hearings conducted by PERCu not 

one decision has been rendered at the State level during 

its 20-month lifetimeo 

PERC was created to provide a vehicle for public 

employees to have meaningful negotiations between the 

employer and the employees• representatives. Howeveru 

PERC is in fact more suited to the needs of the private 

industry sector where many units are necessary. The 

community of interest of the various units in the private 

sector are separate and distinct due to the various tradesu 

skillso and crafts that make up their employment. 

In the public sector of employment, the community 

of interest exists throughout all state employees to 

serve the needs of the residents of New Jersey. Further

moreo the community of interest of state employees is 

brought about under Title 11 with regard to all employment 

conditions. 

Establishing numerous units under PERC will bring 

about fragmentation as the units compete to achieve 

greater benefits for their respective groups. This will 

tend to create greater tension and division between state 

employees. The established practice of the state employee 

representatives is to negotiate or consult with various 
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state officials including the Governo:r: and the leg:i,s-

~.a tors fo:::: sald.J y ar:d. ot.he:r ccL.:ii t:.ions of work. Cn-

Lortumitely no effecti·vc commi t:.ment f.:com these officials 

5.s made to employee representatives. 

PERC on the ot~er hand does not provide a ready 

.:.dentification as tc.' \\1he: the employer may be fo::: nego-

:.he Trec(surer, the President of the Civ1.l S.erv:.ce Com

"TLission, the legislators or department heads? Which 

<:·::-.p . .Loyer o:r his re~resentati ve wi 11 have the author i t~l 

-~ negotiate salaries and working conditions ~££Ect~v2 

N .. TSEA believes that there should be but one unit 

consisting of all state employees covered under Title 11. 

We believe that one entity should be designated by law to 

t~ations on behalf of the State of New Jersey. We further 

he1ieve that. a separate agency other than PERC should 

be designated to resolve disputes between the State of 

New Jersey as an'~tnployer and the employee representative; 

this. entity, s)}.ould provide for a state employee member. 

This agency mAY be a separate division placed in the 
I 

Department of 'civil Service or attached to the Governor • s 

office. 

SENATOR KNOWLTON: Sir, how many State employees 

are affiliated wi~ your organization? 

MR~ SHEFF: Between six and nine thousand. 

SENATOR KNOWLTON: Would you characterize them as 

mostly white collar, blue collar, or half and half? 

MR. SHEFF: ··I would say half and hal£. We are 

among the old-line State organizations tho.t took every

body ·.;in and, it fM,de. PO different:.iation, operating under 

Title,ll. 

SENATOR KNOWL'tt>N·: I would like to ask you a few 

questions here merel¥ for :the purpose of inquiry because 

this is what tb.}s Co~ittee is here for today - to inquire* 

Don 1 t you thihk'~that the State employees, people who fit 
~. . 

into many categorie~ .. that pr~va:Il. in the private sector, 
1' •• ~~- '· ·. 
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such as mechanicsu nurses. para-military types = they 

have their counterpart in the private sector, such as 

security guards and things of that sort - clerical help ~ 

wouldn 8 t you say that the categories of employment in the 

public sector are pretty much the same as in the private 

sector? 

MR. SHEFF~ May I expound a bit on that comment, 

please, Senator? 

The private sector and in most cases of public 

employment, that is quite correct, and you could attributt~ 

it to State employment too. In State employment there is 

one great difference that appears to be overlooked by 

many of the opponent.s of labor legislation. Boards of 

Education in dealing with the township, with the municipal~ 

ities and counties~ the employer and the employee are 

both relatively circumscribed. They are operating in a 

small area under the same conditions and everybody concerned 

is within easy reach. In the State sector, these various 

people are dispersed widely throughout the state, yet 

under Title 11 they are all identically treated. The employ= 

ment conditions are not necessarily the same with regard to 

localities but the duties required are, the titles are, 

the salaries areo and the communality of interest is the 

State employee working under Title lla not the fact that 

he's driving a tractor in Cumberland County or in Salem 

County or in Bergen County. 

SENATOR KNOWLTON: Well, don't you think that the 

larger the political subdivision, the more there is, 

the greater differentiation in job categories exists? 

MR. SHEFF: Please explain that. 

SENATOR KNOWLTON: If you take a town of 10,000, 

you have a relatively small handful of municipal and 

school employees and their duties are fairly simple 

compared, say, with the duties of personnel, of public 

employees in a city such as Newark or Camden or Jersey City, 

where you have a greater differentiation of job categories. 

Wouldn•t you say that? 
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MR. • SHEFF' '; Yes, and :t 1 - aJ..so .say that. J..n the 

large cities or the counties, the same as in a. small 

municipality 11 the circumscr_ibing of the locale of the 

v.;orkers and their employer still obtains. The con

ditions of ernploymcmr. in Ne'.Jark, 2.~. larga city, with 

necessarily the same in Camder:;,, On the ot:.her hand, tbe:; 

conditions in New Jersey, in all counties and in all 

cities p.ract ic;ally fm:: State employees, a.re theo same. 

Their employer is -::.he same, the \vorking co:r1d:c t ions a:.:-8 

basically the same, the salaries are the same, their 

duties are prescribed by regulation, and their communality 

of int.erest is the :a:~r; ur.der whi.ch they are r,ired a.nd 

itJork, and they hav1:; .::::r:e empJo·:r'e:::" 

;,:;nt:.a.t.ion indicate:;;, is the emp::.oyex·? We .say the State 

of New Jerseyo We also are the State of New Jersey, 

tne voters and taxpayers, even as you are. 

SENATOR KNOWLTON: Am I correct in inferring from 

what you say that State employees should be treated 

differently from the treatment which is accorded by the 

county with respect to its employees or a municipality 

with respect to its employees? 

MR" SHEFF: In a sense that is our position. We 

feel that we should be treated as a unit because of our 

wide dispersion. It's sort of a backward argument, but 

yet it 1 s the only one which we feel fits. We are widely 

dispersed, yet we 1 re all uniform, and we cannot point to 

a local employer, as you do in a county or municipality, 

and say we are working for the Burlington County Com

missioner or the Freeholders. 

SENATOR KNOWLTON: Wou.ld I be correct in again 

inferring that you think that 303 ~s not for State 

employees while it might be for county and municipal 

employees? 

MR. SHEFF: We think that i·ERC in its present 

embodiment is not suitable for State employees under 
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Title 11. 

SENATOR KNOWLTON: Do you think ites suitable 

for other types of public employeesu other than State? 

MRu SHEFF: Quite probably 0 but that would be a 

personal opinion rather than an official statementa 

ASSEMBLYMAN SMITH: How can the Commission be 

made to be adaptable to State employees 0 or what changes 

would you suggest? 

MR. SHEFF: We have suggested moving it out of 

the present structure and placing the Title 11 people 

in a parallel structureu one that will be dealing in 

the State public sector rather than in the private or 

the teacher" the school board sector. PERC in its 20 

months of operation appears to be - well u I might say 

NLRB oriented ~ I hope Mr o Pease doesn't shoot. me if 

he doesn't agree with me 

SENATOR KNOWLTON: 

chambers. 

No guns are allowed in these 

MRo SHEFF: But we have had a singular lack of 

success in having the problems expoundedo There is more 

unrestu more fragmentation 0 less results. Part of this 

is due to the fact that the employer is not a clear 

employer. It 0 s a nebulous employer. It is the legislature 

who has the ultimate authority for appropriating funds 

to pay salaries and also the passing of statutes for 

working conditions such as hours, vacations 0 fringe 

benefitso etco Is that the employer? - 120 men? Is 

the governor t.he.employer? He doesn't have the ultimate 

authorityo 

ASSEMBLYMAN SMITH: How would you remedy that? 

MRo SHEFF: Our position would be that a designat.ed 

bargaining agent be appointed for the employer~ You 
...... 

decide who the employer is and appoint the bargaining agent 

with authority to commit. The worker does just that. He 

designates the bargaining agent. 

ASSEMBLYMAN SMITH: And then if you 0 ve got legis

lators that didn°t agreeu you wouldn't get the money 
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appropriatedo 

MRo SHEF'F: Well: how are you going to solve that 

one? 

I don't knowo 

MRo SHEF'F ~ Do you think that can be done by law? 

ASSEMBLYMAN SMITH_ :::: dcm e t th :Lr:.k ::_>c. 

MR " SHBF'F ~ It still leaves the p:cobl.err, of ~tJho 

dces the bargaining u PERC doesn ~ t ha'\.'e the answer t.o 

tbat ei-t:t,er~ 

ASSEMBLYMAN SMITH: Well J you do pn~tty well 

'·lith the legislature. 

MRa SHEFF: Yeso but it~s a slowo laborious 

processo Any dentist would quit rather tr.an pull teeth 

t!!.e wa.y v.;e pull funds 1 and yet we recognize some of the 

~ :.icts of l:L£e. Sc far we have: h.t re sor:t:.ed r..c '.; ioJ..ence 

o.r.d we -:.re strict constitutional constructionists when it 

cernes to strikes. 

ASSEMBLYMAN SMITH: OK. Thank you very much. 

SENATOR KNOWLTON: Thank you very rnuchu sir. 

Nowo Mro Pease. Will you please sit over here? 

ASSEMBLYMAN SMITH: Is this known as rebuttal? 

WALTER P E A S E: Nou not at all. 

One thing I think that we missed: When you are 

talking about terms and conditions of employment and 

negotiationsJ I think a lot of people miss the fact 

that they don°t know what negotiation iso They feel they 

have got to reach an agreement 1 that the employer has 

got to give in ~ theemployet always has the last say. He 

can say no as long as he stands on reason. He doesnut 

have to agreeu and the amendment that we propose in the 

Act says this to make it clearo They can negotiate: it's 

j'-~st like settling a la:1r,1 s:.:~it., 

I remember when I settled my first law suit back in 

1926 or n27. I said 8 "Inm going to pay him $10 9 000 and 

not a cent more and that 0 s what Icm going to say." But I 

didn 8 t get anywhere. I have learned since that if I want 

to settle for $100;000, I start at $10,000 and let him start 
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at a million and I'm going to end up with $100 8 000o 

This is negotiation. This is the thing that a lot of 

people don't understand, and that 0 s one reason why we 

want Rutgers to train people in negotiation and we 

want PERC enabledo a staff large enough to train. 

Now in New York State, Dr. Helsby has a large train 

ing organization right in PERB itself holding workshops, 

and that is exactly the thing we want to do because if 

we could train these people to negotiate, a lot of these 

troubles would disappear and they wouldn't have any 

trouble about terms and conditions of empl9yment at all. 

If they just understand it. 

Now I ha.ve sat in on negotiations. For instance, 

in Newark this yearu when I went into Newark the school 

board said these 10 items are not negotiable, we \;JOn' t. 

even talk about them. Now is that negotiation? I said 

"Submit them to PERC. Let PERC decide." "We aren't going 

to let PERC decide anything," they told me. This is the 

Newark Board of Education talking to me this yearo They 

had to finally. But this is not negotiationo This is the 

thing that caused the strike in Newark. The Board sat 

there and they said they wouldn't even talk about these 

items. Now this is why the injunction is unfair. And 

the same thing happened when I went into Jersey City last 

year. I was in Jersey City for a whole week every night 

with Ted Kheel and there was the same trouble in Jersey 

City. Jersey City was the place where we went to negotiate 

and they were all down in the bar talking, the whole 

School Board. They wouldn't come up to the Holiday Inn 

to talk with us. They weren't going to talk at all. 

ASSEMBLYMAN SMITH: Sometimes a lot of things are 

settled at a bar. 

.MR. PEASE: Yes, that's right. But this was their 

attitude. Now in another situation I was up in Ramapo, 

for instance, and the whole school board was trying to 

negotiate, and I said why don't you delegate this to one 

or two people and let them negotiate? They said we don't 

trust the rest of the Board;_ we won't do it. 
7-:J A 
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doesn't make sense. None of this makes any sense to meu 

It's because they aren 1 t educa~ed and because they're 

stubborn~ What they should do is appoint an expert to 

negotiate with them, and I wouldn • t. mind .i.f you a:r'e talking 

about a county group if they had the same expert work for 

1:·.he whole councy, t::.se them for negotiating for the whole 

countyo It's perfectly possible and it. would sa.ve moEey~ 

This is perfectly possible~ the.y can do this: they don • t 

have to come to anybodyi they can do this themselve::;, b1t 

they need educating in these things. And to me it's a 

sad fact that they haven't done these thing.s - perfectly 

possible. 

Now you take the unit determination. They can 

determine the unit themselves. They don't have to come 

to PERC to determine the unit. A~~ a.. Irli'.'tt tcr c:::.· f 21ct... in 

the Fair Lawn case they did agree upon a unit. They agreed 

upon five units. They didn't have to come to us. They 

can agree on all these things, I think, if they are 

educated and if given time to do it. This is new - 303 is 

new. They don't understand it. Give them time. I think 

they've done a wonderful job so far, I really do, and I 

think myself I'm taking a lot of credit -PERC has done 

a wonderful job with what it has had to do with. Unfortu

nately we have been hit with many things. We were hit with 

no office space; we were hit with a wage freeze; we were 

hit with low salaries; we were hit with everything, but I 

think we've done a good job ~nd I'm glad to hear every

body except the last speaker speak well of us. I think 

he's wrong in some thi~~e has said and I'm not going 

to argue here but Mr. Aronin and I will talk with him and 

I think we will straighten him out on a few of them, but 

I do say that knowledge is a question of PERC - and putt.ing 

us over in the State Mediation Section or putting us in 

the Department of Higher Education- To be worth its salt 

and to be respected throughout the State, PERC has to be 

an absolute independent agency, independent of everything, 

because we : only have to determine units for the 
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Department of Education - we may have to go into the 

Attorney General's Office and determine unit nego

tiations. We've got to be independento The minute 

you put us in with anything else, put PERC in with 

anything else, you are going to destroy it. It 1 s as 

clear as that. There is no argument. I don't think 

anybody would argue that. And that's why we've tried 

to act independently& 

I will say thiso that we've got a wonderful staff; 

I think for what we 1 ve done and the way we have handled 

thingso I have absolute confidence in every member of 

the staff we have. They are greate and I'm sorry to leave 

theme because I have enjoyed working with them 0 and the 

only reason I'm leaving is because I don't feel that I 

can do a good job with the situation I am working under. 

I'm not fighting with the Governor at all. The Governor 

is the boss. I'm not leaving in a huff; I'm just very 

sorry for the Governor. I think the Governor has been 

misinformed and misadvised on some thingse I'm very 

sorry for him. I hope he will see the light before the 

falle because if he doesn 8 t he's going to have some of 

the worst strikes New Jersey has ever had or seen, I 

can tell you this. They are brewing and we hear about 

them - rumblings coming to use and I think he will change. 

I think he will finally have to change, because otherwise 

there is going to be serious troublee and I don't want 

to see it any more than you. I hate strikes. I hate 

strikes in the public sector. I don't think there is 

any need for strikes in the public sector. If the 

people know how to negotiate and negotiate in good faith 

on both sides and there is an equality of negotiation 

I think you will find over a period of two or three years 

they will negotiate in good faith and you will have peacee 

and in those cases that you don't, I don't care myself 

whether you've got mandatory arbitration, compulsion 

arbitration, or whether you send it to the courts and 

let the cou$ determine, but I do think you've got to 
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have some final determinatJ..::;rl of t..i:w.:::;t! rnat.;:ers. And 

that ' s the only way that. I knc;v of and the only •way 

I have ever read of tha-r. that coul~l !Jr:: },o.n::Hed . . 
So I leave yon wlth those and I hope that you 

will read very caref11lly thr:::: memorandum that we have 

submitted t.o yoL<, .oecau·;c: 1n <.hu.t \·K: n~J."ih:': ,,;.--:,ec:.,yGX:ej 

the questions on n£.:gc>t i~-lt.ion,. ~Jr;: sc .... y i .. C t:.-herf:: 1 s ,_J 

debate on whether or not an item is negotiable, send 

it right. up to PERC. We '11 deter:mine it and will 

have a heari~g to determine it. Tom Parsonnst said 

this will take forever because jt vJill go to court. 

There may be one per cent of the cases go to court. 

That's all, but the :ces t of them Y.i .i.lJ. be determ1ned 

vided it has the proper staff. There is no problem 

about it - no problem. And I think that this is the 

way to do it. 

Now I'm going to turn and ask Mr. Aronin if he 

wants to say a few things. I do say - I'm not an 

expert on this but I do know in talking with my Labor 

lawyers in New York that there is a great difference in 

negotiation in the private sector and in the public 

sector. They say there's a tremendous difference. I 

think you have seen that from the talks here today. 

ASSEMBLYMAN SMITH: May I ask you a question, 

Mro Pease. First let me say that you have been very 

generous with your time in attending these hearings, 

and we appreciate it. But the thing that disturbs me 

the most is you keep talking about everything being 

negotiable, but the public always has to give in and 

always has to -

MR. PEASE: They don't. That's the point. They 

think they do, but they don't. 

ASSEMBLYMAN SMI'rH: There are always some benefits 

that come from negotiation to whomever is complaining; 

isn't that right? 
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ASSEMBLYMAN SMITH: Now the thing that disturbs 

me is that, as I see ito there is no end to the nego

tiations, At least in the private sector you negotiate 

for six months or a year, or whatever you do, and then 

you get a contract for two or three years and that"s 

the end of it., 

MR. PEASE: The same thing with the public sector -

you can get a contract for two or three years. 

ASSEMBLYMM~ SMITH: But that doesn't work that way 

because every time they keep coming up for another biteo 

MRo PEASE: No, you don't. You can have a two or 

three year contract. 

ASSEMBLYMAN SMITH: If they agree to it. 

MR. PEASE: Some of them are doing it. It is 

perfectly possibl.e to have a two or three year contract" 

All they have to do is negotiate it, just like the 

private sector. I"m glad you brought it up because I 

had a note here on this. This is perfectly possible 

and this is what they ought to do. This resolves it 

and in the various counties they ought to combine them 

and have the same expert to handle negotiations; then 

he is familiar with the whole county setup and he does 

it rapidlyo and they ought to delegate him with authority 

to do it. We had trouble, for instance, in Passaic where 

they had this fellow negotiate and after he negotiated 

an agreement they reneged on it. 

ASSEMBLYMAN SMITH: My second question would be as 

to the time. Now you understand budgets, etc., and if it's 

not in the budget you can°t put it in, What is your sug

gestion on that? 

MR. PEASE: I think this idea of negotiating 

contracts in December, January and February to start next. 

fall is all nonsense. The date should be changed somehow; 

in other wordso you shouldn't be negotiating in December 

and January for a contract that is going to take effect 

next July or the next school year in September. 
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ASSEMBLYMAN SMITH: Well. how can you remedy t.hat? 

.f\-1R. PEASE: 'The dates ought~ tc be changed. 

ASSEMBLYMAN SMITH: Tc whn.t? 

MR.. PEASE: I don· t knov. · l.c-gisla.t:ion probably -

I don·t. know t.,Jt this ot<ght not to 'be t.he system. 

ASSEMBLYMA.i.~ SMITH: We} 1, ~.f you don't know, how 

would you expect us to know? 

MR. PEASE: Well, if you want me to give you a 

recommendation, I can probably have the staff work up 

something but I haven't gi?en it. a lot of thc11.qht and 

I really don: t kno\\-- But you must admit, th:i.s doesn't 

seem to make sP.nse, to negotiat.E; in December and 

January for a contract. that is going to t:ake effect the 

next yE;!ar~ It doesn't make sense to me. It isn't. done 

in th,e pri vat.e sector .. 

Af?S EMBLYMAN SMITH : But this is different -

Ml{. PEASE: This doesn't make sense .. but this is 

due to the budget surmission dat.e. I am not an expert 

on the educq.tion law, but if you want me to, I can put 

some heads toget.her and give you some ideas on it if 

you want. I will be very gJad to. As a matter of fact, 

I'll t.ell you t.his, I am going hack home to New Jersey, 

t.o Plainfield, New Jersey, and I may not be in Trenton 

again for a long. long time.. However, if you want me 

to come to Trenton or t.o talk with me about. anyt.hing, 

all you have t.o do is give me a ring on the telephone 

and I \vill come down .. 

ASSEMBLYMAN SMITH: That's very nice of you, 

and thank you. 

SENATOR KNOWLTON: Thank you very much, sir, 

~· PEASE: Now I will ask you to hear Mr, Aronin 

just a minute .. ~ Mr. Aronin is my executive director and 
' .~ 

my braln. 

L 0 U I S 

Mr. Pease. 

A R 0 N I N: You are too kind, 

I am Louis Aronin, Executive Director, Public 

Employment Relations Commission. It is not my desire 
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to further complicate the job of this Committee 

but I merely want to try to set the record straighta 

Assemblyman Smith you raised the question which 

you have been asking various speakers with reference 

to the problem of the date on which you have to achieve 

a wrap-up on your contract. This is a problem which 

we have consideredo researched" and actually come up 

with no answeru unfortunatelya But if it helps you 0 

let me say that no other State has yet come up with an 

answer in this respect either. The only answer of 

which I am aware is a system utilized by the City of 

New York. They have one negotiatoro Herbert Habera 

He has an office of Director of Negotiationsu City of 

New Yorku and he has a lump sum in his budgetu which 

I understand he is able to utilize to make a contract 

effective or retroactive at any date he wants to, 

whereby he utilizes this sum of money to supplement 

the necessary funding for that contract until the next 

budget submission date of the agency for whom he is 

negotiating a 

Now I don"t know how this can be done in school 

boards or in counties or the State as a whole, but 

this is the only method I have heard of to meet the 

problem and then put this on the same footing as exists 

in the private sector where you needn"t be concerned 

about a budget submission date and you are not faced with 

a common budget submlias±on-date in all schoolsa I think 

it was February 11 last year. 

This poses a problem to PERC as wellu because our 

demands for mediators all occur at one and the same timea 

So we wish we had an answer to that as well as the various 

employers. 

There have been numerous references to fragmentizing 

of units. Mr. Pease has made reference to a facto and I 

would like to emphasize the facto that the law provides 

that the public employer and employee organization may 

voluntarily resolve a representat.ion issue u in which 
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instance the Commission shall not intervene. We do 

not know how many cases have been resolved by public 

employers and employee organizations but a very sub

stantial number of such cases have been resolved 

which have not come to the Commission's attention. 

Now whether these units are two people or two thousand 

people, I would not be able to say. I can only say 

that they have resolved it without coming to this 

Commission. Furthermore, the Commission, in its pre

sentation, its written statement, indicates that 

there have been some 50 consent agreements. This is 

not a situation which the Commission makes any deter

mination of what the unit shall be, rather the parties 

make this determination and the Commission, in accordance 

with the desires of the parties expressed on agreement, 

conducts an election in the unit that they determine to 

be appropriate, so that we are not intervening except 

where we have to intervene, 

Reference has been made to the State cases which 

have been pending for some 18 or 21 months - whatever it 

happens to be. Yes, they have been pending a very long 

time and we are no happier about the situation than 

the parties who are involved in it- However, there are 

hearings that are still in progress, some of which have 

finished. We have two hearing officers' reports out 

of some six hearings" There are four more hearing 

officers' reports that are still due. These are on the 

question of what the unit shall be in State government. 

We are faced there with the matter of giving the parties 

due process, of developing a full and complete factual 

record upon which the Commission can make a determination 

after the hearing officer has first ruled on ito The 

parties will have a right to file exceptions to this 

hearing officer's report. There is full and complete 

due process. The problems faced in the State units 

have been one of differing positions taken by different 

organizations and by the State. The State has spoken 

in terms of nine separate units. The Civil Service 
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Association and the State Employees Association speak of 

one unitu the State, county and municipal employees 

of hospital-wide unitso nurses are speaking of a nurses 

unit throughout institutions and agencieso and I could 

go on ad infinitum in this situation. These are the 

problems we are faced with 0 and the only way we know of 

receiving an answer when the parties have not resolved 

it themselves is through a hearing process wherein a 

full record is made and we can then make our decision 

based on that full recorda 

We regret the delay but there is no other device 

available to us. 

Now I should point out that certainly the parties 

could have resolved these problems by themselves if an 

organization satisfied the State they had a majority 

representation in a unit which the parties could agree 

too Voluntary recognition could have been given to any 

organization. This has not occurred~ I am not saying 

it has to occur but I am saying that there are alternate 

avenues open to the parties in these matters. We are 

not looking for business. We don 1 t want the business 

but if it goes to usu needles:; to say we have to deal 

with it, 

There seems to be possible confusion as to how 

the Commission handles mediation request's. Early in 

this proceeding there was some question raised about 

the Commission sending in mediators prematurelyo and 

we admit readily that this may be the case. However 0 

I think that this Committee and everyone should be aware 

of certain facts of which we are aware. 

Frequently the parties were in dispute as to 

whether or not there was an impasse, and the only way 

I can describe this is if there is an impasse over 

whether or not there is an impasse, then we will send 

a mediator in. 

One says, well, we negotiated in good faith. Wello 

that's not the question of whether or not there's an 
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impasse, You can negotiate in good faith for 37 meetings 

and still be impassed over the failure to reach an agree

ment, and in that situation we must send a mediator in 

in accordance with the provisions of the Act, and that's 

just what we've done. And as indicated earlier yester

day, the mediator exercises persuasive ability; he 

doesn't have any authority to do anything. It's the 

parties who make the agreement. A mediator is only a 

catalyst. He's an aid to the parties to keep them 

talking, but he carries no power with himo In fact, 

the fact-finder carries no power either" He can make 

recommendations and it is up to the parties to accept 

or reject these recommendations. 

Fortunately, in most instances, the fact-finder's 

recommendations have been accepted by both parties and 

have constituted the basis for agreement, 

There has been some reference to a rash of strikes 

since 303, We think that the statistics which we have 

presented to you indicate that there has not been a rash 

of strikes, There have been no more strikes here than 

in other States that have no laws, We are not for one 

second condoning a strikeo We don't want them; we are 

doing everything within our power to prevent them or, 

if they occur, to terminate them as soon as we possibly 

can. But this is for the parties to do, We don't have 

any guns and, as you said, there are no guns in the 

Assembly Chamber, and certainly there are no guns in PERC 

for this purpose. It's persuasiveness, it's up to the 

parties to recognize their obligations to the public, 

the employees, the children, or whoever it may be, but 

they've got to recognize responsibilities to meet those 

responsibilities. We're trying to meet our responsibilities 

of providing service to them. 

There was mention earlier today of a problem with 

reference to probation officers and the role of the judges. 

Just to set the record straight, the Commission did not 

decide that the judges were the employers of the probation 
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officers. We went to the Attorney General. He decided 

this and we complied with his ruling. 

There was also some question by Mr. Eastwood about 

the definition of professional employees. This case 

is currently pending before the Commission and a decision 

will be rendered in the near future. In th':: :LnteriJn 

we have proposed a definition of professional employees 

which comports with the definition in A~498 and we 

support that definitiono 

Mr. Eastwood made some reference to 1i t.igation 

with reference to who are supervisors. Let me say t.hat 

the question of who is a supervisor is a fact situation 

in which a case-by-case analysis must be made, and the 

addition of additional criteria propoRed by Nr 0 EasbvO•'."'d, 

proposed in A-4988 I think will, if anything, lead to 

more litigationo not to less litigation as to these fact 

problems, because the more criteria the more fact you 

have in dispute. 

Mr. Chamberlain made some reference to PERC setting 

aside a Hunterdon contract. To set the record straighto 

this Commission has had nothing to do with setting aside 

a Hunterdon County contract. The only thing we have 

had to do in Hunterdon County is to provide a media.t.or 

to assist the parties in achieving the contracto 

There has been some suggestion that the mediation 

function of PERC be performed by tlie State Mediation 

Board. Let me say thato based upon my 20 odd years of 

experience in the private sector and about four years of 

experience in dealing in the public sector,. I have con= 

eluded that there is a major difference between the 

public sector and the private sector~ The skill of a 

mediator has some degree cf carry-over because the skiLl 

of a mediator is one of persuasiveness, one of being 

able to listen, and to relate to parties. However, the 

problems that are faced in negotiations in the private 

sector and the public sector could not be further apart. 

Yes, you're dealing with employees and youare dealing 
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with an employer but, as the members of the Committee 

have said repeatedly, there are differences, and I am 

here to confirm the fact that there are major dif

ferences involved, and the expertise that PERC is 

developing in mediating such disputes should not really 

be put to waste. We think it's important and we think 

it is distinctly beneficial. 

I would only want to make one further statement 

and that is to enforce the statement made by Mr. Pease 

that it is seemingly important that PERC remain com

pletely independent of any State agency, whichever one 

it may be, because at the moment I think we have cases 

that involve about eight different State agencies and, 

if we are to be combined with any State agency or if 

the mediation function is to be combined with an existing 

State agency, there is a serious question in my mind at 

least as to the credibility to be given to PERC's staff 

and to PERC's activities, and questioning would then exist 

as to its impartiality and objectivity in such a situation. 

I thank you very kindly. You have been most helpful. 

SENATOR KNOWLTON: Mr. Aronin, may I just ask you 

a few questions. What role has PERC played in this labor 

dispute in the Department of Transportation about which we 

heard yesterday from Mr. Frank A.Forst who is President 

of Local 195, American Federation of Technical Engineers, 

AFL-ciO? 

MR. ARONIN: I believe last April a notice of hearing 

issued to determine the unit question in the Department of 

Transportation. Sometime in April or May, that case was 

consolidated with some six other cases and has been at 

hearing since that time. I would speculate that there has 

been some 12 or 13 days of hearing devoted to those cases 

at this time. That's part of the State unit problem that 

I referred to earlier. The State takes the position that 

the Department of Transportation is not an appropriate 

unit in and of itself, that there should be nine units 

which cut across various departments. 
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would be happy to delineate what the State 0 s position 

is or we can rest at this pointu siro 

SENATOR KNOWLTON: Could you submit a memo to 

this Committee on that point? 

MRo ARONIN: Can we? 

SENATOR KNOWLTON; Yeso 

MRo ARONIN: That would be a summary of the 

situationo yeso siro It would not have any recommenda

tions.because the recommendations will depend upon= wellu 

I should say it this way: that t.hese cases are at hearing. 

When the Commission has the cases 0 has all of the facts. 

the Commission will then be able to make a decision and I 

don't believe it would be proper for us to make any judg= 

ments at this point, except to make a summary of what~ the 

facts areo I would be happy to do so. sir. 

ASSEMBLYMAN SMITH: I have just a few. Can you 

tell me ~ I presume that the appeal from the Commission's 

decision is to the Appellate Division. 

MRo ARONIN: That would be correctu siro 

ASSEMBLYMAN SMITH: Can you tell me how many cases 

were appealed to the Appellate Division? 

MRo ARONIN: Welle I won:rr,t try to count = let me 

just enumerate them and I think that will be the same thing. 

West Orange Board of Education on a unit problem in which 

the Commission was sustained. That involved the question 

of custodianso The Cooper case which involved a finding 

of improper discharge under 303 which has gone to the 

Supreme Court and was heard 2 weeks ago and is pending at 

the Supreme Court levelo LuLLO which the Supreme Court 

issued on in Marcho I guessa There is a case involving 

a director of elementary education which is at the court 

level right now and pendingo The Elizabeth Board of 

Education is ~ 

SENATOR KNOWLTON: That's the Wilton caseo 

MRo ARONIN: I"m sorry= the Elizabeth Fire= 

fighters. That I believe =· 

ASSEMBLYMAN SMITH: Would you say about half a dozen? 
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MR. ARONIN: Five or six, yes, sir, That's out 

of 42 decisions issued by the Commission. 

ASSEMBLYMAN SMITH: Does the Commission have 

counsel to appear~ in other words, do they participate 

in the Appellate decision or do they leave it to the 

parties? 

MR. ARONIN: No, the Commission appears through 

the Deputy Attorney Generalo They are represented by 

the Deputy Attorney General - Mr. Winard who is -

ASSEMBLYMAN SMITH: And they defend the decision 

of the Commission? 

MR. ARONIN: Yes, sir, I'm sorry- there was 

another case known as Gloucester County, which would 

maker I guess, six cases. 

ASSEMBLYMAN SMITH: Now with respect to these 

mediators, fact-finders, the different types that you 

use - is that right? I mean, there are two different 

categories. 

MR. ARONIN: Yes. mediation is currently carried 

on by staff~ fact finding are outside people who are 

designated by the parties -well, it's a preference 

designation. 

ASSEMBLYMAN SMITH: Well, in mediation you have 

your own staff for mediators. Is that right? 

MR. ARONIN: We are doing that now. We started 

doing that about three months ago. Prior to that we 

had been using ad hoc personnel for mediators. 

ASSEMBLYMAN SMITH: You still use outside people 

for fact-finders, is that right? 

MR. ARONIN: Yes. The parties pay for fact

finders. 

ASSEMBLYMAN SMITH: How much do you have to pay 

those people? 

MR. ARONIN: The parties pay the fact-finders $150 

per day, which is the going rate. 

ASSEMBLYMAN SMITH: Where do you find them? 

MR. ARONIN: They are people who are expert in 

arbitration, who have backgrounds of that~ they are 
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people, or we try to find people who have done fact 

finding and mediating in the past~ they really cover 

all segments, sir. 

ASSEMBLYMAN SMITH: Are they people from within 

or without the State? 

MR. ARONIN: To the extent possible, we use 

people \v ithin the State. I believe that, as of the 

moment, there are some 12 people who perform this 

service who are residents of New Jersey who are the 

;:mly ones we could find who rret the qualifications. 

This is based upon a list approved by the Commission. 

MR. PEASE: We have kept a record of all of 

our mediators and of all of our fact-finders, and we 

have getter. reports back from the parties as to how 

~hey perfcr~ed and, on the basis of that, we have what 

't~Je call an approved list of mediators, ad hoc mediators, 

and ad hoc fact finders. If they are on that list, 

~hen they will be used. Now if we get a bad report on 

somebody, we investigate it and if we think it•s sound 

we strike him off the list. But in this way we gradually 

develop a grcupof experts and qualified people in the 

field. 

ASSEMBLYMAN SMITH: And how many of them do you 

have now, would you say? 

MR. ARONIN: The list actually or probably numbers 

about 150 but that doesn•t mean that all of the 150 are 

used. That•s a list that has been approved by the 

:ommission. 

ASSEMBLYMAN SMITH: Would that be sufficient to 

~andle the problem? 

MR. ARONIN: Yes, sir, more than sufficient. 

ASSEMBLYMAN SMITH: So there is r.o shortage of 

i:.hese pecple. 

MR. ARONIN: No, there•s no shortage. The only 

time we r' .. m into a shortage is when - well, we did run 

into a need in February when we used probably 80 mediators 

at one time because of the budget submission date, with 

reference to boards of education. We had about 150 requests 
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for mediators within a five-week period, and then the 

telephones were very, very busy because this one 

couldn't take it and we had to move on to the next one 

but we have been able to satisfy all of our needs - put 

in that way, sir. 

ASSEMBLYMAN SMITH: And you haven't really 

decided anything for State employees, their salaries, or 

anything of that kind? 

MR. ARONIN: Well, we would not be deciding the 

salaries of State employees. We do not do negotiations, 

and apropos of that let me just make one point that I 

skipped: Mr. Sheff made some comments about who the 

negotiator shall be for the State. Let me indicate to 

Mr. Sheff and to this Committee that the Governor has 

named a labor negotiator on behalf of the State -

Frank Mason and, as far as we know, he is the one who 

does the negotiating on behalf of the State. Now I 

understand that he does so in consultation with the 

various department heads who are involved in such 

negotiations. 

ASSEMBLYMAN SMITH: You are getting some rebuttal 

on that one. You better let that one go. 

MR. ARONIN: This is according to the Governor's 

executive order 2 and 3. 

ASSEMBLYMAN SMITH: Thank you very much. 

SENATOR KNOWLTON: Is there a Mr. McNesby here? 

(Not present) Well, thank you all very much. Just a 

minute, I believe we have another gentlemen who wishes 

to be heard. Will you please give the stenographer your 

name in full, your affiliation, and employment. I believe 

you are from the Middletown Township Educational Asso

ciation -
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EDGAR V A N H 0 U T E N: My name is 

Edgar Van Houteno Middletown Township Education 

Associationo Monmouth County -

ASSEMBLYMM~ SMITH: That"s not the same as the 

Middle Township in Cape Mayo 

MRo VANHOUTEN: Welle a little bit north of 

Cape May. 

I had a number of conunents but I"m sure you 

won 9 t mind if I cut them quite short at this stage of 

the gameo I appreciate your comment earlier about 

grass root views because that 0 s what we are able to 

offer. We don"t have any kind of prepared statement 

but we don"t want you to think we haven 1 t given this 

plenty of thoughto because we haveo 

We were very much concerned over the idea of 

restricting 303 because we were very much aware of the 

benefits to be received from it. I have been negotia

ting and part of a negotiating team for quite a number of 

years" In facto it doesn"t seem too long ago that when 

we came in to "discuss"- they called it at that time

with the Board of Educationo they didn 8 t have to pay 

any attention at all to our recommendations andu as I sayo 

I can recall times when we had turned down Board proposals 

and had PTA"s show up at budget adoptions and have Boards 

completely ignore us and ignore the PTAa 

Things have changed considerably with 303 and we 

are given a lot of recognition that we hadn"t been offered 

before. We haven"t used PERC in Middletown but we have a 

lever through PERC that we never had before. We are given 

a lot more consideration. There still are unilateral 

decisions that sometimes disturb us and there are a lot 

of things we would like to see done with 303 that are not 

of this restricting nature. 

We appreciate all the work that Chairman Pease has 

done. We are very familiar with the very difficult task 

that he had in setting up the structure. 

We were concerned about the appropriation cut for 

PERC becauseo as I say, we know how other areas have 
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benefited as much as we have in their decisions. 

In addition to our concern over the cut-down in 

appropriations, we also in Middletown havebeen aware 

of this A-1049, a change in this injunction procedure, 

because again, as Chairman Pease has mentioned, we 

don't feel that you can have any kind of negotiations 

where you don't have two equal parties meeting at a 

negotiating table,that it's impossible to have meaning

ful negotiations under circumstances where one party 

has all the power. And we feel that this is still so;-

in spite of 3031 the Board still has the predominance 

of power. They don't have to accept any decisions that 

are rendered by a mediator or a fact-finder. They 

know this and we know this, and it gives them an opportunity 

to make unilateral decisions that we are perfectly aware 

of. This has happened and is continuing to happen. It 

was just a few weeks ago where we met and the Board 

suddenly stood up because of a misinterpretation or the 

way we interpreted the negotiating agreement that had 

been reached and the way they interpreted it, and they 

said. "Well, if you're going to take that point of 

view, we won't stay here and listen to it any longer." 

And they could have gotten up and walked out and we 

could never have gotten away with that. We know it. 

We feel that a review and a show-cause requirement 

on the part of the Board of Education will kind of balance 

this inequality that exists at the negotiating table. 

We are also in favor of this A-810 for the reasons 

we have mentioned earlier, this idea of having Boards 

accept the decisions of the mediators. We would like 

to be able to withdraw services but we realize at the 

same time the kind of feeling that exists as soon as we 

mention strikes. But I think you're a little aware -well, 

it seems like a number of people are unaware of the 

responsibility that teachers know that they havep the 

responsibility of keeping a sound educational system, 

and I don't know that you are aware of how conservative 
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teachers are = conservative because cf the many years 

of service and because o.f their training and because 

of t"he vested interest. that~ they have in educationa 

They are not likely to throw this aside because of 

matters like whether the monkeys are going to be inside 

or outside the zoo, or things that are equivalent to i.t, 

but they wou.ld take this responsib.ili ty very seriously 

an:J I am sure that. you gentlemen know that they would o 

But. sometimes when you talk about change it ha.s ::ill kinds 

of effects on people who are quite secure wit.h t~he stat.us 

quoo This is the way it iso Judges feel this wayo 

Recentlyo for instanc'e o people who were accustomed t.o 

this got almost hysterical when you talk about changeu 

I recall reading here a few weeks ago where t~here 

is another law you people are considering on divorce" 

and the Judge ment:ioned something about '"Wel~ o if we 

went through with this dhrorce J it would do away with 

the institution of marriageo'" Of course, some people 

feel almost as hysterical about the idea of giving 

teachers the right to strikeo But it isnct true ando 

as you knowo most people who get a divorce get married 

again,, and most teachers are not in favor of going out 

on strike for any kind of trivial reasono But if they 

were forced into a position where they would have to do 

something like thiso I am sure they would consider all of 

the effects and ramificationso 

I don°t think we can ignore any more the need to 

present the teacher to the public and to the student as 

a responsible lndividualo one that sets a worthy example 

for youth to emulate and not the apathetic kind of person 

that can be ignored by Boards or the publico I donJt 

understand why we have this kind of power struggle goh:g 

on in our schools and sometimes it looks like parents and 

pupils have much more of an effect upon the school system 

than the teachers J bu.t lawyers are very much concerned and 

do have the responsibility of .k.eeping the legal system in 

order and to preserve justiceo Doctors do the same thing 
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in setting the standards for the medical profession 

and seeing that the hospital facilities are what they 

should be, and I think it follows just as night follows 

day that teachers should have the strongest influence 

in establishing a sound educational system. 

Thank you. 

ASSEMBLYMAN SMITH: By your last statement, you 

mean that they should participate in the curriculum? 

MR. VANHOUTEN: I think they should, yes. 

ASSEMBLYMAN SMITH: You don • t think the admin

istrator is enough of a teacher that he should handle 

that? 

MR. VAN HOUTEN: I think there are some areas 

that we can work together compatibly. This area of 

curriculum is one where I am sure teachers could have 

something to offer as well as administrators. 

ASSEMBLYMAN SMITH: Isn't it true -I guess all 

administrators have been teachers at one time or another, 

haven't they? 

MR. VANHOUTEN: Yes. Sometimes they forget that. 

SENATOR KNOWLTON: Thank you very much, sir, and 

thanks to our staff and our lovely ladies here who have 

been taking down everything that we said. 

This hearing is adjourned. 

[A D J 0 U R N E D] 
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ay vay of ua~~ple, P.B.R.C. haa previoualy 

certified •• an appropriate unit, a aix man group e~~ployed 

wi~in th• Maintenance ~rtment of Bergen Pin .. Roapital, 

•inly 'becauae all cix work in the Heating Plant. M a 

reaul t, a t\lblic !!mployer. in all probability will he faced 

with uny ••11 bargaining unit.a within any OM of ita 

faailitiea, aucb as a hospital. It would appear from. an 

-tnation of the deciaion that. P.£.R.c. baa placed eftiPbaaia 

vitb reference to •comnunity of interests• on such trivia ae 

~er ~· persona aove froa one place to another or are 

atational'y. It ia respectfully suggested that the above noted 

aectiaa be ohaft9e4 to read aa followat 

(1) •fbe negotlatin9 unit ahall be defined 
with clue regard tor the cCIIIIIUnit.y of 
intereat among the ._ployeea of the 
eiiPloyer concerned -· (EIIphaeia 
supplied) 

It ia further auggeated that the Legislature be 

a4viae4 that ~· intereat.a of all concerned ~uld be making 

apprapr1a-. bargaining agents aa broad aa could reaaoaably 

be juat.lfle4, euch aa all blue collar workers, all White collar 

worken, all profeaaionala, all licena..S erafteMn, etc. 
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( 2) l,n S!C• 34a,l3AJ, the 4efipit10D "PRloytr" 

ia t.oo 'broad and. IJhould be reatricted bY re-defS,nit.ign. In 

part, the present section of P .L. 303 reads a 

"This term shall include •publie eDPloyers• 
and shall .. an t'he St.at.e ot N.w Jersey, 
or the several Counties and municipalities 
thereof, or any otlwr political sub
division of the State, or a school 
district, or any special district, or 
any authority, cam.iasion or board, or 
any branch or agency of the public 
service." · 

The defects in the present definition are ra\har 

olWioua when one considers that P.L. 303 obligates the Ezllployer 

to baJ:f&ln with unions in good fai t.b al thOU<Jh the l'alployer 

frequently do .. not have either the authority or the pow.r 

to raise tbe funds necessary to honor the cammitt.menta it baa 

-.de in it.• good faith bargaining vi th the union. An interestinv 

•••1• of tbia was a recent. ruling by foZ'IMr Attorney General 

Arthur &ills that. Appointiag Judges in the county court are 

the e.ployer of record of the Probation Officers. However, 

the 'uc!gea have neither the power nor the authority to allocate 

or raiae the funda necessary to pay these Probation Officers. 

AD ad41ticnal queeUon raiaed by the Attorney Gneral'a opiniOD 

ia Cona~itutiODal 1n nature - •oo.a a Legialature have the ri9ht. 
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to create an aqenoy t.h&t. can assume t.he jurisdiction in 

fact. finding over the employee• of a co-equal brcch of the 

State Government?" 

An interesting example of P.L. 303 separating the 

bargaining agents of the Public Employer from the authority to 

raise funds was in the observation made by P.E.R.C.'a repre-

sentativea in the matter of the Newark Board of Education vs. 

Newark Teachers Association. He st<ated in parta 

~ile we are not unmindful of the 
problas facinq Newark and ether urban 
centers, nevertheless, the duty and 
obligation of the Board is to •int.ain, 
operate and supervise an adequate public 
adhool syate11 for sonte 74, ooo children. 
Tbe Beard's concern tor the financial 
condition of the City, While comm.ndable, 
waa beyond the scope and authority of 
the Board. The Board should not be 
gonaerJl!d about the aom• of revenue, 
th! allocation of funds bY ~~ CitY of 
tb! RQ••ible difficulty in le!YiPS t!l!• 
y, meet the ct.t.y'a obligatJ.oa!• 1.'1\ .. e 
are, and properly so, the role of the 
elected Legislative representatives of 
the ci ti &enry charged wi tb s \llb 
reaponaibility.• (Emphasie supplied) 
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It is respectfully suggested that the law be 

aaended to define the EJwployer as that. unit of government. 

which la authorised and required to meet. the financial 

Obligation created by the collective bargaining. Tbis 

suw•t.ed ... n~t. Will avoid the situation created in the 

.. t.t.er of Jersey City Board of Educa~ vs Jersey City 

Teachers Association in V1ich the Mayor of that city character

ised the agre ... nt as •a worthless piece of paper" since 

it was iatpCasible to raise the funds required to meet. the 

Obligation created by that collective bargaining agr..-.nt.. 

( 3) there has been subetqnt,iAl uncertaintx Afi&\JJ 

Jed![ P,L, 303 soneernipg tb~ status of sueeryisor!, Under 

the present law. supervisors have a right to organize and 

negotiate vi th Public Employ e:s although this right is not. 

now available in the pri vat.e a ector of our economy or in 

Pederal aervice except by Executive Order of the Prea14.nt. 

and then only to form asaociatione for diacuaaion purpo•••· 
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Aa in the pr i vat.e sector ot our economy, 

supervisors employed by hblic Ellpl~ra are lta9al agents 

of that enployer and an integral pu-t of the manag4tllellt. 

structure of that -.player. It is respectfully augg•ted 

that the uae!M~Mnt to the law eliDlinate the rights pre•ently 

conferred on the supervisors to or9aniu, and adopt the 

theories and practices of the Federal Government in private 

sector• of our eaonOIIIY. A continuation of tbe pr•ent practice 

vill lead to a breakdown of the proper anag-nt among Public 

Eal,ployen. 

If the Legislature dee• 1 t mandatory to c:on.fer 

t.hia right. on Supervisor, then it ia respectfully suggested 

that ~ey be limited to joining organiaationa that do not 

represent non-supervisory employees with the expr••ed 

wri tt• consent of the Public: EllplOf"tr. This solution, w 

•~it, would still create a conflict of intereat, but 

would •c••What -.odi~y tbe present untenable poait.icn of 

the -.ployer in thi• .. tter • 
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It is respectfully suggested that the 

Legislature adept the present principle ~th reference 

to supervisors that it now recognizes with respect to 

police officers. 

An example of the strained reasoning some 

of the P.E.R.C. appointed bearings offer is the matter of 

the Middlesex Welfare Board v CWA-cio-AFL Wherein the 

Hearing Officer found. that one ( 1) of ten ( lJ) . supervisors 

(all classified under the identical Civil service job 

description) had the au~ority to hire, fire, or discipline 

employees or to effectively recommend such action. It is 

incredible that the Middlesex Board would delegate differb'9 

authority to supervisors of case Workers. In this instance, 

the Ca..isaion usurped the administrative function of the 

Welfare Board in determining haw effectively the supervisors 

disdbarqed their assigned responsibilities. 

The County of Bergen wishes to take thia 

opportunity to thank this Board for allowing it time to 

present ita position ~th reference to P.L. 303 and the 

proposed amendment thereto. 
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~ubm1tted ny HOoert K. Luse 
Phone 695-3469 (Area Code 609) 

New Jersey 
State Federation of District Boards of Education 
407 West State Street, P. 0. Box 909, Trenton, New Jersey 08605 

MAS. RUTH H. PAGE 
Executive Director 

#1 

AN ACT to amend the ''New Jersey Employer-Employee Relations Act, II 
approved April 30, 1941 (P. L. 1941, c. 100), a.s said short title 
was. amended by P. L •. 1968, c. 303. 

BE IT ENACTED by the Senate and General Assembly of the State 
of New Jersey: · · ., ·· · · · 

1. Section three of P. L. 1941, c •. 100 (C. 34: 13A-3) is amended 
to read as follows: 

3. When used in this act: 

(a) The term "board" shall mean New Jersey Stat~ Board 
of Mediation. 

(b) The term ·•commission'' shall mean New Jersey Public 
Employment Relations Commission. 

(c) The term ''employer" includes an employer and any person 
acting, directly or indirectly, on behalf of or in the interest of an 
employer with the employer's knowledge or ratification, but a 
labor organization, or any officer or agent thereof, shall be 
considered an employer only with respect to individuals employed 
by such organization. This term shall include ''public employers" 
and shall mean the State of New Jersey, or the several counties 
and municipalities thereof, or any other political subdivision of 
the State, or a school district, or any special district, or any 
authority, commission, or board, or any branch or agency of 
the public service • 

BRUCE CAMPBELL 
Admlniltretlve Alllstent 

over 
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(d) The term "employee!' shall include any employee, and 
shall not be limited to the employees of a particular employer 
unless this act explicitly states otherwise, and shall include 
any individual whose work has ceased as a consequence of or 
in connection with any current labor dispute or because of any 
unfair labor practice and who has not obtained any other regu
lar and substantially equivalent employment. This term, how
ever, shall not include any individual taking the place of any 
employee whose work has ceased as 8.foresaid, nor shall it 
include any individual employe4 by his parent or spouse, or 
in the domestic service of any pe_rson in the home of the 
employer, or employed by ariy company owning or operating 
a railroad or railway express subject to the provisions of 
the Railway Labor Act. This term shall include public em
ployee, i.e. any person holding a position, by appointment 
or contract, or employment in the service of a public em
ployer, except elected officials, heads and deputy., heads of 
departments and agencies, and members of boards and 
commissions, provided that in any school district this shall 
exclude only the superintendent of schools or' other chief 
administrator of the district. 

(e) The term" representative'' is not limited to individuals 
but shall include labor organizations, and individual repre
sentatives need not themselves be employed by, and the labor 
organization serving as a representative need not be limited 
in membership to the employees of, the employer whose 
employ~es are represented. This term shall include any 
organization, agency or person authorized or designated 
by a public employer, public employee, group of public em
ployees, or public employee association to act on its behalf 
and represent it or them. 

(f) The phrase "terms and conditions of employment" 
·as used in this act with respect to public employment shall 
mean compensation of every kind paid or furnished to the 
employee; length of work day and work week, rest periods 
and meal hours; physical conditions at the place of em
ployment which affect the health or safety of employees; 
and fringe benefits as the term is commonly understood 
in public employment. 

2. This Act shall take effect immediately. 
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Phone 695-3469 (Area CCMie 609) 

New Jersey 
State Federation of District Boards of Education 
407 W•t State sn.t, P. 0. lox 909, Trenton, New JerMy 08605 

MRS. RUTH H. PAGE 
Executive Director 

AN ACT to supplement the :•New Jersey Employer•Employee Rela
tions Act,',' approved April 30, 1941 (P. L. 1941, c. 100), as 
said short title was amended by Chapter 303 of the Laws of 
1968. 

liZ 

BE IT ENACTED by the Senate and General Assembly of the State 
of New Jersey: · 

1. No public employee or organization of public employees shall 
engage in any strike, slowdown, sanction or any other concerted 
action which tends to disrupt or obstruct the proper functioning of 
a public employer. Any organization of public employees engaging 
in such unlawful activity or aiding or abetting the same shall 
forthwith lose its status and rights as an employee representative 
under this Act for a period of one year from the date it commences 
to engage in or aid and abet such unlawful activity. Any public em
ployee engaging in or aiding or abetting such unlawful activity shall 
s'.lffer the loss of his pay for every day he engages in such violation 
of this Act, in addition to any other penalty or forfeiture to which he 
:.nay be liable under any other provision of law. It shall be unlaw
:~nl for the public employer to waive or forego the penalties pre
scribed by this section; nor shall this section be construed to limit 
or restrict the right of the public employer to seek such judicial 
relief as it may be entitled to in law or in equity. 

2. This Act shall take effect immediately. 

BRUCE CAMPBELL 
Admlnistmive Alllstant 
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New Jersey 
State Federation of District Boards of Education 
407 West State Street, P. 0. Box 909, Trenton, New Jersey 0860.5 

MRS. RUTH H. PAGE 
Executive Director 

#3 

AN ACT concerning employer-employee relations, and amending P. L. 
1968, c. 303. 

BE IT ENACTED by the Senate and General Assembly of the State 
of New Jersey: 

1. Section seven of P. L. 1968, c. 303 (C. 34: 13A-S. 3) is 
amended to read as follows: 

7. Except as hereinafter provided, public employees shall have, 
and shall be protected in the exercise of, the right, freely and without 
fear of penalty or reprisal, to form, join and assist any employee 
organization or to refrain from any such activity; provided, however, 
that this right shall not extend to any managerial executive except 
in a school district the term managerial executive shall mean the 
superintendent of schools or his equivalent, nor ;-, except where 
established practice, prior agreement or special circumstances, 
dictate the contrary,{ shall any supervisor /'"naving the power to 
hire, discharge, discipline, or to effectively recommend the sameJ 
have the right to be represented in collective negotiations by an 
employee organization that admits non- supervisory personnel to 
membership, and the fact that any organization has such supervisory 
employees as members shall not deny the right of that organization 
to represent the appropriate unit in collective negotiations; and 
provided further, that, except where established practice, prior 
agreement, or special circumstances dictate the contrary, no 
policeman shall have the right to join an employee organization that 
admits employees other·than policemen to membership. The term 
11 supervisor" or ''supervisory employee" shall mean one having th~ 
authority, in the interest of the employer, to hire, transfer, suspen<;l.! 
promote, discharge, assign, reward or discipline other employees, 
or responsibility to direct them, or to adjust their grievances, or 
effectively to recommend such action, if in connection with the fore
going the exercise of such authority is not merely of a routine or 
clerical nature, but requires independent judgment. The negoti-

BRUCE CAMPBELL 
Admlnlttmive Aalltllnt 

over 
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ating unit shall be defined with due regard for the community of 
interest among the employees concerned, but the commission shall 
not intervene in matters of recognition and unit definition except in 
the event of a dispute • 

Representatives designated or selected by public employees 
for the purposes of-collective negotiationbythe majority of the 
employees in a unit appropriate for such purposes or by the 
majority of the employees voting in an election conducted by the 
commission as authorized by this ad shall be the exclusive repre
sentatives for collective negotiation concerning the terms and 
conditions of employment of the employees in such unit. Nothing 
herein shall be construed to prevent any official from meeting with 
an employee organization for the purpose of hearing the views 
and requests of its members in such unit so long as (a) the majority 
representative is informed of the meeting; (b) any changes or 
modifications in terms and conditions of employment are made 
only through negotiation with the majority representative; .and 
(c) a minority organization shall not pre sent or process grievances. 
Nothing herein shall be construed to deny to any individual em
ployee his rights under Civil Service laws or regulations. When 
no majority representative has been selected as the bargaining 
agent for the unit of which an individual employee is a part, he may 
present his own grievance either personally or through an appropri
ate representative or an organization of which he is a member and 
have such grievance adjusted. 

A majority representative of public employees in an appropri
ate unit shall be entitled to act for and to negotiate agreements 
covering all employees in the unit and shall be responsible for 
representing the interests of all such employees without discrim
ination and without regard to employee organization membership. 
CProposed new rules or modifications of existing rules governing 
working conditions shall be negotiated with the majority represen
tative before they are established. In addition~ The majority 
representative and designated representatives of the public employP.r 
shall meet at reasonable times and negotiate in good faith with 
respect to grievances and terms and conditions of employment. 
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When an agreement is reached on the terms and conditions of 
employment, it shall be embodied in writing and signed by the 
authorized representatives of the public employer and the majority 
representative •. Such agreement shall be made binding for a period 
of not less than twelve months and extending not beyond the end of 
the third full fiscal year of the employer subsequent to the date of 
such agreement. 

Such agreement shall obligate both parties to comply in good 
faith with the terms thereof, except that it shall not prevent the 
public employer from taking unilateral action in derogation there-
of where necessary to meet an emergency or to enable the employer 
to carry out its responsibilities under the law; but before taking 
such action the employer shall give the majority repre.sentative 
as much advance notice thereof as practicable. 

Public employers shall negotiate written policies setting forth 
grievance procedures by means of which their employees or repre
sentatives of employees may appeal the interpretation, application 
or violation of policies, agreements, and administrative decisions 
affecting them, provided that the employer shall not be obligated to 
negotiate a grievance procedure with respect to any matter for which 
a method of review is otherwise prescribed by law; and provided 
further that the term" grievance" and the procedure relative there
to shall not apply to the failure or refusal of the employer to em
ploy a person or to renew the contract of a probationary employee 
L such? grievance procedures shall be included in any agreement 
entered into between the public employer and the representative 
organization, Such grievance procedures may provide for advisory 
or binding arbitration as a means for resolving disputes. 

Nothing in this act shall be construed to diminish the duty of 
the employer to consider proposals advanced by employees or their 
representatives where suc:h.t?~Q:RC)~(!ls may not be negotiable under 
the provisions of this act. 

2. This Act shall take effect immediately. 
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June 9, 1970 

Mr. Samuel Alito 
c/o N. J. Federation of District 

Boards of Education 
407 West State Street 
P. 0. Box 909 
Trenton, New Jersey 

Dear Mr. Alito: 
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As General Counsel to the Long Branch Board of Education I re
cently reviewed a copy of the Legislation News for May 20, 
1970, Page 2 of which refers to the proposed changes being con
sidered to Chapter 303, Laws of 1968, at the public hearings on 
June 17th and 18th. I would just like to briefly sketch out 
some thoughts with reference to these proposed changes. 

1. S-564 1 A-498: Although I do not know what significance the 
increase of the number of members of P.E.R.C. might have, 
if P.E.R.C. itself deems this change to be appropriate I 
would have no objection thereto. 

2. A-810: I find the proposal to grant public employees the 
right to strike to be diametrically opposed to the expressed 
intention of Chapter 303 as originally enacted. Indeed, the 
expression of legislative intent accompanying that law 
clearly emphasized the intention of an amicable adjustment 
of public employment labor disputes without resort to strike. 
My experience with Chapter 303 leads me to believe that the 
full intent of that law has never been fully experienced or 
implemented in that the proper administration of the law has 
been sorely lacking during the last two years. However, even 
were one to assume that Chapter 303 needed revision in this 
regard, there are obviously other alternatives before grant
ing the right to strike to public employees in areas in which 
the public interest would be greatly prejudiced. Until such 
time as procedures such as binding arbitration have been 
fully implemented and experienced, I can conceive of no justi
fication to adopt such a provision, which can only lead to 
greater public chaos and strife. 
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3. S-537: I do not conceive of any benefit that can be de
rived from requiring that the parties share the costs of 
mediation equally other than a possible balancing of an 
inadequate budget of P.E.R.C. If the latter be the case, 
I would probably favor the provision. However, it should 
be borne in mind that in the heat of negotiations, media
tion is oft-times an appropriate vehicle for resolution 
of most, if not, all disputes, and even assuming that 
mediation fails to fully resolve the labor disputes, if 
it has narrowed down the open issues for fact-finding, 
the effort will have been well spent. I therefore tend 
to favor mediation at no cost to either party but with 
the costs of fact-finding to be borne equally by both. 

4. A-462: I have mixed emotions concerning the proposal to 
make P.E.R.C. "an all public board". If this truly could 
be accomplished, I would most certainly be in favor of an 
impartial body administering Chapter 303. However, most 
people along the line have either been an employer or an 
employee, and the prejudices or inclinations Which may 
result from that relationship can never be permanently 
expunged. As I view the present make-up of P.E.R.C., I 
think it is better to have an acknowledged representation 
of both interests on the Commission than to run the risk 
of appointing a "public board" Which is comprised of per
sons whose prejudices may be more deepseated and less dis
cernible to those who must deal with this administrative 
body. 

JRH:gf 

cc: Mr. William H. Meskill, 
Superintendent of Schools 

ry truly yours, 

L oYJt.((c~i1 ---~., 
JOHN R. HALLERAN 
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